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Abstract
We introduce the at-most-once and strong at-most-once problems in the asyn-
chronous shared memory model. The at-most-once problem requires that a set of
n jobs is performed using m fail-prone processors, while maintaining at-most-once
semantics. The strong at-most-once problem, imposes the additional restriction, that
if no participating processors fail, all jobs must be performed. We rigorously define
the problems and performance metrics, show upper bounds and impossibility results
and provide deterministic and randomized solutions.
The at-most-once semantic is one of the standard safety guarantees for object
access in decentralized systems. We investigate implementations of at-most-once
access semantics in a model where a set of actions is to be performed by a set of
failure-prone, asynchronous shared-memory processes. We formally introduce the
at-most-once problem for performing a set of n jobs using m processors. We also
introduce a notion of efficiency for at-most-once protocols, called effectiveness, used
to classify algorithms. Effectiveness measures the number of jobs safely completed
by an implementation. We prove an upper bound of n− f on the effectiveness of any
algorithm, where f the number of process crashes in the presence of an adversary.
We explore the feasibility of a strong effectiveness version of the at-most-once
problem. The strong at-most-once problem is solved by an at-most-once algorithm
when all tasks are performed, if no participating processes fail during the execution
of the algorithm. We formally define the problem and prove that the strong at-most-
once problem has consensus number 2, hence there exist no wait-free deterministic
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solutions for the problem in asynchronous shared memory, using atomic read/write
registers.
We prove that the upper bound on effectiveness of n− f can be matched asymp-
totically in the two process setting. We then generalize our two-process solution in
the multi-process setting with a hierarchical algorithm that achieves effectiveness of
n− logm · o(n). Moreover, we present and analyze a wait-free deterministic algo-
rithm for the at-most-once problem, that provides for the first time nearly optimal
effectiveness for the multi-process setting.
Finally we present the first randomized solution for the strong at-most-once prob-
lem. The solution is work optimal in expectation for a non-trivial number of partici-
pating processes. We also present an adaptive randomized solution for the Write-All
problem. Our solution has high probability work that is linear plus some additive
term that only depends on the number of participating processes k and not the size
of the problem n or the total number of processes m.
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1 Introduction, Motivation and Related Work
1.1 Introduction
The at-most-once semantic for object invocation is used to ensure that an operation ac-
cessing and altering the state of an object is performed no more than once. This semantic
is among the standard semantics for remote procedure calls (RPC) and method invoca-
tions and it provides important means for reasoning about the safety of critical applica-
tions. Uniprocessor systems may trivially provide solutions for at-most-once semantics
by implementing a central schedule for operations. The problem becomes very challeng-
ing for autonomous processes in a shared-memory system with concurrent invocations
on multiple objects. Although at-most-once semantics have been thoroughly studied
in the context of at-most-once message delivery [10, 34, 37, 46] and at-most-once pro-
cess invocation for RPC [8, 35, 36, 37, 44], finding effective solutions for asynchronous
shared-memory multiprocessors, in terms of how many at-most-once invocations can be
performed by the cooperating processes, is largely an open problem.
This thesis brings attention to the at-most-once problem in multiprocessor settings.
We believe that solving this problem using only atomic read/write memory, and without
specialized hardware support, such as conditional writing, will provide a useful tool in
reasoning about the safety properties of applications developed for a variety of multipro-
cessor systems, including those not supporting bus-interlocking instructions and multi-
core systems. Specifically in the later years increased attention has been given toward
chip multiprocessing, since clock speed has stopped being the way to increase perfor-
mance. Because of the differences in each multi-core system, the asynchronous shared
memory is becoming an important abstraction for arguing on the safety properties of par-
allel applications in such systems. In the next years we expect chip multiprocessing to
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appear in a wide range of applications, many of which will have components that need
to satisfy at-most-once semantics in order to guarantee safety. Such applications may
include autonomous robotic devices, robotic devices for assisted living, automation in
production lines or medical facilities. In such applications performing specific tasks at-
most-once may be of paramount importance for safety of patients, or the workers in a
facility, or the devices themselves. Such tasks could be the triggering of a motor in a
robotic arm, the activation of the X-ray gun in an X-ray machine, or supplying a dosage
of medicine to a patient. In order to further illustrate the importance of the at-most-once
semantic, we point out that in write-all [25] a dual to the at-most-once problem, there ex-
ist specific tasks that in an execution could be executed as many times as the total number
of processors in the system.
We explore at-most-once implementations for asynchronous shared-memory proces-
sors that are prone to crashes. We model accesses to objects as jobs, where the correctness
demands that each job is performed at-most-once. Any processor is able to perform any
job and we aim to maximize the total number of performed jobs while preserving the at-
most-once semantics. We define the notion of effectiveness used to assess the efficiency
of solutions for the problem. Effectiveness measures the number of jobs performed using
at-most-once semantics as a function of the number of jobs, the number of processors,
and the number of crashes. We provide tight upper bounds for effectiveness, and we in-
troduce various deterministic, wait-free algorithms that solve the problem. The first two
are formulated for two processors. The third algorithm is stated for an arbitrary number
of processors and it uses a two-processor solution as a building block. We present rigor-
ous analyses of the algorithms’ work, space complexity, and effectiveness and we prove
that the multi-processor algorithm has effectiveness (n
1
logm −1)logm and work complexity
O(n+m logm), where n is the number of jobs and m the number of processes [29]. Work
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complexity counts the total number of basic operations performed by the processes.
Because the multi-processor solution presented in [29] does not scale well in terms of
effectiveness, as the number of processors increases, we explore a different algorithmic
strategy. This gives us a deterministic, wait-free solution for the at-most-once problem
that has near optimal effectiveness. Specifically the effectiveness of the solution is n−
(2m−2), which comes close to an additive term of m to the upper bound over all possible
algorithms [27, 28]. This second solution scales much better in terms of the number of
processes. Moreover we demonstrate how to construct an algorithm that has effectiveness
n−O(m2 logn logm) and work complexity O(n+m3+ε logn), and is both effectiveness
and work optimal when m = O( 3+ε
√
n/ logn), for any constant ε > 0. This algorithm
has both asymptotically optimal effectiveness and optimal work for a non-trivial number
of processes. Finally we show how to use this algorithm in order to solve the Write-All
problem [25] with optimal work complexity for a non-trivial number of processes.
Motivated by the difficulty of implementing wait-free deterministic solutions that are
effectiveness optimal, we introduce the strong at-most-once problem and study its feasi-
bility in [26]. The strong at-most-once problem refers to the setting where effectiveness
is measured only in terms of the jobs that need to be executed and the processes that took
part in the computation and crashed. The strong at-most-once problem demands solu-
tions that are adaptive, in the sense that the effectiveness depends only on the behavior of
processes that participate in the execution. In this manner trivial solutions are excluded
and, as we demonstrate herein, processes have to solve an agreement primitive in order to
make progress and provide a solution for the problem. In the present work we prove that
the strong at-most-once problem has consensus number 2 as defined by Herlihy [23]. As
a result, there exists no wait-free deterministic solution for the strong at-most-once prob-
lem in the asynchronous share memory model, using atomic read/write registers. This
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explains, via impossibility, the lack of effectiveness optimal deterministic solutions for
the at-most-once problem.
Then, we present [26] a randomized k-adaptive solution for the strong at-most-once
problem that has optimal strong effectiveness of n− fk and expected work complexity
of O(n+ k2+ε logn) for any small constant ε . Sometimes k is called the contention of
an execution and denotes the number of processes that take part in an execution of the
algorithm, fk denotes the number of the k processes that crash in an execution. Our so-
lution is the first fully adaptive randomized solution (both in terms of effectiveness and
expected work complexity) for the strong at-most-once problem. Expected Work com-
plexity counts the expected total number of basic operations performed by the processes.
Moreover our solution is anonymous, in that it does not rely on the names of processes.
Finally we present a k-adaptive randomized solution for the Write-All problem that
has work complexity of O(n+ k2log3k) with high probability. This algorithm is the first
solution for the Write-All problem that has linear work plus some additive term that only
depends on the number of participating processes k and not the size of the problem n or
the number of processes m that can participate in the algorithm. We further demonstrate
how to construct a solution for the strong at-most-once problem, using this algorithm, that
has work complexity O(n+ k2log3k) with high probability.
1.2 Related Work
A wide range of works study at-most-once semantics in a variety of settings. At-most-
once message delivery [10, 34, 37, 46] and at-most-once semantics for RPC [8, 35, 36,
37, 44], are two areas that have attracted a lot of attention. Here the problem studied is
different from the one we consider. Both in at-most-once message delivery and RPCs,
we have two entities (sender/client and receiver/server) that communicate by message
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passing. Any entity may fail and recover and messages may be delayed or lost. In the first
case one wants to guarantee that duplicate messages will not be accepted by the receiver,
while in the case of RPCs, one wants to guarantee that the procedure called in the remote
server will be invoked at-most-once [45].
Di Crescenzo and Kiayias in [12] (and later Fitzi et al. [14]) demonstrate the use of the
semantic in message passing systems for the purpose of secure communication. Driven
by the fundamental security requirements of one-time pad encryption, the authors par-
tition a common random pad among multiple communicating parties. Perfect security
can be achieved only if every piece of the pad is used at most once. The authors show
how the parties maintain security while maximizing efficiency by applying at-most-once
semantics on pad expenditure.
One can also relate the at-most-once problem to the consensus problem [13, 23, 40,
33]. Indeed, consensus can be viewed as an at-most-once distributed decision. Another
related problem is process renaming, see Attiya et al. [6] where each process identifier
should be assigned to at most one process. Proving that the strong at-most-once problem
has consensus number 2 further demonstrates this relationship.
The at-most-once problem is in some sense a dual problem to the Write-All problem
for the shared memory model [4, 9, 11, 21, 25, 32, 41]. First presented by Kanellakis
and Shvartsman [25], the Write-All problem is concerned with performing each job at-
least-once. Most of the solutions for the Write-All problem in the asynchronous share
memory model, exhibit super-linear work even when m n. Malewicz [41] was the first
to present an asynchronous solution for the Write-All problem that has linear work for
a non-trivial number of processors. The algorithm presented by Malewicz [41] has work
O(n+m4 logn) and uses test-and-set operations. Later Kowalski and Shvartsman [32]
presented an asynchronous solution for the Write-All problem that for any constant ε
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has work O(n+m2+ε). Their algorithm uses a collection of q permutations with con-
tention O(q logq) for a properly chosen constant q and does not rely on test-and-set op-
erations. Although an efficient polynomial time construction of permutations with con-
tention O(q polylog q) has been developed by Kowalski et al. [30], it is not known to
date how to construct permutations with contention O(q logq) in polynomial time. Re-
cently Alistarh et al. [2] show that there exists a deterministic asynchronous algorithm
for the Write-All problem with work O(n+m log5 n log2 max(n,m)), by derandomizing
their randomized solution for the problem. Their solution is a breakthrough in terms
of bridging the gap between the Ω(n+m logm) lower bound for the Write-All problem
and known deterministic solutions, but is so far existential. For a detailed overview of
research on the Write-All problem, we refer the reader to the books by Georgiou and
Shvartsman [18, 19]. In [27, 28] we demonstrate how our iterative At-Most-Once solu-
tion can be converted into an asynchronous solution for the Write-All problem with work
complexity O(n+m3+ε logn) for any constant ε > 0.
With respect to asynchronous randomized solutions, Martel and Subramonian [42]
present a randomized solution for the Write-All problem that does optimal O(n) work
when the number of processes is less than nlogn . Their solution assumes an oblivious
adversary, which is a weaker adversary than the strong adaptive adversary we use in this
dissertation when examining randomized algorithms. When it comes to a strong adaptive
adversary, Anderson and Woll [4] provide a O(n logm) solution for n = m2 write-all cells
and m processes. As mentioned above, recently Alistarh et al. [2] provide a randomized
algorithm for a strong adaptive adversary with work O(n+m logm log2 n), which is the
best known result in terms of randomized algorithms. It is easy to see that their solution
would perform O(n+k logk log2 n)work with high probability if examined on an adaptive
setting where k is the number of participating processes. The last result presented in this
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dissertation, provides the first solution for the Write-All problem that has linear work
plus some additive term that only depends on the number of participating processes k and
not the size of the problem n or the number of processes m that can participate in the
algorithm. In that respect it improves over the known adaptive solutions for the Write-All
problem.
Finally, following our work [29], Hillel [24] provided a probabilistic algorithm in the
same setting with optimal effectiveness and expected work complexity O(nm2 logm) by
employing a probabilistic multi-valued consensus protocol as a building block. With
proper analysis it can be shown that the probabilistic solution of Hillel [24], is a solution
for the strong at-most-once problem.
We note that the at-most-once problem becomes simpler when shared-memory is sup-
plemented by some type of read-modify-write operations. For example, one can associate
a test-and-set bit with each task, ensuring that the task is assigned to the only process
that successfully sets the shared bit. An effectiveness optimal implementation can then
be obtained from any Write-All solution. This is intuitive since the strong at-most-once
problem has consensus number 2, the same as test-and-set. In Buss et al. [9] they demon-
strate a lower bound of n+Ω(m logn) for 3≤m≤ n in the asynchronous shared memory
setting, when atomic primitives such as compare-and-swap or test-and-set are used to
access shared memory. This implies a lower bound on the work complexity of Strong
At-Most-Once asynchronous solutions in the presence of test-and-set operations. In this
thesis, when devising deterministic solutions, we deal with the more challenging setting
where algorithms use atomic read/write registers. For asynchronous randomized solutions
for the Strong At-Most-Once problem will use randomized solutions for test-and-set, as
a building block.
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1.3 Contributions
The goal of this dissertation, is to explore the feasibility and efficiency of solutions that
satisfy the at-most-once semantic in the shared-memory model with asynchronous proces-
sors prone to crash failures. The core of this dissertation is based on the results presented
in [28, 26, 27, 29]. The at-most-once problem is formulated for m processors and n jobs,
where any processor can perform any job, provided that no job is performed more-than-
once. Note that in such a setting it is impossible to distinguish between a slow and a
crashed processor. Consequently it is impossible to determine whether a processor de-
lays while performing a job or if it crashed before performing the job. This means that
generally some jobs may never be performed. For the strong at-most-once problem, we
consider that only k of the m processors participate in the execution from which fk may
later crash. The number of participating processes k is not known to the algorithm. Our
contributions are as follows.
1. We define the at-most-once problem and the correctness properties to be satisfied
by any solution. We introduce a complexity measure we call effectiveness. This
measure describes the number of jobs completed (at-most-once) by an implemen-
tation, as a function of the overall number of jobs n, the number of processors m,
and the number of processor crashes f [29].
2. We present an upper bound for the effectiveness of any at-most-once implementa-
tion. In particular, we prove that no at-most-once solution may achieve effective-
ness better than n− f [29].
3. We define the strong at-most-once problem, as the problem of solving the at-most-
once problem with effectiveness that is a function of the jobs that need to be exe-
cuted n and the processes that took part in the computation (took a least one step
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in the computation) and crashed fk [26]. From the upper bound on effectiveness
for all algorithms (see [29]), we get that an effectiveness of n− fk for the strong at-
most-once problem is optimal. The importance of the strong at-most-once problem
is that it does not allow for solutions, where some jobs are preassigned to specific
processes.
4. We show [26] that the strong at-most-once problem has consensus number 2 (see
[23]), and thus there exists no wait-free deterministic solution for the strong at-
most-once problem using read/write atomic registers. Moreover we observe that the
strong at-most-once problem belongs in the Common2 class as defined by Afek et
al. [1].
5. We provide two algorithms that solve the at-most-once problem for 2 processors.
The algorithms use a collision-avoidance approach. The importance of these al-
gorithms is twofold: a) they can be used as building blocks to construct general
implementations for larger number of processors, and b) they achieve optimal ef-
fectiveness. The algorithms differ substantially in their space requirements and
work complexity, demonstrating the trade-offs between efficiency and space. We
analyze work, space, and effectiveness. [29]
6. We present a multi-processor algorithm, that employs one of our two-processor
algorithms as a building block. We prove the correctness of the algorithm, and we
perform rigorous analysis of its effectiveness of n− logm · o(n), and its work and
space complexity. [29]
7. We present a multi-processor algorithm, that uses a different strategy. The algo-
rithm is parametrized by β ≥ m and has effectiveness n−β −m+2. If β < m the
correctness of the algorithm is still guaranteed, but the termination of the algorithm
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cannot be guaranteed. For β = m the algorithm has effectiveness of n− 2m+ 2,
which is optimal up to an additive term of m. We further prove that for β ≥ 3m2 the
algorithm has work complexity O(nm logn logm) [27, 28].
8. We show how to use the previous algorithm with β = 3m2, in order to construct
an iterative algorithm, which for any constant ε > 0, has effectiveness of n−
O(m2 logn logm) and work complexity O(n+m3+ε logn). This is both asymptoti-
cally effectiveness-optimal and work-optimal for any m=O( 3+ε
√
n/ logn) [27, 28].
9. We demonstrate [27, 28] how to use the iterative algorithm mentioned above in or-
der to solve the Write-All problem with work complexity O(n+m3+ε logn) for
any constant ε > 0. Our solution improves on the algorithm of Malewicz [41],
which solves the Write-All problem for a non-trivial number of processes with
optimal (linear) work complexity, in two ways. First our solution is work op-
timal for a wider range of m, namely for any m = O( 3+ε
√
n/ logn) compared to
the m = O( 4
√
n/ logn) of Malewicz . Second our solution does not assume the
test-and-set primitive used by Malewicz [41], and relies only on atomic read/write
memory. There is also a Write-All algorithm due to Kowalski and Shvartsman [32],
which is work optimal for a wider range of processors m than our algorithm, specif-
ically for m = O( 2+ε
√
n). However, their algorithm uses a collection of q permuta-
tions with contention O(q logq), while it is not known to date how to construct
such permutations in polynomial time. The solution from Alistarh et al. [2] show
that there exists a deterministic algorithm for the Write-All problem with work
O(n+m log5 n log2 max(n,m)), by derandomizing their randomized solution for the
problem. This solutions is also work optimal for a wider range of processors m than
our algorithm, but their solution is existential, while ours explicit.
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10. We present and analyze a randomized algorithm that solves the strong at-most-once
problem [26]. The algorithm is anonymous, wait-free and k-adaptive, in the sense
that both effectiveness and work complexity depend on k, the number of processes
that participate in the execution and not m the total number of processes. The al-
gorithm uses randomized test-and-set as a building block, both for guarantying the
at-most-once semantic and for bookkeeping. In terms of bookkeeping, it is used
in order to detect collisions between processes and facilitate the transfer of knowl-
edge on which jobs have already been performed. Our solution uses the RatRace
algorithm from Alistarh et. al. [3] for the randomized test-and-set operations. We
show that the algorithm has strong optimal effectiveness and expected work com-
plexity O(n+k2+ε logn) for any small constant ε . The algorithm improves over the
solution of Hillel [24] which can be shown to have strong optimal effectiveness and
expected work complexity O(nm2 logm). We also demonstrate how to modify the
randomized algorithm in order to solve the Write-All problem. To our knowledge
our algorithm is the first k-adaptive randomized solution for the Write-All problem.
Following our solution Alistarh et al. [2] device a randomized algorithm for the
Write-All with work complexity O(n+m logm log2 n). With some modifications
this algorithm can be used to solve the strong at-most-once problem. We conjec-
ture that its work can be bounded by O(n+ k log2 k log2 n) with high probability.
Which is an improvement over our solution.
11. We present and analyze a randomized k-adaptive Write-All algorithm that has work
O(n+ k2 log3 k) with high probability. To the best of our knowledge, this result
provides the first solution for the Write-All problem that has linear work plus some
additive term that only depends on the number of participating processes k and
not the size of the problem n or the number of processes m that can participate in
11
the algorithm. To be more specific, in the solution by Alistarh et al. [2] there is
a log2 n factor in the k log2 k log2 n additive term. In the deterministic randomized
algorithms by Malewicz [41], Kowalski and Shvartsman [32] and Kentros and Ki-
ayias [27, 28] the additive terms have polynomial factors of the number of processes
m that can participate in the algorithm.
The algorithms in [29] are motivated by the Write-All algorithms from [9, 21], while
the algorithm in [27, 28] is motivated by a renaming algorithm from [6], although the
problem itself and the correctness criteria are quite different. Our work can be viewed as
complementary to [12] that considers a similar problem in message-passing models. Here
we use a shared-memory model instead.
1.4 Structure
This dissertation is structured as follows: Section 2 presents the asynchronous shared
memory model we are using in order to define the at-most-once and strong at-most-once
problem, to provide and analyze solutions. Moreover the at-most-once problem, the mea-
sure of effectiveness and the strong at-most-once problem are defined in the same Sec-
tion. Section 3 presents the upper bound on all possible algorithms for the effectiveness of
at-most-once solutions (from Kentros et al. [29]). Moreover in the same Section impos-
sibility results on wait-free deterministic solutions for the strong at-most-once problem,
are presented (from Kentros et al. [26]). In Section 4 we present deterministic collision
avoidance based solutions for the at-most-once problem (from Kentros et al. [29]). We
start by two 2-process solutions which we then use as building blocks for a multiprocess
solution. In Section 5 a near optimal wait-free deterministic solutions called algorithm
KKβ is presented and analyzed(from Kentros and Kiayias [27, 28]). Subsequently in Sec-
tion 6 two iterative algorithms base on KKβ from Section 5 are presented (the algorithms
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appeared in Kentros and Kiayias [27, 28]). The first solves the at-most-once problem,
while the second provides a solutions for the write-all problem. We continue with Sec-
tion 7 which describes a randomized wait-free k-adaptive algorithm named RA for the
strong at-most-once problem (from Kentros et al. [26]). Then in Section 8 a randomized
k-adaptive Write-All algorithm named ARTA is presented. In Section 9 we propose two
specific directions, in order to expand the results presented in the previous sections. Fi-
nally we conclude in Section 10 with open problems arising from the work in this doctoral
dissertation.
2 Model, Definitions and Measures of Efficiency
We define our model, the at-most-once problem, the strong at-most-once problem and
measures of efficiency.
2.1 Model and Adversary
We model a multi-processor as m asynchronous, crash-prone processes. For determin-
istic solutions, processes have unique identifiers from some set P. Shared memory is
modeled as a collection of atomic read/write memory cells, where the number of bits in
each cell is explicitly defined. In the algorithm presented in Section 8, the shared memory
additionally supports atomic test-and-set objects.
A test-and-set object atomically sets a memory location to the value 1 (or set) and
returns 1 (or success) if the original value of the memory location was 0, or 0 (fail) if
the original value of the memory location was 1. We say that a process wins or succeeds
in a test-and-set if it returns 1; otherwise, the process loses the test-and-set. A test-and-
set is acquired if it has been won by a process. All memory locations associated with
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test-and-set operations are initialized to 0.
We use the Input/Output Automata formalism [40, 39] to specify and reason about
algorithms in Sections 4 and 5; specifically, we use the asynchronous shared memory
automaton formalization [40, 20]. The algorithms in Sections 6, 7 and 8, are presented
using pseudo-code.
For completeness we describe the Input/Output Automata formalism we use. Each
process p is defined in terms of its states statesp and its actions actsp, where each action is
of the type input, output, or internal. We further distinguish between two different kinds
of internal actions: (i) those where a process interacts with the shared memory called
shared memory actions and (ii) those that no interaction with the shared memory takes
place. The shared memory actions are further distinguished in Read or Write actions.
Read and Write internal actions will be clearly denoted in the signature of an automaton.
A subset startp ⊆ statesp contains all the start states of p. Each shared variable x takes
values from a set Vx, among which there is initx, the initial value of x.
We model an algorithm A as a composition of the automata for each process p.
Automaton A consists of a set of states states(A), where each state s contains a state
sp ∈ statesp for each p, and a value v ∈Vx for each shared variable x. Start states start(A)
is a subset of states(A), where each state contains a startp for each p and an initx for each
x. The actions of A, acts(A) consists of actions pi ∈ actsp for each process p. A transi-
tion is the modification of the state as a result of an action and is represented by a triple
(s,pi,s′), where s,s′ ∈ states(A) and pi ∈ acts(A). The set of all transitions is denoted
by trans(A). Each action in acts(A) is performed by a process p, thus for any transition
(s,pi,s′), s and s′ may differ only with respect to the state sp of process p that invoked pi
and potentially the value of the shared variable that p interacts with during pi (if pi is a
Write action). We also use triples ({varss},pi,{varss′}), where varss and varss′ are sub-
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sets of variables in s and s′ respectively, as a shorthand to describe transitions without
having to specify s and s′ completely; here varss and varss′ contain only the variables
whose value changes as the result of pi , plus possibly some other variables of interest.
We say that states s and t in states(A) are indistinguishable to process p if: 1) sp = tp,
and 2) the values of all shared variables are the same in s and t. Now, if states s and t
are indistinguishable to p and (s,pi,s′) ∈ trans(A) for pi ∈ actsp, then (t,pi, t ′) ∈ trans(A),
and s′ and t ′ are also indistinguishable to p.
An execution fragment of A is either a finite sequence, s0,pi1,s1, . . .,pir,sr, or an infinite
sequence, s0,pi1,s1, . . .,pir,sr,. . ., of alternating states and actions, where (sk,pik+1,sk+1) ∈
trans(A) for any k ≥ 0. If s0 ∈ start(A), then the sequence is called an execution. The
set of executions of A is execs(A). We say that execution α is fair, if α is finite and its
last state is a state of A where no locally controlled action is enabled, or α is infinite and
every locally controlled action pi ∈ acts(A) is performed infinitely many times or there
are infinitely many states in α where pi is disabled. The set of fair executions of A is
fairexecs(A). An execution fragment α ′ extends a finite execution fragment α of A, if α ′
begins with the last state of α . We let α ·α ′ stand for the execution fragment resulting
from concatenating α and α ′ and removing the (duplicated) first state of α ′.
For two states s and s′ of an execution fragment α , we say that state s precedes state
s′ and we write s < s′ if s appears before s′ in α . Moreover we write s ≤ s′ if state s
either precedes state s′ in α or the states s and s′ are the same state of α . We use the
term precedes and the symbols < and ≤ in a same way for the actions of an execution
fragment. We use the term precedes and the symbol < if an action pi appears before a state
s in an execution fragment α or if a state s appears before an action pi in α . Finally for a
set of states S of an execution fragment α , we define as smax = maxS the state smax ∈ S,
s.t. ∀s ∈ S, s≤ smax in α .
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We model process crashes by action stopp in acts(A) for each process p. If stopp
appears in an execution α then no actions pi ∈ actsp appear in α thereafter. We then say
that process p crashed.
We consider an omniscient or on-line adversary: in the sense that the adversary has
complete knowledge of the computation it is affecting, and it makes instant dynamic de-
cisions on how to affect the computation. The adversary controls asynchrony and crashes.
This is modeled by allowing the adversary to make all scheduling decisions, essentially
arranging the order processes take actions. The adversary can base its next scheduling de-
cision, on the execution so far, that is on the past and current values of the shared memory,
and the past and current local states of all the processes.
In randomized algorithms (Sections 7 and 8) processes have also access to local ran-
dom coin-flips. The adversary we consider in these Sections, has also access to the results
of local coin-flips so far. Notice, however, that the adversary does not know the results
of local coins that were not yet flipped (future coin flips). This adversary is called an
adaptive adversary.
We would like to point out here that the omniscient adversary for the deterministic
algorithms and the adaptive adversary for randomized algorithms are equivalent. In ran-
domized algorithms the past results of local coin-flips by a process p are reflected in the
state of a process p. So the fact that the adversary bases its next scheduling decision
on the execution so far, having knowledge of the past and current local states of all the
processes, implies that the adversary has knowledge of the past results of local coin-flips.
For this reason in the definitions that follow in Section 2.2 we do not specifically define
the adversary used.
In Sections 7 and 8 we are interested in the number of participating processes k. For
Sections 7 and 8, we distinguish the crashes the adversary can cause, in m− k (k > 1)
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crashes at the beginning of the execution (before processes can perform any action) and
fk < k crashes during the execution after a process performs at least one action.
In all algorithms we examine, the total number of crashes allowed is f < m. We
denote by fairexecs f (A) all fair executions of A with f crashes. Also we denote by
fairexecs f , fk(A), with f ≥ fk, all fair executions of A where k > fk processes take at least
one step in the execution and exactly fk of the k processes crash. Clearly f = n− k+ fk.
2.2 At-Most-Once Problem, Strong At-Most-Once Problem and
Metrics
We consider algorithms that perform a set of tasks or jobs (we will use both terms inter-
changeably). Let A be an algorithm specified for m processes from set P, and for n jobs
with unique ids from set J = [1 . . .n]. We assume that there are at least as many jobs as
there are processes, i.e., n≥m. We model the performance of job j by process p by means
of action dop, j. For a sequence c, we let len(c) denote its length, and we let c|pi denote the
sequence of elements pi occurring in c. Then for an execution α , len
(
α|dop, j
)
is the num-
ber of times process p performs job j. Finally we denote by Fα =
{
p|stopp occurs in α
}
the set of crashed processes in execution α . We now define the number of jobs performed
in an execution, the at-most-once problem and effectiveness.
Definition 2.1. For execution α let Jα = { j ∈ J|dop, j occurs in α for some p ∈ P}. The
total number of jobs performed in α is defined to be Do(α) = |Jα |.
Definition 2.2. Algorithm A solves the at-most-once problem if for each execution α of A
we have ∀ j ∈ J : ∑p∈P len
(
α|dop, j
)
≤ 1. We call any such execution α an at-most-once
execution.
We next define effectiveness, that counts the number of jobs performed by an algo-
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rithm in the worst case.
Definition 2.3. EA(n,m, f ) = minα∈fairexecs f (A)(Do(α)) is the effectiveness of algorithm
A, where m is the number of processes, n is the number of jobs, and f is the number of
crashes. An alternate definition is EA(n,m, f , fk) = minα∈fairexecs f , fk (A)(Do(α)), where
fk ≤ f the number of processes that crashed in an execution after taking at least one step.
A trivial algorithm can solve the at-most-once problem by splitting the n jobs in groups
of size nm and assigning one group to each process. Such a solution has effectiveness
E(n,m, f ) = (m− f ) · nm (consider an execution where f processes fail at the beginning of
the execution).
We also define the strong at-most-once problem. The strong at-most-once problem,
requires that only processes that participate in an execution and fail can block an at-most-
once job. Trivial solutions for the at-most-once problem, such as the one described above
are not valid solutions for the strong at-most-once problem. We show that the strong
at-most-once problem has consensus number 2 as defined in [23].
Definition 2.4. Algorithm A solves the strong at-most-once problem if algorithm A solves
the at-most-once problem and there exists function ϕ(), such that ϕ(0) = 0 and for all
f , fk, with m > f ≥ fk, EA(n,m, f , fk) = n−ϕ( fk).
The difference between the at-most-once problem and the strong at-most-once prob-
lem is that the latter requires that algorithms are implemented, such that in all initial states
of the algorithm, no job is preassigned in a process. In other words, no process can start
by performing a job, without first getting information about the current state of the ex-
ecution. Moreover any job, may be performed by any process in some execution of the
algorithm. In that sense, the 2-process effectiveness optimal algorithm presented in Sec-
tion 4, is not a solution for the strong at-most-once problem, since the job with id 1 (resp.
with id n) cannot be performed by the process with pid 1 (resp. pid 0).
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Work complexity measures the total number of basic operations (comparisons, addi-
tions, multiplications, shared memory reads and writes) performed by an algorithm. We
assume that each internal or shared memory cell has size O(logn) bits and performing
operations involving a constant number of memory cell costs O(1) (in some cases we
may consider that such operations may have cost linear to the number of bits of particular
memory cells, when this is the case, it will be explicitly stated). This is consistent with
the way work complexity is measured in previous related work [25, 32, 41].
Definition 2.5. The work of algorithm A, denoted by WA, is the worst case total number
of basic operations performed by all the processes of algorithm A.
For randomized algorithms, expected work complexity measures the expected total
number of basic operations performed by an algorithm. High probability work complexity
measures the total number of basic operations with probability 1− k−a for any constant
a. We are interested in adaptive randomized algorithms and thus we want the expected
(or high probability) work complexity to be expressed as a function of n the total number
of jobs and k the number of processes that participate in the the algorithm.
Definition 2.6. The expected work of algorithm A, denoted by WA, is the expected total
number of basic operations performed by all the processes of algorithm A.
Definition 2.7. For any constant a the high probability work of algorithm A, denoted by
WA, is the total number of basic operations performed by all the processes of algorithm A
with probability greater than 1− k−a.
Note that we overload WA for all different types of work complexity (worst case,
expected and high probability). During the analysis of algorithms we will explicitly state
which work complexity we are using.
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Space complexity measures the memory space used by the algorithm. In some cases
we may consider only the shared memory used by the algorithm, or both the shared and
local memory used. Also we may count the number of bits used in memory, or the num-
ber of memory cells, where each memory cell has O(logn) bits. If space complexity is
analyzed, we will state explicitly which of the above conventions we use.
We will prove that the strong at-most-once problem has consensus number 2. Infor-
mally a consensus protocol is a system of n processes that communicate though a set of
shared objects. Each process start with an input value. Processes communicate with one
another by applying operations to the shared objects and eventually agree on a common
input value and halt. A consensus protocol is required to be a) consistent: distinct pro-
cesses never decide on distinct values, b) wait-free: each process decides after a finite
number of steps, c) valid: the common decisions value is the input to some process (from
Herlihy [23]). We say that an object X solves n-process consensus, if there exist a con-
sensus protocol for n-process that uses a set of objects X and read/write registers, where
the X can be initialized in any state. We provide the definition of consensus number form
Herlihy [23].
Definition 2.8. The consensus number for X is the largest n for which X solves n-process
consensus. If no largest n exists, the consensus number is said to be infinite.
We further use the following definition for the Write-All problem in Section 8.
Definition 2.9. An algorithm solves the Write-All problem for n tasks with k participating
processes, if the following three conditions hold:
a) Termination - Each participating process terminates after a finite number steps,
b) Validity - When the first process p terminates in an execution α , for all tasks i ∈ J,
there exists process q and action doq, j that preceded in α the state process p terminated,
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c) Certification - When any q process terminates in an execution α , it knows that all tasks
have been performed.
We will also need the following definition:
Definition 2.10. Let S be a set of elements with unique identifiers. We define as the rank
of element x ∈ S and we write [x]S, the rank of x if we sort in ascending order the elements
of S according to their identifiers.
2.3 Open Problems
There are quite a few topics left open concerning both modeling and definitions. The
asynchronous shared memory model is a high level abstraction that covers most multi-
processor and multi-core architectures. Still there are many architecture specific models
that are general enough to have wide applicability and but different enough to benefit
from different algorithmic approaches. Architecture aware approaches can lead in more
efficient designs both in terms of effectiveness and work. Exploring the (strong) at-most-
once problem in hierarchical shared memory may lead in surprising new results. Of par-
ticular interest should be Non-Uniform Memory Access multiprocessors. Moreover one
can examine how cache coherency protocols could affect the design of algorithms. Dif-
ferent consistency models for cache coherency could benefit from different algorithmic
strategies.
Another direction lies in examining simpler shared memory models. Examining the
problem in synchronous shared memory with fail-stop crashes, could provide good useful
intuition on the fundamental difficulties of the at-most-once problem.
A questions lies on how failure detection oracles can influence the design of solutions
for the at-most-once problem. The upper bound on effectiveness for the at-most-once
problem (Corollary 3.3) will still hold, but would it become easier to device tight solutions
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in terms of optimal effectiveness?
In terms of modeling an obvious direction is towards message passing systems. There
is a wide range of challenges in such an endeavor. New definitions are needed for the
problem, as well as examination of what will be a meaningful message passing model for
the problem. How fragmentation can affect solutions and whether it can be circumvented
or not. One way to approach this problem will be to emulate and evaluate shared memory
algorithms in the message passing system, using similar techniques with the ones used
in [31]. Working on the message passing model will be a continuation and extension
of the work in [12]. Finally, since in order to simplify programming, message passing
systems resort in using middle-ware architectures that implement asynchronous shared
memory, it is interesting to explore asynchronous shared memory models that support
weaker primitives than the atomic read/write registers we have used so far.
In regard to the problem definition, there are few things to examine. The natural
generalization of the at-most-once problem is the at-most-k notion, where k is either a
constant, or depends on m the number of processors. One then needs to examine how the
impossibility results and the lower bounds for the at-most-once problem transfer in the
new setting. A strong notion of the at-most-k would also be worth examining. A different
direction would be the definition of a weak at-most-once, or a weak at-most-k problem
where the safety semantics can be violating to some controlled extend. Such a problem
may have applicability in real systems, where jobs are at-most-once in nature, but one can
afford some violation of the semantic.
It is also interesting to explore under what model a solution to a do-all and at-most-k
problem can be achieved and how strong such a primitive is in terms of its consensus
number. From the impossibility results on the at-most-once such a problem is clearly not
solvable if k failures are allowed. So a question arises on whether there exist models,
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where this impossibility can be lifted.
Finally dynamic versions of the at-most-once problem can be examined, where either
the tasks are dispatched dynamically, or the processes arrive in a dynamic way, or both.
Such a setting imposes different challenges than the static model and is closer to real
applications.
3 Impossibility Results
3.1 Upper Bound
We show that any algorithm that solves the at-most-once problem in the presence of up to
f crashes has effectiveness E ≤ n− f . While the proof is subtle, the result itself is intuitive
based on the observation that one cannot distinguish a crashed process from a slow one.
If an algorithm assigns job j to process p, and the process crashes, the algorithm is unable
to revoke the job and assign it to another process, since process p may simply be slow
and it may ultimately perform job j, violating at-most-once semantics
Recall that in our setting we have at least as many jobs as processes (n ≥ m > f ).
For our proofs we consider only algorithms that satisfy Condition 1 below requiring
that the algorithm is able to perform at least one job. Also let us denote by Fα =
{p | stopp occurs in α} the set of crashed processes in execution α .
Condition 1. For all infinite executions α of A, Do(α)≥ 1 and for all finite executions α
of A, there exists an execution fragment α ′, s.t. α ·α ′ ∈ execs(A) and Do(α ·α ′)≥ 1.
We proceed with a lemma, which shows that one may construct two executions that
contain f failures and their states are indistinguishable to all correct processes, for algo-
rithms that solve the at-most-once problem. Moreover we show that exactly f jobs are
performed in the first execution, while no jobs are performed in the second one. Then
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we use these executions to prove the main theorem of this section, which shows that the
second execution we construct from the lemma, cannot be extended to perform more than
n− f tasks. This implies that the effectiveness of any algorithm that solves the at-most-
once problem is at most n− f .
Lemma 3.1. If algorithm A solves the at-most-once problem in the presence of f < m
crashes and Condition 1 holds, then there exist finite executions α1,α2 ∈ execs(A), s.t.
Fα1 = Fα2 , |Fα1 |= |Fα2 |= f , Do(α1) = f , Do(α2) = 0, and the final states of α1 and α2
are indistinguishable for all processes in P−Fα1 .
Proof. We prove the lemma by induction on the number of crashes f .
Base case: First we find execution α s.t. Do(α) ≥ 1 and Fα = /0. Such an execution
exists by Condition 1 and the fact that crashes are determined by the adversary. Let us
consider the first do event in α . Let dop, j be that event, and let s1 and s2 be the states
in α before and after dop, j. Since dop, j does not change shared memory, s1 and s2 differ
only in the state of process p and thus are indistinguishable for all processes in P−{p}.
Let α ′ = α0 · (s1,dop, j,s2) be the prefix of α up to event dop, j. Clearly α ′ ∈ execs(A).
We construct the executions α1 = α0 · (s1,dop, j,s2,stopp,s′2) and α2 = α0 · (s1,stopp,s′1).
These executions are finite, and since the crashes are controlled by the adversary α1,α2 ∈
execs(A). Moreover Fα1 = Fα2 = {p} and Do(α1) = 1, Do(α2) = 0. Since stopp affects
only the state of p, s1,s′1,s2,s
′
2 are indistinguishable for all processes in P−{p}.
Inductive step: For k < f assume that there exist finite executions α1,α2 ∈ execs(A), s.t.
Fα1 = Fα2 , |Fα1|= |Fα2|= k, Do(α1) = k, Do(α2) = 0 and the final states of α1 and α2 are
indistinguishable for all processes in P−Fα1 . We next construct the needed executions
for k+1 failures.
We first take α2. From Condition 1 there exists execution fragment α that has no
crashes s.t. α2 ·α ∈ execs(A) and Do(α2 ·α) ≥ 1. Since Do(α2) = 0 only α has do
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events. Moreover since α2 ·α ∈ execs(A), α has only actions from processes in P−Fα2 .
Let dop, j be the first do event in α , where p ∈ P−Fα2 and j ∈ J, and let s1,s2 be the
states in α before and after dop, j. Clearly s1 and s2 are indistinguishable for all processes
in P−{p}. Let us consider the prefix of α2 ·α up to event dop, j and let us denote this as
α2 ·α0 · (s1,dop, j,s2). We have that α2 ·α0 · (s1,dop, j,s2) ∈ execs(A).
Note that since the final states of α1 and α2 are indistinguishable for all processes in
P−Fα2 , and α0 contains only actions from process in P−Fα2 , the actions of the execution
fragment α0 can extend execution α1 leading to a state s3 that is indistinguishable for
all processes in P−Fα2 from state s1. This means that there exists execution fragment
α ′0 that has the same sequence of actions with α0, s.t. α1 ·α ′0 · (s3,dop, j,s4) ∈ execs(A)
and s1,s2,s3,s4 are indistinguishable for all processes in P− (Fα1 ∪{p}). Since α1 ·α ′0 ·
(s3,dop, j,s4) ∈ execs(A), it must hold that j /∈ Jα1 .
We construct the executions α ′2 = α2 · α0 · (s1,stopp,s′1) and α ′1 = α1 · α ′0 ·
(s3,dop, j,s4,stopp,s′4). We have that α
′
1,α
′
2 ∈ execs(A), Fα ′1 = Fα ′2 = Fα1 ∪{p}, |Fα ′1| =
k+1, Do(α ′1) = k+1, Do(α
′
2) = 0, states s
′
1,s
′
4 are indistinguishable for all processes in
P−Fα ′1 .
Theorem 3.2. If algorithm A solves the at-most-once problem in the presence of f < m
crashes, then there exists an execution α ∈ execs(A), s.t. either α is infinite and Do(α)≤
n− f , or α is finite, and there exists no execution fragment α ′, s.t. α ·α ′ ∈ execs(A) and
Do(α ·α ′)> n− f .
Proof. By contradiction. Assume the theorem to be false, with Condition 1 holding.
Thus from Lemma 3.1 we can construct finite executions α1,α2 ∈ execs(A), s.t. Fα1 =
Fα2 , |Fα1| = |Fα2 | = f , Do(α1) = f , Do(α2) = 0 and the final states of α1 and α2 are
indistinguishable for all processes in P−Fα1 . Also from the assumption, there exists
execution fragment α ′ s.t. α2 ·α ′ ∈ execs(A) and Do(α2 ·α ′)> n− f . Since Do(α2) = 0,
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it must be that Do(α ′) > n− f . Clearly α ′ has only actions for processes in P−Fα2 =
P−Fα1 . Because the final states of α1 and α2 are indistinguishable for all processes in
P−Fα1 the sequence of actions in α ′ can extend α1 as well. This means that there exists
execution fragment α ′′ that has exactly the same actions as α ′ s.t. Do(α ′′) > n− f and
α1 ·α ′′ ∈ execs(A). But Do(α1) = f and Jα1,Jα ′′ ⊆ J. Since n = |J| it follows by the
pigeonhole principle that Jα1 ∩Jα ′′ 6= /0 and thus α1 ·α ′′ is not an at-most-once execution,
a contradiction.
The main result follows as a corollary to the theorem.
Corollary 3.3. For all algorithms A that solve the at-most-once problem with m processes
and n≥ m jobs in the presence of f < m crashes it holds that EA(n,m, f )≤ n− f .
3.2 Consensus Number for Strong At-Most-Once
In this sections we show that the strong at-most-once problem has consensus number 2.
As a result, we have from [23] that there exists no wait-free deterministic algorithm that
solves the strong at-most-once problem, using only atomic read/write registers. Current
deterministic solutions for the at-most-once, as presented in [29, 27], use only atomic
read/write registers and are wait-free, thus they do not offer a solution for the strong at-
most-once problem.
We start by proving that the strong at-most-once problem has consensus number at
least 2. Then we will prove that the strong at-most-once problem can be solved using
test-and-set operations and as a result it cannot have consensus number greater than 2.
Lemma 3.4. The strong at-most-once problem has consensus number at least 2.
Proof. In order to prove that the strong at-most-once problem has consensus number at
least 2, we will assume that we have a wait-free algorithm A that solves the strong at-most-
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once problem for 2 processes, and we will demonstrate how to implement a wait-free
algorithm A’ for the consensus problem for 2 processes, using algorithm A and atomic
read/write shared memory registers. Since the nature of the jobs performed by algorithm
A are external to the problem and the algorithm, we treat algorithm A as a black box
implementation, and define the jobs algorithm A is performing so that when that process
p performs job i, it writes its identifier p in the i−th position of an array W . Algorithm A’
works for 2 processes p,q and uses an array C of size 2 and an array W of size n where
n the size of the strong at-most-once problem algorithm A solves. Array W has its cells
initialized to the⊥ value. As stated before when a process p performs a job i in algorithm
A, process p writes its process identifier at position i of the array W . Since algorithm A
solves the at-most-once problem only one process may write its identifier in any single
position of the array W . Algorithm A’ works as follows:
Process p writes its proposed input value in position p of the array C and then invokes
algorithm A. After process p terminates the execution of algorithm A, process p reads
the value stored in position 0 of the array W . If the value it reads is its process identifier,
it decides the value it proposed, otherwise it decides on the value proposed by the other
process that participates in algorithm A’.
Since algorithm A is wait-free algorithm A’ is also wait-free. Now we need to prove
consistency and validity, namely that distinct processes never decide on distinct values
and that the common decision value is the input to some process.
For process p we have 2 cases, process p either decides the value stored in Cp, or
the value stored in Cq. Case 1: Process p decides Cp. The value it decides can be only
the input value of process p, since from A’ only p may write in Cp and process p first
writes its input value in Cp, then participates in algorithm A and from the outcome of
algorithm A, it either reads Cp or Cq and decides on the value it read. Since process p
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reads Cp it follows that it reads in position W0 its process id, and thus p performed job 0.
Moreover if process q participated in A, q did not perform job 0 (at-most-once property).
So from A’ it follow that q decided on Cp. Now we only need to prove that the value
q read in Cp is the input of p. If q read a value different than the input of p, it follows
that when q returned from the invocation of algorithm A, p had not written yet its input
value in Cp, and consequently had not invoked algorithm A. This is a contradiction, since
algorithm A solves the strong at-most-once problem. If process q is the only process
invoking algorithm A and q does not fail, then the effectiveness of algorithm A should be
n, which implies that process q performed job 0, a contradiction.
Case 2: Process p decides Cq. This means that process p invoked algorithm A, the
algorithm returned and process p did not perform job 0. Algorithm A solves the strong
at-most-once problem, this means that process q invoked algorithm A before process
p terminated (otherwise process p would be executing alone algorithm A and from the
strong optimal effectiveness, process p should have performed all the at-most-once jobs),
which from algorithm A’ implies that Cq contains the input value of process q. Process q
either terminates algorithm A without crashing, or crashes before completing algorithm
A. In the first case, since process p terminated and did not crash while executing algorithm
A, we have that algorithm A should have effectiveness n, which implies that process q
executed job 1, and if process q decides, it decides on the value of Cq, the input of q.
Otherwise process q has crashed and p is the only process that decides at the input of q.
This completes the proof.
Because atomic read/write registers have consensus number 1 from Lemma 3.4, we
have the following Corollary.
Corollary 3.5. There exists no wait-free deterministic solution for the strong at-most-
once problem, using atomic read/write registers.
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Lemma 3.6. The strong at-most-once problem has consensus number at most 2.
Proof. We will demonstrate that a wait-free solution for the strong at-most-once problem
can be constructed using test-and-set operators. Since test-and-set has consensus number
2, it follows that the strong at-most-once problem cannot have consensus number more
than 2.
The algorithm is straight forward. You associate 1 test-and-set operator with each job,
which is initially set to 0. Each process p starting from job 1 and moving to job n tests
if the operator is 0 and sets it to 1. If the test-and-set operation is successful, process p
performs the associated job and moves to the next test-and-set operation. If the test-and-
set operation fails, the process just moves to the next test-and-set. It is easy to see that
a job will not be performed, only if a process wins the test-and-set and then fails. Since
a process after winning a test-and-set performs the associated job, before it attempts to
acquire a new test-and-set, a process that fails cannot result in more than one job being
lost. This holds since only a process that attempts to aqcuire a test-and-set, may win it.
Moreover if at least one process is alive, it will eventually invoke all the test-and-sets and
perform all the tasks. Thus the algorithm provided above solves the at-most-once problem
with effectiveness n− fk.
Theorem 3.7. The strong at-most-once problem has consensus number 2.
Proof. Theorem 3.7 follows directly from Lemmas 3.4 and 3.6.
It is easy to see that by associating each at-most-once job with one test-and-set object
and having the process that succeeds in the test-and-set perform the at-most-once job
before accessing a new test-and-set, we have an effectiveness optimal strong at-most-
once solution for an unbounded number of processes using only read/write registers and
consensus 2 objects.
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Corollary 3.8. The strong at-most-once problem belongs in the Common2 class of ob-
jects.
The Common2 class of objects, is the class of objects that contains (1) any read-
modify-write object that applies commutative functions, and (2) any read-modify-write-
object that applies overwrite functions.
3.3 Open Problems
There is a need for an impossibility result on wait-free deterministic solutions that use
atomic read/write registers for the at-most-once problem, similar to the one for the strong
at-most-once. We need to explore what constrains on the effectiveness of solutions could
give us such an impossibility result. We conjecture that such a result exists if you require
optimal effectiveness. Can we get something stronger, proving that even sub-optimal
wait-free deterministic solutions cannot be achieved?
We are currently also missing lower bounds on the work of solutions with effective-
ness near n− f . Establishing first an impossibility result on wait-free deterministic so-
lutions may help in asking the correct questions, as to for what effectiveness should one
seek such a lower bound.
Finally lower bounds on the space complexity of algorithms with effectiveness near
n− f need to be established.
4 Collision Avoidance Based Solutions
In this section we present asynchronous deterministic algorithms that solve the at-most-
once problem. The algorithms are presented and analyzed using the Input Output Au-
tomata formalism as presented in the Section 2.
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4.1 Two Process Algorithms for At-Most-Once Problem
We present algorithms for the at-most-once problem that use a collision-avoidance ap-
proach. First we give 2-process algorithms: AO2,n that uses n 1-bit shared memory vari-
ables, and AO
′
2,n that uses two shared memory variables of logn bits, thus achieving lower
space complexity. Both algorithms achieve optimal effectiveness. The two-process al-
gorithms can be used as building blocks to construct algorithms for larger numbers of
processes. Here we use algorithm AO2,n to construct an m-process algorithm for the at-
most-once problem.
4.1.1 Algorithm AO2,n
The algorithm, given in Fig. 1, solves the at-most-once problem for n jobs, using two
processes, numbered 0 and 1, and n 1-bit shared variables. The main idea is to have
the processes move towards each other, with process 0 performing jobs in the ascending
order, and process 1 in the descending order. The processes avoid a collision, i.e., doing
a job twice, by adopting a “look ahead decide for the current” (LA-DC) approach.
The algorithm uses n shared bit variables x0, . . . ,xn−1 as a bookkeeping mechanism
to record progress. Initially all shared variables are set to 0. If process p performs job j
using action dop, j, then statusp variable is changed to set. This enables action setp that
in turn sets the value of x j to 1. The process decides whether a job can be performed in
action checkp. Using the LA-DC approach, before a process performs job j, it decides
that it is safe to do so, by checking the shared variable associated with the next job in
its path, that is x j+1 for process 0 and x j−1 for process 1. If x j+1 (resp. x j−1) is 0 then
process 0 (resp. 1) proceeds to perform j; otherwise the status of the process is assigned
the value end, and we say that the process terminates. The key idea is that since x j+1
(resp. x j−1) is 0 then the competing process 1 (resp. process 0), did not yet perform the
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Shared Variables: X= {x0, . . . ,xn−1}, boolean, initially all 0
Signature:
Input:
stopp, p ∈ {0,1}
Output:
dop, j , p ∈ {0,1}, j ∈ J
Internal:
nextp, p ∈ {0,1}
Read: checkp, p ∈ {0,1}
Write: setp, p ∈ {0,1}State:
statusp ∈ {check,set,do,done,end,stopped}, initially check
curp ∈ {0, . . . ,n−1}, initially cur0 = 0 and cur1 = n−1
stepp ∈ {−1,1}, initially step0 = 1 and step1 =−1
Transitions of process p:
Internal Read checkp
Precondition:
statusp = check
Effect:
if (curp + stepp)≥ 0 AND
(curp + stepp)≤ n−1
then
if xcurp+stepp = 0
then statusp← do
else statusp← end
else
statusp← end
Internal nextp
Precondition:
statusp = done
Effect:
curp← curp + stepp
statusp← check
Internal Write setp
Precondition:
statusp = set
Effect:
xcurp ← 1
statusp← done
Output dop, j
Precondition:
statusp = do
curp = j
Effect:
statusp← set
Input stopp
Effect:
statusp← stopped
Figure 1: Algorithm AO2,n: Shared Variables, Signature, States and Transitions
task j+1 (resp. j−1). Hence it cannot be performing j and collision is avoided.
To show correctness we first prove that if cur0 = k for some k > 0, then all shared
variables “before” xk are set to 1, and respectively that if cur1 = k, then all shared variables
“after” xk are set to 1.
Lemma 4.1. For any execution α of AO2,n and for any state s in α such that s.cur0 = k
and s.cur1 = k′ for 1 ≤ k ≤ k′ ≤ n− 2, then for i ∈ {0, ...,k− 1} ∪ {k′+ 1, ...,n− 1},
s.xi = 1, and actions do∗,i precede s in α .
Proof. We first prove the claim for process 0 by induction on k.
Base Case: We show that in any execution α of AO2,n, for any state s,
s.t. s.cur0 = 1, it holds that s.x0 = 1 and an action do0,0 precedes s in
α . If s.cur0 = 1, then from algorithm AO2,n state s is preceded in α by
the transition ({status0 = done,cur0 = 0},next0,{status0 = check,cur0 = 1}).
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Since in this transition status0 = done, it must be preceded by the transi-
tion ({status0 = set,cur0 = 0,x0 = 0},set0,{status0 = done,cur0 = 0,x0 = 1}),
which in turn, since status0 = set must be preceded by the transition
({status0 = do,cur0 = 0},do0,0,{status0 = set,cur0 = 0}). So if s.cur0 = 1, then
s.x0 = 1, since state s is preceded by action do0,0 and action set0 with cur0 = 0.
Induction Hypothesis. Assume that for any execution α of AO2,n, and any state s, s.t.
s.cur0 = j it holds that ∀i ∈ 0, . . . , j−1 : s.xi = 1 and do0,i action precedes s.
Inductive Step: If in execution α of AO2,n, a state s s.t. s.cur0 = j+1 has been reached,
the transition ({status0 = done,cur0 = j},next0,{status0 = check,cur0 = j + 1}) pre-
cedes s. Moreover this transition is preceded by the transition ({status0 = set,cur0 =
j,x j = 0},set0,({status0 = done,cur0 = j,x j = 1}), which in turn is preceded by the
transition ({status0 = do,cur0 = j},do0, j,{status1 = set,cur1 = j}). From the above we
conclude that s.x j = 1 and the action do0, j precedes state s. Moreover since a state s′ with
s′.cur0 = j precedes in α state s, and since algorithm AO2,n never sets a shared variable
from 1 to 0, then by the Induction Hypothesis ∀i ∈ 1, . . . , j−1 : s.xi = 1 and do0,i action
precedes s.
With similar arguments we can prove the claim for process 1.
Using Lemma 4.1 we prove that AO2,n solves the at-most-once problem.
Theorem 4.2. Algorithm AO2,n solves the at-most-once problem.
Proof. We want to show that algorithm AO2,n solves the at-most-once problem. To derive
contradiction assume that there exists an execution α of AO2,n that contains two distinct
actions dop, j and doq, j, for j ∈ J and p,q ∈ {0,1}. We examine the following cases.
• Case 1: p = q. This means that job j is performed twice by the same process,
process p. W.l.o.g. let dop, j precede doq, j. The transition for action dop, j in α
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is ({statusp = do,curp = j},dop, j,{statusp = set,curp = j}). This can happen
only once in the execution α for process p, since according to algorithm AO2,n,
the statusp internal variable becomes do again only if the setp, nextp and checkp
actions occur in that order. But nextp, increments(if p= 0), or decrements(if p= 1)
the variable curp. So for any subsequent state s′ with s′.statusp = do, s′.curp = j′ it
must hold that either j′ > j (if p= 0) or j′ < j (if p= 1). Thus case 1 is impossible.
• Case 2: p 6= q and j = 0. Both a do0,0 and a do1,0 exist in α . The transition of action
do1,0, is ({status1 = do,cur1 = 0},do1, j,{status1 = set,cur1 = 0}). A state s s.t.
s.status1 = do and s.cur1 = 0 must be preceded in α by the transition ({status1 =
check,cur1 = 0},check1,{status1 = do,cur1 = 0}). This is a contradiction since a
check1 action from a state with {status1 = check,cur1 = 0}, will lead to a state with
{status1 = end,cur1 = 0} from the first if clause of check1 action. After reaching a
state with status1 = end process 1 stops performing any locally controlled actions.
• Case 3: p 6= q and j = n−1. Both a do0,n−1 and a do1,n−1 exist in α . The transition
of action do0,n−1, is ({status0 = do,cur0 = n− 1},do0,n−1,{status0 = set,cur0 =
n− 1}). A state s s.t. s.status0 = do and s.cur0 = n− 1 must be preceded in α
by the transition ({status0 = check,cur0 = n− 1},check0,{status0 = do,cur0 =
n−1}). This is a contradiction since a check0 action from a state with {status0 =
check,cur0 = n− 1}, will lead to a state with {status0 = end,cur0 = n− 1} from
the first if clause of check0 action. After reaching a state with status0 = end process
0 stops performing any locally controlled actions.
• Case 4: p 6= q and j ∈ {1, . . . ,n− 2}. Without loss of generality, let p = 0
and q = 1 (similar arguments can prove the inverse case). The transitions of the
two actions are ({status0 = do,cur0 = j},do0, j,{status0 = set,cur0 = j}) and
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({status1 = do,cur1 = j},do1, j,{status1 = set,cur1 = j}). Moreover in α , tran-
sition e0 = ({status0 = check,cur0 = j,x j+1 = 0},check0,{status0 = do,cur0 =
j,x j+1 = 0}) must precede all the states of α with {status0 = do,cur0 = j} and
transition e1 =({status1 = check,cur1 = j,x j−1 = 0},check1,{status1 = do,cur1 =
j,x j−1 = 0}) must precede all states of α with {status1 = do,cur1 = j}. Without
loss of generality, let e0 precede e1.Thus a state s with s.cur0 = j, precedes transi-
tion e1 in α . This is a contradiction from the fact that x j−1 never changes from 1 to
0 in any execution of AO2,n and since from Lemma 4.1 we have that if s.cur0 = j,
then s.x j−1 = 1. A similar argument applies if e1 precedes e0 in α .
Since all cases are impossible then algorithm AO2,n solves the at-most-once problem..
4.1.2 Algorithm AO′2,n
This algorithm, also uses the LA-DC idea. The difference is that we use two integer
shared variables, xle f t and xright , each of logn bits, that serve as pointers to the progress
of each process. Initially xle f t and xright are set to 0 and n−1 respectively, and thereafter
each time process 0 or 1 performs a job with action do∗,∗, xle f t is incremented or xright is
decremented respectively at event set. The decision (made in action check) on whether
it is safe to perform a job is based on the differences xright − cur0 and cur1− xle f t for
processes 0 and 1 respectively. If the difference is greater than 1, then it is safe to perform
the job. With similar arguments as in Theorem 4.2 the result follows.
Theorem 4.3. Algorithm AO′2,n solves the at-most-once problem.
Proof. We proceed similarly as in the proof of Theorem 4.2. In order to get a contradic-
tion we assume that there exists execution α of algorithm AO′2,n s.t. α is not an at-most-
once execution. It follows that α contains two distinct actions dop, j and doq, j, where
p,q ∈ {0,1} for the same job j ∈ J. We examine the following cases.
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• Case 1: p = q. This means that the same process performs job j twice. W.l.o.g. let
dop, j precede doq, j. According to algorithm AO
′
2,n, such action dop, j occurs only
if curp = j and statusp = do. Action dop, j set statusp = set. The statusp variable
becomes do again only if the setp, nextp and checkp actions occur in that order.
Let p= 0, after the aforementioned sequence of actions the cur0 internal variable is
incremented from j to j+1 (from action next0). Since cur0 never decrements, do0, j
can never occur again. With similar arguments we can show that if p = 1 action
do1, j can occur only once. Thus case 1 is impossible.
• Case 2: p 6= q and j = 0. Both a do0,0 and a do1,0 exist in α . The transi-
tion for action do1,0 is ({status1 = do,cur1 = 0},do1, j,{status1 = set,cur1 = 0}).
A state s s.t. s.status1 = do and s.cur1 = 0 must be preceded in α by the
transition ({status1 = check,cur1 = 0},check1,{status1 = do,cur1 = 0}). This
transition must in turn be preceded by the transition ({status1 = done,cur1 =
1},next1,{status1 = check,cur1 = 0}). This is a contradiction since a next1
action from a state with {status1 = done,cur1 = 1}, will lead to a state with
{status1 = end,cur1 = 0} from the first if clause of next1 action. After reaching a
state with status1 = end process 1 stops performing any locally controlled actions.
• Case 3: p 6= q and j = n−1. Both a do0,n−1 and a do1,n−1 exist in α . The transition
of action do0,n−1, is ({status0 = do,cur0 = n− 1},do0,n−1,{status0 = set,cur0 =
n−1}). A state s s.t. s.status0 = do and s.cur0 = n−1 must be preceded in α by the
transition ({status0 = check,cur0 = n− 1},check0,{status0 = do,cur0 = n− 1}).
This transition must in turn be preceded by the transition ({status0 = done,cur0 =
n−2},next0,{status0 = check,cur1 = n−1}). This is a contradiction since a next0
action from a state with {status0 = done,cur0 = n− 2}, will lead to a state with
{status0 = end,cur0 = n−1} from the first if clause of next0 action. After reaching
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a state with status0 = end process 0 stops performing any locally controlled actions.
• Case 4: p 6= q and j ∈ {1, . . . ,n−2}. Without loss of generality, let p=0 and q=1.
Actions do0, j and do1, j must be preceded by actions check0 and check1 respectively.
Since for process p, checkp does not modify curp or any of the shared variables,
xle f t and xright , it follows that if during dop, j, curp = j, it must be the case that
in the checkp that precedes the do action curp = j. So in both check0 and check1
actions cur0 = j and cur1 = j respectively. There are two possibilities to consider:
a) check0 appears before check1 in the execution trace or b) vice-versa. The cases
are symmetrical so we will examine the case where check0 appears before check1.
As mentioned before during check0, the value of cur0 = j. Moreover it is easy to
see from AO
′
2,n that for any execution α and for any state s, s.xle f t = s.cur0− 1
or s.xle f t = s.cur0, so it is the case that for all states that succeed action check0
xle f t ≥ j− 1. Similarly for all states that succeed check1 xright ≤ j + 1. Since
check1 appears after check0 then xle f t ≥ j−1 during check1 and hence the condition
if cur1−xle f t > 1 is false. Thus the status1 variable never becomes do and the do1, j
is never performed contradicting our assumption. Similarly we can show that the
do0, j is never performed if check0 appears after check1 in an execution. Hence this
case is also impossible.
Since all cases lead to a contradiction then algorithm AO
′
2,n solves the at-most-once prob-
lem.
4.1.3 Effectiveness, Work and Space Complexity
We now present the efficiency results for both algorithms.
Effectiveness: We show that algorithms AO2,n and AO
′
2,n perform n−1 jobs in the pres-
ence of at most one stopping failure (optimal given Corollary 3.3).
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Theorem 4.4. The effectiveness of AO2,n with f < 2 is EAO2,n(n,2, f ) = n−1.
Proof. We examine 3 cases, according to which process, if any, fails during an execution.
• Case 1: No process fails.
In this case a fair execution of AO2,n, is a finite execution α ∈ f airexecs(AO2,n),
where in the final state, statusp = end for both process 0 and process 1. Since
the statusp can be set to end only through a checkp, transition e1=({status0 =
check,cur0 = k,xk+1 = 1},check0,({status0 = end,cur0 = k,xk+1 = 1}) where
0 ≤ k < n− 1 or e2=({status1 = check,cur1 = k′,xk′−1 = 1},check1,({status1 =
end,cur1 = k′,xk′−1 = 1}) where 0 < k′ ≤ n− 1, or both must be in α . Let’s as-
sume that e1 is in α . Let s be the enabling state of e1. We have that s.xk+1 =
1, thus xk+1 must have been set to 1 by process 1 before s. So there exists
a transition e3, that precedes e1, s.t. e3=({status1 = set,cur1 = k + 1,xk+1 =
0},set1,{status1 = done,cur2 = k+ 1,xk+1 = 1}), which is in turn preceded by
transition e4=({status1 = do,cur1 = k+1},do1,k+1,{status1 = set,cur1 = k+1}).
So at s, s.cur0 = k, s.cur1 ≤ k+ 1 since e3 precedes e1 and cur1 never increases
in AO2,n and the action do1,k+1 has occurred. From Lemma 4.1 we have that,
∀i ∈ {0, . . . ,k− 1}, an action do0,i precedes s, ∀ j ∈ {k + 2, . . . ,n− 1}, an ac-
tion do1, j precedes s, also action do1,k+1 precedes s. This means that in exe-
cution α at least n− 1 jobs where performed. We can use similar arguments
for e2. Normally both e1 and e2 are in α . The only case when e1 is not in
α is if process 0 does n− 1 jobs and cur0 becomes n− 1, where e2 must ex-
ist in α , and e2=({status1 = check,cur1 = n− 1,xn−2 = 1},check1,{status1 =
end,cur1 = n− 1,xn−2 = 1}). Similarly, the only case when e2 is not in α is
if process 1 does n− 1 jobs and cur1 becomes 1, where e1 must exist in α , and
e1=({status0 = check,cur0 = 0,x1 = 1},check0,{status0 = end,cur0 = 1,x1 = 1}).
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• Case 2: Process 0 stop failed
In this case a fair execution of AO2,n, is a finite execution α ∈ f airexecs(AO2,n),
where in the final state, status1 = end. Since the status1 can be set to end only
through a check1 action either transition e2=({status1 = check,cur1 = k′,xk′−1 =
1},check1,{status1 = end,cur1 = k′,xk′−1 = 1}), is in α , or in α process 1 does
n− 1 jobs, cur1 becomes 0 and process 1 performs the transition ({status1 =
check,cur1 = 0},check1,{status1 = end,cur1 = 0}). In case that transition e2 hap-
pened, using similar arguments with the previous case we can prove that at least
n−1 action dop, j where p ∈ 0,1 and j ∈ 0, . . . ,n−1 are performed.
• Case 3: Process 1 stop failed
We can use similar arguments as in case 2 to prove that at least n−1 dop, j actions
are performed.
Algorithm AO2,n has no infinite fair executions with at most one stopping failure, since
in finite steps either process 0 will reach a state were status0 = end and process 1 will
have stop-failed or process 1 will reach a state were status1 = end and process 0 will
have stop-failed or both processes 0 and 1 will reach a state where status0 = end and
status1 = end. In all theses cases no locally controlled actions are enabled. So an infinite
execution should have infinite input actions and the only input actions the automaton
describing algorithm AO2,n has are stopp actions. So we have that all fair executions of
algorithm AO2,n with at most one stopping failure perform at least n− 1 tasks and thus
EAO2,n(n,2,1) = minα∈ f airexecs1(AO2,n)(Do(α)) = n−1.
Theorem 4.5. The effectiveness of AO′2,n with f < 2 is EAO′2,n
(n,2, f ) = n−1.
Proof. We can use similar argument with the proof of Theorem 4.4. The main difference
is that instead of using Lemma 4.1, we use the fact that from the construction of AO
′
2,n,
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if in a state s, s.cur0 = k, then s.xle f t ∈ {k−1,k} and ∀i ∈ {0, . . . ,s.xle f t}, an action do0,i
precedes s, and similarly if s.cur1 = k′, then s.xright ∈{k′,k′+1} and ∀ j∈{s.xright , . . . ,n−
1}, an action do1, j precedes s.
Work and Space: Next we asses the work and space complexity of algorithms AO2,n
and AO
′
2,n. For the work complexity we count the total number of bits accessed during
memory accesses. For space complexity we count the total number of bits used in shared
and local memory. Recall that algorithm AO2,n uses single bit shared variables and AO
′
2,n
uses shared variables of logn bits.
Theorem 4.6. Algorithm AO2,n has work 2(n+1) and space n+2logn+8 bits.
Proof. From Theorem 4.2, AO2,n performs at most n writes. Preceding each write, a pro-
cess performs a read to decide whether it is safe to perform a job. Each process performs
one additional read operation, corresponding to termination. Thus there are n writes and
n+ 2 reads. The algorithm uses n shared 1-bit variables, 2 internal variables (one for
each process) of logn bits (curp), 2 internal variables of 3 bits (statusp), and 2 internal
variables of 1 bit (stepp).
Theorem 4.7. Algorithm AO′2,n has work 2(n+1) logn and space 4logn+10 bits.
Proof. Algorithm AO
′
2,n performs n writes and n+ 2 reads. Each read and each write
accesses logn bits. The algorithm uses 2 shared variables of logn bits, 2 internal variables
of logn bits (curp), 2 internal variables of 3 bits (statusp), 2 internal variables of 1 bit
(stepp), and 2 internal variables of 1 bit (pidp).
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4.2 Collision Avoidance Multiprocess Solution for the At-Most-Once
problem
4.2.1 Multiprocess Algorithm AOm,n
We now present m-process algorithm AOm,n, given in Fig. 2, where m = 2h, and the num-
ber of jobs is n = kh (non-powers are handled using standard padding techniques). The
algorithm is a hierarchical generalization of algorithm AO2,n. It uses an abstract full k-ary
tree of h levels to keep track of progress and guarantee at-most-once semantics. All pro-
cesses start at the root of the tree at level 0. At each node λ at level µ processes are split in
two groups according to their process identifiers and look for subtrees with jobs that are
safe to perform in the children of node λ . Thus at each node λ we can see the processes
as two groups, group 0 and group 1, solving a sub-problem with k groups of jobs (the
subtrees rooted at the children of node λ ) using the approach of algorithm AO2,n. Group 0
starts from the leftmost child of node λ and moves to the right, while group 1 starts from
the rightmost child and moves to the left. Both groups use the LA-DC approach to define
whether it is safe to perform a group of jobs (sub-tree rooted at a child of node λ ).
We store the tree on a shared memory array by associating each node with a shared
variable. Variable x0 is associated with the root at level 0, x1, . . . ,xk with the nodes
at level 1, xk+1, . . . ,xk2 with the nodes at level 2, and so on. In general the nodes
at level µ ∈ [1 . . .h] are associated with the shared variables xuµ , . . . ,xuµ+kµ−1, where
uµ = 1+ k+ k2+ k3+ . . .+ kµ−1. The tree has a total of v = uh+1 nodes. We denote by
node λ the node associated with the shared variable xλ , that has children associated with
xλ ·k+1, . . . ,xλ ·k+k and a parent associated with xb λ−1k c. Node λ ∈ [0 . . .v−1] is at level
µ = blogk (λ · (k−1)+1)c. Finally, job j is associated with leaf xuh+ j. Next we present
AOm,n in more detail.
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Internal Variables of process p
statusp ∈ {check,set,up,down,do,done,end,stopped} records the status of process
p and defines its next action as follows: down–p can move to the children of its current
node, up–p finished the current level and can move one level higher, set–p can set the
shared variable associated with its current node to 1, check–p has to check whether it is
safe to work at the current node, do–p is at a leaf and can perform the associated job,
done–p finished working at the current node and can move to the next, end–p terminated
(it is not safe for p to work on the tree), stopped–p crashed. All processes start at node
0, with statusp = down.
pidp[0 . . .h] is a binary expansion of p into h+1 bits. Note that p ∈ [0,2h−1].
curp ∈ {0, . . . ,v−1} marks the node at which process p is positioned.
le f tp,rightp ∈ {0, . . . ,v−1} keeps the leftmost and rightmost siblings of the current
node.
lvlp ∈ {0, . . . ,h} stores the level µ of the current node.
stepp ∈ {−1,1} tracks of whether process p is moving from right to left or left to
right at the current level.
Actions of process p
downp: Process p moves one level down. If a leaf is reached, it sets statusp = do in
order for the job associated with the leaf to be performed. If p is at an internal node, it
checks whether pidp[lvlp] is 0 or 1. If it is 0, then p moves to the leftmost child of node
curp, otherwise it moves to the rightmost child. Process p sets lvlp, curp, le f tp, rightp
and stepp accordingly. The status of p remains down.
checkp: If p works left-to-right and curp is the rightmost child of its parent, it sets
statusp = up. Similarly if p works right-to-left and curp is the leftmost child of its par-
ent, it sets statusp = up. Otherwise, p performs a look-ahead read in shared memory to
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determine if it is safe to work on the subtree rooted at node curp. If the shared variable
associated with the next node (curp+ stepp) is 0, it is safe to work on the subtree of node
curp and thus sets statusp = down. Otherwise it sets statusp = up.
upp: Process p moves one level up. If it is at level 1 (only root is above), it sets
statusp = end and terminates. If by moving up an internal node is reached, p updates
its internal variables accordingly by checking the proper bit of its pidp variable, and sets
statusp = set.
setp: Process p writes 1 to the shared variable associated with the node curp and sets
statusp = done.
nextp: Process p moves to the next node (left or right, per value of stepp), and sets
statusp = check.
dop, j: Process p preforms job j. Then p sets statusp = set.
stopp: Process p crashes by setting statusp = stopped.
4.2.2 Correctness and Effectiveness
We show that algorithm AOm,n solves the at-most-once problem. First we prove that at
any internal node λ at level µ , either only processes with pidp[µ] = 0, or only processes
with pidp[µ] = 1 enter the subtree rooted at λ .
Lemma 4.8. For any execution α of algorithm AOm,n if there exist states s,s′ in α and
processes p,q ∈ P s.t.
⌊
s.curp−1
k
⌋
=
⌊
s′.curq−1
k
⌋
= λ , for some node λ at level µ , then
pidp[µ] = pidq[µ].
Proof. For node λ at level µ , if it is the leftmost child of its parent, then from the
first if clause of action checkp, only processes with pidp[µ] = 0 may enter the sub-
tree rooted at λ . Similarly if node λ is the rightmost child, only processes with
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Shared Variables: X= {x0, . . . ,xv−1}, xi boolean initially 0
Signature:
Input:
stopp, p ∈ P
Output:
dop, j , p ∈ P, j ∈ J
Internal:
nextp, p ∈ P
upp, p ∈ P
downp, p ∈ P
Read: checkp, p ∈ P
Write: setp, p ∈ P
State:
statusp ∈ {check,set,up,down,do,done,end,stopped}, initially down
pidp[0 . . .h], where pidp[i] =
⌊
p
2h−i
⌋
mod 2 (the binary expansion of p to h+1 bits)
curp ∈ {0, . . . ,v−1}, initially 0
le f tp ∈ {0, . . . ,v−1}, initially 0
rightp ∈ {0, . . . ,v−1}, initially 0
lvlp ∈ {0, . . . ,h}, initially 0
stepp ∈ {−1,1}, initially undefined
Transitions of process p:
Input stopp
Effect:
statusp← stopped
Internal Read checkp
Precondition:
statusp = check
Effect:
if (curp + stepp)≥ le f tp
AND (curp + stepp)≤ rightp
then
if xcurp+stepp = 0
then
statusp← down
else statusp← up
else
statusp← up
Internal nextp
Precondition:
statusp = done
Effect:
curp← curp + stepp
statusp← check
Internal upp
Precondition:
statusp = up
Effect:
if lvlp = 1 then
statusp← end
else
lvlp← lvlp−1
curp←
⌊
curp−1
k
⌋
le f tp←
⌊
curp−1
k
⌋
· k+1
rightp←
⌊
curp−1
k
⌋
· k+ k
if pidp[lvlp] = 0 then
stepp← 1
else
stepp←−1
statusp← set
Internal Write setp
Precondition:
statusp = set
Effect:
xcurp ← 1
statusp← done
Internal downp
Precondition:
statusp = down
Effect:
if lvlp = h then
statusp← do
else
lvlp← lvlp +1
le f tp← curp · k+1
rightp← curp · k+ k
if pidlvlp = 0 then
curp← le f tp
stepp← 1
else
curp← rightp
stepp←−1
Output dop, j
Precondition:
statusp = do
curp = uh + j
Effect:
statusp← set
Figure 2: Algorithm AOm,n: Shared Variables, Signature, States and Transitions
pidp[µ] = 1 may enter the subtree rooted at λ . If node λ is between the leftmost
and rightmost children of its parent
(
λ ∈
[⌊
λ−1
k
⌋
· k+2 . . .
⌊
λ−1
k
⌋
· k+ k−1
])
, then pro-
cesses with pidp[µ] = 0 will approach it from the left, while processes with pidp[µ] =
1 will approach it from the right. In order to get a contradiction let us assume
that there exists execution α that has states s,s′ and processes p,q with pidp[µ] =
0 and pidq[µ] = 1, s.t. b s.curp−1k c = b
s′.curq−1
k c = λ . This means that both pro-
cesses have entered the subtree rooted at node λ . For this to happen, there exist in
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α transitions
({
curp = λ ,statusp = check
}
,checkp,
{
curp = λ ,statusp = down
})
and({
curq = λ ,statusq = check
}
,checkq,
{
curq = λ ,statusq = down
})
, that precede s and
s′ respectively. Recall that p moves left-to-right and q right-to-left, and before moving to
a new node at a level, they set the shared variable associated with the previous node to
1. Hence it follows that either xλ+1 = 1 when action checkp took place or xλ−1 = 1
when action checkq took place. If the first case is true, then the state of p becomes{
curp = λ ,statusp = up
}
preventing p from entering the subtree rooted at λ . Otherwise
the state of q becomes
{
curq = λ ,statusq = up
}
and q never enters the subtree rooted at
λ . So it cannot be the case that both process p and q entered the subtree rooted at node λ
in α and that completes the proof.
Lemma 4.9. For any execution α of algorithm AOm,n if there exist states s,s′ in α and
processes p,q ∈ P s.t.
⌊
s.curp−1
k
⌋
=
⌊
s′.curq−1
k
⌋
= λ , for some node λ at level µ , then
pidp[0 . . .µ] = pidq[0 . . .µ].
Proof. We prove this by induction on the level µ of node λ .
Base Case: Here we consider level µ = 0, meaning that all processes that reach the
children of the root (node 0) have the same pid∗[0] bit. This holds since ∀p∈P, pidp[0] =
0. Thus for any execution α of AOm,n, if there exists state s in α s.t.
⌊
s.curp−1
k
⌋
= 0 for
some process p ∈ P, pidp[0] = 0.
Induction Hypothesis: Assume that for any execution α if there exist states s,s′ and
processes p,q s.t. b s.curp−1k c = b
s′.curq−1
k c = λ , for all nodes λ ∈ [uµ . . .uµ + kµ − 1] at
level µ , then pidp[0...µ] = pidq[0...µ].
Induction Step: By Lemma 4.8 we show that ∀λ ∈ [uµ+1 . . .uµ+1 + kµ+1− 1] at level
µ + 1, for any execution α , if there exist states s,s′ and processes p,q s.t. b s.curp−1k c =
b s′.curq−1k c= λ , then pidp[0 . . .µ+1] = pidq[0 . . .µ+1].
From Lemma 4.9 we get Corollary 4.10 that says, that in any execution α of AOm,n,
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only one process p, if any, may reach the decision to perform job j associated with leaf
uµ + j. This decision is reflected in α by a state s, where s.curp = uµ + j,s.statusp = do.
Corollary 4.10. For any execution α of algorithm AOm,n if there exist states s,s′ and
processes p,q s.t. s.curp = λ ,s.statusp = do and s′.curq = λ ,s′.statusp = do, for some
leaf λ ∈ [uh . . .uh+ kh−1], then p = q.
Theorem 4.11. Algorithm AOm,n solves the at-most-once problem.
Proof. In any execution, action dop, j occurs only if preconditions curp = uh + j and
statusp = do hold. From Corollary 4.10 only one process may reach such state, thus
only one do∗, j event may take place for j.
4.2.3 Work and Space Complexity
Next we assess work and space of algorithm AOm,n. According to the algorithm specifi-
cation, only the actions checkp and setp perform memory accesses, and every time they
do so, they access exactly one bit.
Theorem 4.12. The work complexity of algorithm AOm,n is O(n+m logm).
Proof. We observe that for each subtree rooted at an internal node λ at level µ we have
a sub-instance of the problem for kh−µ jobs and 2h−µ processes. All processes of such
sub-instance have the same prefix at the first µ bits of their pid from Lemma 4.9. Let Wµ
be an upper bound on work of the sub-instance. Now we consider the first level of the
subtree. Processes are split in groups 0 and 1 (with 2h−(µ+1) processes each), according to
the value of their pid∗[µ+1]. Group 0 starts at the leftmost child, group 1 at the rightmost
child, and they move towards each other. From Lemma 4.9 we have that only one of the
groups, if any, will continue to the sub-instance of the next level, thus we have at most k
sub-instances derived at level µ+1. From algorithm AOm,n, we have that before a process
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enters a node, it does a look ahead memory read, and when it leaves a node, it sets the
shared variable associated with the node to 1. This means that we have a total of k+ 2
reads and k writes from the two groups. Since each group has 2h−(µ+1) processes, we get
(k+ 2) · 2h−(µ+1) reads and k · 2h−(µ+1) writes. From the above discussion we have the
following recurrence relation: Wµ = k ·Wµ+1+(2k+2) ·2h−(µ+1).
Also for level h (k jobs and 2 processes), we have k+2 reads and k writes by Theorem 4.6,
thus: Wh = 2k+2. Combining the above we get:
W0 = k ·W1+(2k+2) ·2h−1 = (2k+2) ·2h−1 ·∑h−1i=0
( k
2
)i
.
Case k = 2: (2k+2) ·2h−1 ·∑h−1i=0
( k
2
)i
= 6 ·2h−1 ·h = 5m logm
Case k > 2: (2k+2) ·2h−1 ·∑h−1i=0
( k
2
)i
= (2k+2) ·2h−1 · (
k
2)
h−1
k
2−1
= 2k+2k−2 · (n−m)≤ 8(n−
m), where the penultimate relation follows form m = 2h,n = kh.
We conclude that W0 =Θ(n+m logm).
Theorem 4.13. The space complexity of algorithm AOm,n is Θ(n+m logn).
Proof. From Figure 2: The number of shared bits is v < 2n. Each of m processes uses a
constant number of internal variables of size dlogve ≤ 1+ logn.
Effectiveness: We now assess the effectiveness of algorithm AOm,n.
Theorem 4.14. Algorithm AOm,n has effectiveness EAOm,n(n,m,m−1) = (n
1
logm −1)logm =
n− logm ·o(n).
Proof. We observe that for each subtree rooted at an internal node λ at level µ we have a
sub-instance of the problem for kh−µ jobs and 2h−µ processes. Moreover if we consider
only the first level of such a sub-instance, we have to solve a problem of k groups of
jobs (with kh−(µ+1) jobs each) and 2 groups of processes (with 2h−(µ+1) processes each).
Furthermore, as we pointed out before, algorithm AOm,n follows the same principles for
solving this instance as algorithm AO2,n. Thus at each level we match the effectiveness
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of AO2,n that by Theorem 4.4 performs EAO2,n(k,2,1) = k− 1 jobs. If we go all the way
down to level h = logk n, we have an exact instance of the 2-process problem (Section
4.1.1) and hence by Theorem 4.4 it follows that EAOm,n (k,2,1) = EAO2,n(k,2,1) = k− 1.
From the above we get the following recurrence:
EAOm,n (n,m,m−1) = (k−1) ·EAOm,n
(n
k ,
m
2 ,
m
2 −1
)
= · · ·=
= (k−1)h−1 ·EAOm,n
(
n
kh−1 ,
m
2h−1 ,
m
2h−1 −1
)
= (k−1)h−1 ·EAOm,n (k,2,1)
Thus EAOm,n (n,m,m−1) = (k−1)h.
Finally, we note that since EAOm,n(n,m,m− 1) = n− logm · o(n), the effectiveness of
the algorithm comes reasonably close, asymptotically in n, to the corresponding lower
bound of n− f .
4.3 Open Problems
The multiprocess algorithm AOm,n scales well when it comes to work complexity, but
does not scale well in terms of effectiveness when the number of processes increases.
The algorithm applies two techniques. The first one is the collision avoidance strategy,
and the second on is having jobs that can be performed by only specific groups of pro-
cesses. This jobs provide starting points for processes when they join the execution of the
algorithm. This means that algorithm AOm,n cannot be a solution for the strong at-most-
once problem. Could we modify the algorithm, to make it a candidate solution for the
strong at-most-once problem? One approach would be to have some join service in the
algorithm, that provides starting points, for processes joining late the execution.
It would also be interesting to devise algorithm that focus more on the second tech-
nique applied by algorithm AOm,n. We believe that such algorithms could have different
characteristics than algorithm AOm,n. Specifically we believe that they may scale better in
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terms of effectiveness when the number of processes increases.
5 Near Optimal Algorithm KKβ
In this section we present an asynchronous deterministic algorithm called KKβ , that
solves the at-most-once problem. The algorithm is presented and analyzed using the
Input Output Automata formalism as presented in the Section 2.
5.1 Algorithm KKβ
We present algorithm KKβ , that solves the at-most-once problem. Parameter β ∈ N is
the termination parameter of the algorithm. Algorithm KKβ is defined for all β ≥ m. If
β = m, algorithm KKβ has optimal up to an additive factor of m effectiveness. Note that
although β ≥ m is not necessary in order to prove the correctness of the algorithm, if
β < m we cannot guarantee termination of algorithm KKβ .
Shared Variables:
next = {next1, . . . ,nextm}, nextq ∈ {0, . . . ,n} initially 0
done = {done1,1, . . . ,donem,n}, doneq,i ∈ {0, . . . ,n} initially 0
Signature:
Input:
stopp, p ∈ P
Output:
dop, j , p ∈ P, j ∈ J
Internal:
compNextp, p ∈ P
checkp, p ∈ P
Internal Read:
gatherTryp, p ∈ P
gatherDonep, p ∈ P
Internal Write:
setNextp, p ∈ P
donep, p ∈ P
State:
STATUSp ∈ {comp next,set next,gather try,gather done,check,do,done,end,stop},
initially STATUSp = comp next
FREEp,DONEp,TRYp ⊆ J, initially FREEp = J and DONEp = TRYp = /0
POSp =
{
POSp (1) , . . . , POSp (m)
}
, where POSp (i) ∈ {1, . . . ,n}, initially POSp (i) = 1
NEXTp ∈ {1, . . . ,n}, initially undefined
TMPp ∈ {0, . . . ,n}, initially undefined
Qp ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, initially 1
Figure 3: Algorithm KKβ : Shared Variables, Signature and States
The idea behind the algorithm KKβ (see Fig. 3, 4) is quite intuitive and is based on
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an algorithm for renaming processes presented by Attiya et al. [6]. Each process p, picks
a job i to perform, announces (by writing in shared memory) that it is about to perform
the job and then checks if it is safe to perform it (by reading the announcements other
processes made in the shared memory, and the jobs other processes announced they have
performed). If it is safe to perform the job i, process p will proceed with the dop,i action
and then mark the job completed. If it is not safe to perform i, p will release the job. In
either case, p picks a new job to perform. In order to pick a new job, p reads from the
shared memory and gathers information on which jobs are safe to perform, by reading the
announcements that other processes made in the shared memory about the jobs they are
about to perform, and the jobs other processes announced they have already performed.
Assuming that those jobs are ordered, p splits the set of “free” jobs in m intervals and
picks the first job of the interval with rank equal to p’s rank. Note that since the informa-
tion needed in order to decide whether it is safe to perform a specific job and in order to
pick the next job to perform is the same, these steps are combined in the algorithm. In Fig-
ure 4, we use function rank(SET1,SET2, i), that returns the element of set SET1 \SET2
that has rank i. If SET1 and SET2 have O(n) elements and are stored in some tree struc-
ture like red-black tree or some variant of B-tree, the operation rank(SET1,SET2, i), costs
O(|SET2| logn) assuming that SET2 ⊆ SET1.
We will prove that algorithm KKβ has effectiveness n− (β +m−2). For β = O(m)
this effectiveness is asymptotically optimal for any m = o(n). Note that by Theorem 3.3
the upper bound on effectiveness of the at-most-once problem is n− f , where f is the
number of failed processes in the system. Next we present algorithm KKβ in more detail.
Shared Variables. next is an array with m elements. In the cell nextq of the array process
q announces the job it is about to perform. From the structure of algorithm KKβ , only
process q writes in cell nextq. On the other hand any process may read cell nextq.
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done is an m × n matrix. In line q of the matrix, process q announces the jobs it
has performed. Each cell of line q contains the identifier of exactly one job that has been
performed by process q. Only process q writes in the cells of line q but any process may
read them. Moreover, process q updates line q by adding entries at the end of it.
Transitions of process p:
Input stopp
Effect:
STATUSp← stop
Internal compNextp
Precondition:
STATUSp = comp next
Effect:
if
∣∣FREEp \TRYp∣∣≥ β then
TMPp← |FREEp|−(m−1)m
if TMPp ≥ 1 then
TMPp←
⌊
(p−1) · TMPp
⌋
+1
NEXTp← rank (FREEp,TRYp,TMPp)
else
NEXTp← rank (FREEp,TRYp, p)
end
Qp← 1
TRYp← /0
STATUSp← set next
else
STATUSp← end
end
Internal Write setNextp
Precondition:
STATUSp = set next
Effect:
nextp← NEXTp
STATUSp← gather try
Internal Read gatherTryp
Precondition:
STATUSp = gather try
Effect:
if Qp 6= p then
TMPp← nextQp
if TMPp > 0 then
TRYp← TRYp ∪
{
TMPp
}
end
end
if Qp +1≤ m then
Qp← Qp +1
else
Qp← 1
STATUSp← gather done
end
Internal Read gatherDonep
Precondition:
STATUSp = gather done
Effect:
if Qp 6= p then
TMPp← doneQp ,POSp(Qp)
if POSp
(
Qp
)≤ n AND TMPp > 0
then
DONEp← DONEp ∪
{
TMPp
}
FREEp← FREEp \
{
TMPp
}
POSp
(
Qp
)
= POSp
(
Qp
)
+1
else Qp← Qp +1
end
else Qp← Qp +1
end
if Qp > m then
Qp← 1
STATUSp← check
end
Internal checkp
Precondition:
STATUSp = check
Effect:
if NEXTp /∈ TRYp AND NEXTp /∈ DONEp
then STATUSp← do
else
STATUSp← comp next
end
Output dop, j
Precondition:
STATUSp = do
NEXTp = j
Effect:
STATUSp← done
Internal Write donep
Precondition:
STATUSp = done
Effect:
donep,POSp(p)← NEXTp
DONEp← DONEp ∪
{
NEXTp
}
FREEp← FREEp \
{
NEXTp
}
POSp (p)← POSp (p)+1
STATUSp← comp next
Figure 4: Algorithm KKβ : Transitions
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Internal Variables of process p. The variable STATUSp records the status of process
p and defines its next action as follows: STATUSp = comp next - process p is ready to
compute the next job to perform (this is the initial status of p), STATUSp = set next - p
computed the next job to perform and is ready to announce it by writing in the shared
memory, STATUSp = gather try - p reads the array next in shared memory in order to
compute the TRYp set, STATUSp = gather done - p reads the matrix done in shared
memory in order to update the DONEp and FREEp sets, STATUSp = check - p has to
check whether it is safe to perform its current job, STATUSp = do - p can safely perform
its current job, STATUSp = done - p performed its current job and needs to update the
shared memory, STATUSp = end - p terminated, STATUSp = stop - p crashed.
FREEp,DONEp,TRYp ⊆ J are three sets that are used by process p in order to com-
pute the next job to perform and whether it is safe to perform it. We use some tree struc-
ture like red-black tree or some variant of B-tree [7, 22] for the sets FREEp, DONEp and
TRYp, in order to be able to add, remove and search elements in them with O(logn) work.
FREEp, is initially set to J and contains an estimate of the jobs that are still available.
DONEp is initially empty and contains an estimate of the jobs that have been performed.
No job is removed from DONEp or added to FREEp during the execution of algorithm
KKβ . TRYp is initially empty and contains an estimate of the jobs that other processes
are about to perform. It holds that
∣∣TRYp∣∣<m, since there are m−1 processes apart from
process p that may be attempting to perform a job.
POSp is an array of m elements. Position POSp (q) of the array contains a pointer in
the line q of the shared matrix done. POSp (q) is the element of line q that process p will
read from. In the special case where q = p, POSp (p) is the element of line p that process
p will write into after performing a new job. The elements of the shared matrix done are
read when process p is updating the DONEp set.
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NEXTp contains the job process p is attempting to perform.
TMPp is a temporary storage for values read from the shared memory.
Qp ∈ {1, . . . ,m} is used as indexing for looping through process identifiers.
Actions of process p. We visit them one by one below.
compNextp: Process p computes the set FREEp \TRYp and if it has more or equal
elements to β , were β is the termination parameter of the algorithm, process p computes
its next candidate job, by splitting the FREEp \TRYp set in m parts and picking the first
element of the p-th part. In order to do that it uses the function rank(SET1,SET2, i),
which returns the element of set SET1 \ SET2 with rank i. Finally process p sets the
TRYp set to the empty set, the Qp internal variable to 1 and its status to set next in order
to update the shared memory with its new candidate job. If the FREEp \TRYp set has
less than β elements process p terminates.
setNextp: Process p announces its new candidate job by writing the contents of its
NEXTp internal variable in the p-th position of the next array. Remember that the next
array is stored in shared memory. Process p changes its status to gather try, in order to
start collecting the TRYp set from the next array.
gatherTryp: With this action process p implements a loop, which reads from the
shared memory all the positions of the array next and updates the TRYp set. In each
execution of the action, process p checks if Qp is equal to p. If it is not equal, p reads
the Qp-th position of the array next, checks if the value read is greater than 0 and if it is,
adds the value it read in the TRYp set. If Qp is equal to p, p just skips the step described
above. Then p checks if the value of Qp + 1 is less than m+ 1. If it is, then p increases
Qp by 1 and leaves its status gather try, otherwise p has finished updating the TRYp set
and thus sets Qp to 1 and changes its status to gather done, in order to update the DONEp
and FREEp sets from the contents of the done matrix.
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gatherDonep: With this action process p implements a loop, which updates the
DONEp and FREEp sets with values read from the matrix done, which is stored in shared
memory. In each execution of the action, process p checks if Qp is equal to p. If it is not
equal, p uses the internal variable POSp
(
Qp
)
, in order to read fresh values from the line
Qp of the done matrix. In detail, p reads the shared variable doneQp,POSp(Qp), checks if
POSp
(
Qp
)
is less than n+1 and if the value read is greater than 0. If both conditions hold,
p adds the value read at the DONEp set, removes the value read from the FREEp set and
increases POSp
(
Qp
)
by one. Otherwise, it means that either process Qp has terminated
(by performing all the n jobs) or the line Qp does not contain any new completed jobs. In
either case p increases the value of Qp by 1. The value of Qp is increased by 1 also if Qp
was equal to p. Finally p checks whether Qp is greater than m; if it is, p has completed
the loop and thus changes its status to check.
checkp: Process p checks if it is safe to perform its current job. This is done by
checking if NEXTp belongs to the set TRYp or to the set DONEp. If it does not, then it
is safe to perform the job NEXTp and p changes its status to do. Otherwise it is not safe,
and thus p changes its status to comp next, in order to find a new job that may be safe to
perform.
dop, j: Process p performs job j. Note that NEXTp = j is part of the preconditions for
the action to be enabled in a state. Then p changes its status to done.
donep: Process p writes in the donep,POSp(p) position of the shared memory the value
of NEXTp, letting other processes know that it performed job NEXTp. Also p adds NEXTp
to its DONEp set, removes NEXTp from its FREEp set, increases POSp (p) by 1 and
changes its status to comp next.
stopp: Process p crashes by setting its status to stop.
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5.2 Correctness and Effectiveness Analysis
We begin the analysis of algorithm KKβ , by showing in Lemma 5.1 that KKβ solves
the at-most-once problem. That is, there exists no execution of KKβ in which 2 distinct
actions dop,i and doq,i appear for some i ∈ J and p,q ∈ P. We continue the analysis
by showing in Theorem 5.4 that algorithm KKβ has effectiveness EKKβ (n,m, f ) = n−
(β +m−2). This is done in two steps. First in Lemma 5.2, we show that algorithm
KKβ cannot terminate its execution if less than n− (β +m−1) jobs are performed. The
effectiveness analysis is completed by showing in Lemma 5.3, that the algorithm is wait-
free (it has no infinite fair executions). In Theorem 5.4 we combine the two lemmas in
order to show that the effectiveness of algorithm KKβ is greater that or equal to n−
(β +m−2). Moreover, we show the existence of an adversarial strategy, that results in a
terminating execution where n− (β +m−2) jobs are completed, showing that the bound
is tight.
In the analysis that follows, for a state s and a process p we denote by
s.FREEp, s.DONEp, s.TRYp, the values of the internal variables FREE, DONE and TRY
of process p in state s. Moreover with s.next, and s.done we denote the contents of the
array next and the matrix done in state s. Remember that next and done, are stored in
shared memory.
Lemma 5.1. There exists no execution α of algorithm KKβ , such that ∃i∈ J and ∃p,q∈P
for which dop,i,doq,i ∈ α .
Proof. Let us for the sake of contradiction assume that there exists an execution α ∈
execs(KKβ ) and i ∈ J and p,q ∈ P such that dop,i,doq,i ∈ α . We examine two cases.
Case 1 p = q: Let states s1,s
′
1,s2,s
′
2 ∈ α , such that the transitions
(
s1,dop,i,s
′
1
)
,(
s2,dop,i,s
′
2
)
∈ α and without loss of generality assume s′1 ≤ s2 in α . From Figure 4
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we have that s
′
1.NEXTp = i, s
′
1.STATUSp = done and s2.NEXTp = i, s2.STATUSp = do.
From algorithm KKβ , state s2 must be preceded by transition
(
s3,checkp,s
′
3
)
, such that
s3.NEXTp = i and s
′
3.NEXTp = i, s
′
3.STATUSp = do, where s
′
1 precedes s3 in α . Finally
s3 must be preceded in α by transition
(
s4,donep,s
′
4
)
, where s
′
1 precedes s4, such that
s4.NEXTp = i and i∈ s′4.DONEp. Since s
′
4 precedes s3 and during the execution of KKβ no
elements are removed from DONEp, we have that i ∈ s3.DONEp. This is a contradiction,
since the transition (
{
NEXTp = i, i ∈ DONEp
}
, checkp,
{
NEXTp = i, STATUSp = do
}
)
/∈ trans(KKβ ).
Case 2 p 6= q: Given transition
(
s1,dop,i,s
′
1
)
in execution α , we deduce from Fig. 4
that there exist in α transitions
(
s2,setNextp,s
′
2
)
,
(
s3,gatherTryp,s
′
3
)
,
(
s4,checkp,s
′
4
)
,
where s
′
2.nextp = s
′
2.NEXTp = i, s3.nextp = s3.NEXTp = i,s3.Qp = q, s4.NEXTp = i,
s
′
4.NEXTp = i, s
′
4.STATUSp = do, such that s2 < s3 < s4 < s1 and there exists no action
pi = compNextp in execution α , such that s2 < pi < s
′
1.
Similarly for transition
(
t1,doq,i, t
′
1
)
there exist in execution α transitions(
t2,setNextq, t
′
2
)
,
(
t3,gatherTryq, t
′
3
)
,
(
t4,checkq, t
′
4
)
, where t
′
2.nextq = t
′
2.NEXTq = i,
t3.nextq = t3.NEXTq = i, t3.Qq = p, t4.NEXTq = i, t
′
4.NEXTq = i, t
′
4.STATUSq = do, such
that t2 < t3 < t4 < t1 and there exists no action pi ′ = compNextq in execution α , such that
t2 < pi < t
′
1.
Either state s2 < t3 or t3 < s2 which implies t2 < s3. We will show that if s2 < t3 then
doq,i cannot take place, leading to a contradiction. The case where t2 < s3 is symmetric
and will be omitted.
Let us assume that s2 precedes t3. We have two cases, either t3.nextp = i or t3.nextp 6= i.
In the first case i∈ t ′3.TRYq. The only action in which entries are removed from the TRYq
set, is action compNextq, where the TRYq set is reset to /0. Thus i∈ t4.TRYq, since @ pi ′ =
compNextq ∈ α , such that t2 < pi ′ < t1. This is a contradiction since
(
t4,checkq, t
′
4
)
/∈
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trans(KKβ ), if i ∈ t4.TRYq, t4.NEXTq = i and t ′4.STATUSq = do.
If t3.nextp 6= i, since
(
s2,setNextp,s
′
2
)
∈ α and s′2 < t3 there exists action pi1 =
setNextp ∈ α , such that s′2 < pi1 < t3. Moreover, there exists action pi2 = compNextp in α ,
such that s
′
2 < pi2 < pi1. Since @ pi = compNextp ∈ α , such that s2 < pi < s
′
1, it holds that
s
′
1 < pi2 < pi1 < t3. Furthermore, from Fig. 4 there exists transition
(
s5,donep,s
′
5
)
in α
and j ∈ {1, . . . ,n}, such that s5.POSp (p) = j, s5.donep, j = 0, s5.NEXTp = i, s′5.donep, j = i
and s
′
1 < s
′
5 < pi2 < t3. It must be the case that i /∈ t2.DONEq, since t2.NEXTq = i. From
that and from Fig. 4 we have that there exists transition
(
t6,gatherDoneq, t
′
6
)
in α , such
that t6.Qq = p, t6.POSq (p) = j and t3 < t6 < t4. Since s
′
5 < t3 and donep, j from algo-
rithm KKβ cannot be changed again in execution α , we have that t6.donep, j = i and as
a result i ∈ t ′6.DONEq. Moreover, during the execution of algorithm KKβ , entries in set
DONEq are only added and never removed, thus we have that i ∈ t4.DONEq. This is
a contradiction since
(
t4,checkq, t
′
4
)
/∈ trans(KKβ ), if i ∈ t4.DONEq, t4.NEXTq = i and
t
′
4.STATUSq = do. This completes the proof.
Next we examine the effectiveness of the algorithm. First we show that algorithm
KKβ cannot terminate its execution if less than n− (β +m−1) jobs are performed.
Lemma 5.2. For any β ≥ m, f ≤ m− 1 and for any finite execution α ∈ execs(KKβ)
with Do(α) ≤ n− (β +m−1), there exists a (non-empty) execution fragment α ′ such
that α ·α ′ ∈ execs(KKβ).
Proof. From the algorithm KKβ , we have that for any process p and any state s ∈ α ,∣∣s.FREEp∣∣ ≥ n−Do(α) and ∣∣s.TRYp∣∣ ≤ m− 1. The first inequality holds since the
s.FREEp set is estimated by p by examining the done matrix which is stored in shared
memory. From algorithm KKβ , a job j is only inserted in line q of the matrix done, if a
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doq, j action has already been performed by process q. The second inequality is obvious.
Thus we have that ∀p ∈ P and ∀s ∈ α , ∣∣s.FREEp \ s.TRYp∣∣ ≥ n− (Do(α)+m−1). If
Do(α) ≤ n− (β +m−1), ∀p ∈ P and ∀s ∈ α we have that ∣∣s.FREEp \ s.TRYp∣∣ ≥ β .
Since there can be f ≤ m− 1 failed processes in our system, at the final state s′ of exe-
cution α there exists at least one process p ∈ P that has not failed. This process has not
terminated, since from Fig. 4 a process p can only terminate if in the enabling state s of
action compNextp,
∣∣s.FREEp \ s.TRYp∣∣ < β . This process can continue executing steps
and thus there exists a (non-empty) execution fragment α ′ such that α ·α ′ ∈ execs(KKβ).
Since no finite execution of algorithm KKβ can terminate if less than n− (β +m−1)
jobs are performed, Lemma 5.2 implies that if the algorithm KKβ has effectiveness less
than or equal to n− (β +m− 1), there must exist some infinite fair execution α with
Do(α) ≤ n− (β +m− 1). Next we prove that algorithm KKβ is wait-free (it has no
infinite fair executions).
Lemma 5.3. For any β ≥ m, f ≤ m− 1 there exists no infinite fair execution α ∈
execs(KKβ ).
Proof. We will prove this by contradiction. Let β ≥ m and α ∈ execs(KKβ ) an infinite
fair execution with f ≤ m− 1 failures, and let Do(α) be the jobs executed by execution
α according to Definition 2.1. Since α ∈ execs(KKβ ) and from Lemma 5.1 KKβ solves
the at-most-once problem, Do(α) is finite. Clearly there exists at least one process in
execution α that has not crashed and does not terminate (some process must take steps
in α in order for it to be infinite). Since Do(α) and f are finite, there exists a state s0 in
α such that after s0 no process crashes, no process terminates, no do action takes place
in α and no process adds new entries in the done matrix in shared memory. The later
holds since the execution is infinite and fair, the Do(α) is also finite, consequently any
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non failed process q that has not terminated will eventually update the q line of the done
matrix to be in agreement with the doq,∗ actions it has performed. Moreover any process
q that has terminated, has already updated the q line of done matrix with the latest do
action it performed, before it terminated, since in order to terminate it must have reached
a compNext action that has set its status to end.
We define the following sets of processes and jobs according to state s0. Jα are jobs
that have been performed in α according to Definition 2.1. Pα are processes that do not
crash and do not terminate in α . By the way we defined state s0 only processes in Pα
take steps in α after state s0. STUCKα =
{
i ∈ J\Jα |∃ failed process p : s0.nextp = i
}
,
i.e., STUCKα expresses the set of jobs that are held by failed processes. DONEα ={
i ∈ Jα |∃p ∈ P and j ∈ {1, . . . ,n} : s0.donep( j) = i
}
, i.e., DONEα expresses the set of
jobs that have been performed before state s0 and the processes that performed them
managed to update the shared memory. Finally we define POOLα = J\ (Jα ∪STUCKα).
After state s0, all processes in Pα will keep executing. This means that whenever a pro-
cess p ∈ Pα takes action compNextp in α , the first if statement is true. Specifically it
holds that for ∀p ∈ Pα and for all the enabling states s ≥ s0 of actions compNextp in α ,∣∣FREEp \TRYp∣∣≥ β .
From Figure 4, we have that for any p∈Pα , ∃ sp ∈α such that sp > s0 and for all states
s≥ sp, s.DONEp = DONEα , s.FREEp = J\DONEα and s.FREEp \ s.TRYp ⊆ POOLα .
Let s′0 = maxp∈Pα [sp]. From the above we have: |J\DONEα | ≥ β ≥ m and |POOLα | ≥
β ≥ m, since ∀s′ ≥ s′0 we have that s′.FREEp = J \DONEα and s′.FREEp \ s′.TRYp ⊆
POOLα and ∀p ∈ Pα and for all the enabling states s≥ s′0 of actions compNextp in α , we
have that
∣∣FREEp \TRYp∣∣≥ β .
Let p0 be the process with the smallest process identifier in Pα . We examine 2 cases
according to the size of J\DONEα .
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Case A |J\DONEα | ≥ 2m− 1: Let x0 ∈ POOLα be the job such that [x0]POOLα =⌊
(p0−1) · |J\DONEα |−(m−1)m
⌋
+ 1. Such x0 exists since ∀p ∈ Pα and ∀s ≥ s′0 it
holds s.FREEp \ s.TRYp ⊆ POOLα , s.FREEp = J \DONEα from which we have that
|POOLα | ≥ |J\DONEα |−
∣∣s.TRYp∣∣≥ |J\DONEα |− (m−1)≥ m.
It follows that any p ∈ Pα that executes action compNextp after state s′0, will have
its NEXTp variable pointing in a job x with [x]POOLα ≥
⌊
(p−1) · |J\DONEα |−(m−1)m
⌋
+
1. Thus ∀p ∈ Pα , ∃ s′p ≥ s′0 in α such that ∀ states s ≥ s′p, [s.nextp]POOLα ≥⌊
(p−1) · |J\DONEα |−(m−1)m
⌋
+1. Let s′′0 = maxp∈Pα [s
′
p], we have 2 cases for p0:
Case A.1) After s′′0 , process p0 executes action compNextp0 and the transition leads to
state s1 > s′′0 such that s1.NEXTp0 = x0. Since [x0]POOLα =
⌊
(p0−1) · |J\DONEα |−(m−1)m
⌋
+
1 and p0 = minp∈Pα [p], from the previous discussion we have that ∀s ≥ s1 and ∀p ∈
P \ {p0}, s.nextp 6= x0. Thus when p0 executes action checkp of Fig. 4 for the first time
after state s1, the condition will be true, so in some subsequent transition p0 will have to
execute action dop0,x0 , performing job x0, which is a contradiction, since after state s0 no
jobs are executed.
Case A.2) After s′′0 , process p0 executes action compNextp0 and the transition
leads in state s1 > s′′0 such that s1.NEXTp0 > x0. Since p0 = minp∈Pα [p], it holds
that ∀x ∈ POOLα such that [x]POOLα ≤
⌊
(p0−1) · |J\DONEα |−(m−1)m
⌋
+ 1, @p ∈ P such
that s1.nextp = x. Let the transition
(
s2,compNextp0 ,s
′
2
)
∈ α , where s2 > s1, be
the first time that action compNextp0 is executed after state s1. We have that
∀x ∈ POOLα such that [x]POOLα ≤
⌊
(p0−1) · |J\DONEα |−(m−1)m
⌋
+ 1, x /∈ s2.DONEp0 ∪
s2.TRYp0 , since from the discussion above we have that ∀s ≥ s1 and ∀p ∈ Pα \
{p0}, [s.nextp]POOLα ≥
⌊
(p−1) · |J\DONEα |−(m−1)m
⌋
+ 1. Thus [x0]s2.FREEp0\s2.TRYp0 =
[x0]POOLα =
⌊
(p0−1) · |J\DONEα |−(m−1)m
⌋
+ 1. As a result, s
′
2.NEXTp0 = x0. With sim-
ilar arguments like in case A.1, we can see that job x0 will be performed by process p0,
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which is a contradiction, since after state s0 no jobs are executed.
Case B |J\DONEα |< 2m−1: Let x0 ∈ POOLα be the job such that [x0]POOLα = p0.
Such x0 exists since β ≥ m and POOLα ≥ β . It follows that any p ∈ Pα that executes
action compNextp after state s′0, will have its NEXTp variable pointing in a job x with
[x]POOLα ≥ p. Thus ∀p ∈ Pα , ∃ s′p ≥ s′0 in α such that ∀ states s≥ s′p, [s.nextp]POOLα ≥ p.
Let s′′0 = maxp∈Pα [s
′
p], we have 2 cases for p0:
Case B.1) After s′′0 , process p0 executes action compNextp0 and the transition leads in
state s1 > s′′0 such that s1.NEXTp0 = x0. Since [x0]POOLα = p0 and p0 = minp∈Pα [p], from
the previous discussion we have that ∀s≥ s1 and ∀p ∈ P\{p0}, s.nextp 6= x0. Thus when
p0 executes action checkp of Fig. 4 for the first time after state s1, the condition will be
true, so in some subsequent transition p0 will have to execute action dop0,x0 , performing
job x0, which is a contradiction, since after state s0 no jobs are executed.
Case B.2) After s′′0 , process p0 executes action compNextp0 and the transition leads
in state s1 > s′′0 such that s1.NEXTp0 > x0. Since p0 = minp∈Pα [p], it holds that
∀x ∈ POOLα such that [x]POOLα ≤ p0, @p ∈ P such that s1.nextp = x. Let the transi-
tion
(
s2,compNextp0,s
′
2
)
∈ α , where s2 > s1, be the first time that action compNextp0
is executed after state s1. We have that ∀x ∈ POOLα such that [x]POOLα ≤ p0, x /∈
s2.DONEp0 ∪ s2.TRYp0 , since from the discussion above we have that ∀s ≥ s1 and
∀p ∈ Pα \ {p0}, [s.nextp]POOLα ≥ p. Thus [x0]s2.FREEp0\s2.TRYp0 = [x0]POOLα = p0. As
a result, s
′
2.NEXTp0 = x0. With similar arguments like in case B.1, we can see that job x0
will be performed by process p0, which is a contradiction, since after state s0 no jobs are
executed.
We combine the last two lemmas in order to show the main result on the effectiveness
of algorithm KKβ .
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Theorem 5.4. For any β ≥ m, f ≤ m − 1 algorithm KKβ has effectiveness
EKKβ (n,m, f ) = n− (β +m−2).
Proof. From Lemma 5.2 we have that any finite execution α ∈ execs(KKβ) with
Do(α) ≤ n− (β +m−1) can be extended, essentially proving that in such executions
no process has terminated. Moreover from Lemma 5.3 we have that KKβ is wait free,
and thus there exists no infinite fair execution α ∈ execs(KKβ), such that Do(α) ≤
n−(β +m−1). Since finite fair executions are executions where all non-failed processes
have terminated, from the above we have that EKKβ (n,m, f )≥ n− (β +m−2).
If all processes but the process with id m fail in an execution α in such a way that
Jα ∩STUCKα = /0 and |STUCKα | = m− 1 (where STUCKα is defined as in the proof
of Lemma 5.3), it is easy to see that there exists an adversarial strategy, such that when
process m terminates, β +m− 2 jobs have not been performed . Such an execution will
be a finite fair execution where n− (β +m− 2) jobs are performed. Thus we have that
EKKβ (n,m, f ) = n− (β +m−2).
5.3 Work Complexity Analysis
In this section we are going to prove that for β ≥ 3m2 algorithm KKβ has work complexity
O(nm logn logm).
The main idea of the proof, is to demonstrate that under the assumption β ≥ 3m2, pro-
cess collisions on a job cannot accrue without making progress in the algorithm. In order
to prove that, we first demonstrate in Lemma 5.5 that if two different processes p,q set
their NEXTp,NEXTq internal variables to the same job i in some compNext actions, then
the DONEp and DONEq sets of the processes, have at least |q− p| ·m different elements,
given that β ≥ 3m2. Next we prove in Lemma 5.8 that if two processes p,q collide three
consecutive times, while trying to perform some jobs, the size of the set DONEp∪DONEq
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that processes p and q know will increase by at least |q− p| ·m elements. This essentially
tells us that every three collisions between the same two processes a significant number
of jobs has been performed, and thus enough progress has been made. In order to prove
the above statement, we formally define what we mean by collision in Definition 5.2,
and tie such a collision with some specific state, the state the collision is detected, so
that we have a fixed “point of reference” in the execution; and show that the order col-
lisions are detected in an execution, is consistent with the order the involved processes
attempt to perform the respective jobs in Lemmas 5.6, 5.7. Finally we use Lemma 5.8, in
order to prove in Lemma 5.9, that a process p cannot collide with a process q more than
2
⌈
n
m·|q−p|
⌉
times in any execution. This is proven by contradiction, showing that if pro-
cess p collides with process q more than 2
⌈
n
m·|q−p|
⌉
times, there exist states for which the
set |DONEp∪DONEq| has more than n elements which is impossible. Lemma 5.9 is used
in order to prove the main result on the work complexity of algorithm KKβ for β ≥ 3m2,
Theorem 5.10. We obtain Theorem 5.10 by counting the total number of collisions that
can happen and the cost of each collision.
We start by defining the notion of immediate predecessor transition for a state s in an
execution α . The immediate predecessor is the last transition of a specific action type that
precedes state s in the execution. This is particularly useful in uniquely identifying the
transition with action compNextp in an execution, that last set a NEXTp internal variable
to a specific value, given a state s of interest.
Definition 5.1. We say that transition
(
s1,pi1,s
′
1
)
is an immediate predecessor of state
s2 in an execution α ∈ execs(KKβ ) and we write
(
s1,pi1,s
′
1
)
7→ s2, if s′1 < s2 and in the
execution fragment α ′ that begins with state s′1 and ends with state s2, there exists no
action pi3 = pi1 .
Next we define what a collision between two processes means. We say that process p
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collided with process q in job i at state s, if process p attempted to preform job i, but was
not able to, because it detected in state s that either process q was trying to perform job i
or process q has already performed job i.
Definition 5.2. In an execution α ∈ execs(KKβ ), we say that process p collided with
process q in job i at state s, if (i) there exist in α transitions
(
s1,compNextp,s
′
1
)
,(
t1,compNextq, t
′
1
)
and
(
s2,checkp,s
′
2
)
, where
(
s1,compNextp,s
′
1
)
7→ s2, t1 < s2
and s
′
1.NEXTp = t
′
1.NEXTq = s2.NEXTp = i, s
′
1.STATUSp = t
′
1.STATUSq = set next,
s
′
2.STATUSp = comp next, (ii) in execution fragment α
′ = s′1, . . . ,s2 either there
exists transition
(
s,gatherTryp,s
′)
such that s.Qp = q,s.nextq = i, or transition(
s,gatherDonep,s
′)
and j ∈ {1, . . . ,n} such that s.Qp = q, s.POSp (q) = j, s.doneq, j = i
and i /∈ s.TRYp.
Definition 5.3. In an execution α ∈ execs(KKβ ), we say that processes p,q collide in job
i at state s, if process p collided with process q or process q collided with process p in job
i at state s, according to Definition 5.2.
Next we show that if two processes p,q decide, with some compNext actions, to
perform the same job i, then their DONE sets at the enabling states of those compNext
actions, differ in at-least |q− p| ·m elements.
Lemma 5.5. If β ≥ 3m2 and in an execution α ∈ execs(KKβ ) there exist states s1, t1
and processes p,q ∈ P with p < q such that s1.NEXTp = t1.NEXTq = i ∈ J, then there
exist transitions
(
s2,compNextp,s
′
2
)
7→ s1,
(
t2,compNextq, t
′
2
)
7→ t1, where s′2.NEXTp =
t
′
2.NEXTq = i, s
′
2.STATUSp = t
′
2.STATUSq = set next and
∣∣s2.DONEp∩ t2.DONEq∣∣> (q−
p) ·m or ∣∣s2.DONEp∩ t2.DONEq∣∣> (q− p) ·m .
Proof. We will prove this by contradiction. From algorithm KKβ there must exist tran-
sitions
(
s2,compNextp,s
′
2
)
7→ s1 and
(
t2,compNextq, t
′
2
)
7→ t1, where s′2.NEXTp = i and
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t
′
2.NEXTq = i, if there exist s1, t1 ∈ α and p,q ∈ P with p < q such that s1.NEXTp =
t1.NEXTq = i ∈ J, since those are the transitions that set NEXTp and NEXTq to i. In
order to get a contradiction we assume that
∣∣s2.DONEp∩ t2.DONEq∣∣ ≤ (q− p) ·m and∣∣s2.DONEp∩ t2.DONEq∣∣ ≤ (q− p) ·m. We will prove that if this is the case, then
s
′
2.NEXTp 6= t
′
2.NEXTq.
Let A= J\s2.DONEp = s2.FREEp and B= J\ t2.DONEq = t2.FREEq, thus from the
contradiction assumption we have that:
∣∣A∩B∣∣≤ (q− p) ·m and ∣∣A∩B∣∣≤ (q− p) ·m.
It could either be that |A|< |B| or |A| ≥ |B|.
Case 1 |A|< |B|: From the contradiction assumption we have that ∣∣A∩B∣∣≤ (q− p) ·m.
Since s2.FREEp \ s2.TRYp can have up to m−1 fewer elements than A – the elements of
set s2.TRYp – and it can be the case that s2.TRYp∩ t2.TRYq = /0, we have:
|t2.FREEq \ t2.TRYq∩ s2.FREEp \ s2.TRYp| ≤ m(q− p)+m−1 (1)
Moreover, since s2.FREEp \ s2.TRYp ⊆ A and |s2.FREEp \ s2.TRYp| ≥ β ≥ 3m2, |A| ≥
3m2. Similarly |B| ≥ 3m2. We have:
(q−1) |B|
m
= (p−1) |B|
m
+(q− p) |B|
m
> (p−1) |A|
m
+(q− p) |B|
m
⇒
⇒ (q−1) |B|
m
> (p−1) |A|
m
+3m(q− p)⇒
⇒ (q−1) |B|
m
> (p−1) |A|
m
+(3m−1)(q− p)+(q− p)⇒
⇒ (q−1) |B|
m
> (p−1) |A|
m
+(3m−1)(q− p)+ (q− p)(m−1)
m
⇒⌊
(q−1) |B|− (m−1)
m
⌋
+1≥
⌊
(p−1) |A|− (m−1)
m
⌋
+1+(3m−1)(q− p) (2)
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Since s
′
2.NEXTp = t
′
2.NEXTq = i, we have:
[i]s2.FREEp\s2.TRYp =
⌊
(p−1) |A|− (m−1)
m
⌋
+1
[i]t2.FREEq\t2.TRYq =
⌊
(q−1) |B|− (m−1)
m
⌋
+1
Equation 2 becomes:
[i]t2.FREEq\t2.TRYq ≥ [i]s2.FREEp\s2.TRYp +(3m−1)(q− p)
Thus set t2.FREEq \ t2.TRYq must have at least (3m−1)(q− p) more elements with rank
less that the rank of i, than set s2.FREEp \ s2.TRYp does. This is a contradiction since
from eq. 1 we have that:
|t2.FREEq \ t2.TRYq∩ s2.FREEp \ s2.TRYp| ≤ m(q− p)+m−1
Case 2 |B| ≤ |A|: We have that ∣∣A∩B∣∣≤ (q− p) ·m and ∣∣A∩B∣∣≤ (q− p) ·m from the
contradiction assumption. Since s2.FREEp \ s2.TRYp can have up to m−1 less elements
than A – the elements of set s2.TRYp – and it can be the case that s2.TRYp∩t2.TRYp = /0,
we have:
|t2.FREEq \ t2.TRYq∩ s2.FREEp \ s2.TRYp| ≤ m(q− p)+m−1 (3)
From the contradiction assumption and the case 2 assumption we have that |B| ≤ |A| ≤
|B|+(q− p) ·m. Moreover |A| ≥ β ≥ 3m2 and |B| ≥ β ≥ 3m2. We have:
(q−1) |B|+(q− p)m
m
= (p−1) |B|+(q− p)m
m
+(q− p) |B|+(q− p)m
m
≥
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≥ (p−1) |A|
m
+(q− p) |B|+(q− p)m
m
≥ (p−1) |A|
m
+3m(q− p)+(q− p)2⇒
⇒ (q−1) |B|
m
≥ (p−1) |A|
m
+3m(q− p)+(q− p)2− (q−1)(q− p)⇒
⇒ (q−1) |B|
m
≥ (p−1) |A|
m
+(3m− p+1)(q− p)⇒
⇒ (q−1) |B|
m
≥ (p−1) |A|
m
+(2m+2)(q− p)⇒
⇒ (q−1) |B|
m
≥ (p−1) |A|
m
+(2m+1)(q− p)+ (q− p)(m−1)
m
⇒⌊
(q−1) |B|− (m−1)
m
⌋
+1≥
⌊
(p−1) |A|− (m−1)
m
⌋
+1+(2m+1)(q− p) (4)
Since s
′
2.NEXTp = t
′
2.NEXTq = i, we have:
[i]s2.FREEp\s2.TRYp =
⌊
(p−1) |A|− (m−1)
m
⌋
+1
[i]t2.FREEq\t2.TRYq =
⌊
(q−1) |B|− (m−1)
m
⌋
+1
Equation 4 becomes:
[i]t2.FREEq\t2.TRYq ≥ [i]s2.FREEp\s2.TRYp +(2m+1)(q− p)
Thus set t2.FREEq \ t2.TRYq must have at least (2m+1)(q− p) more elements with rank
less that the rank of i, than set s2.FREEp \ s2.TRYp. This is a contradiction since from
eq. 3 we have that:
|t2.FREEq \ t2.TRYq∩ s2.FREEp \ s2.TRYp| ≤ m(q− p)+m−1
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Next we show that if a process p detects consecutive collisions with process q, the
processes p,q attempted to perform the jobs associated with the collisions in the same
order and the order process p detects the collisions according to Definition 5.2 is the same
as the order processes p,q attempted to perform the jobs.
In the proofs that follow, for a state s in execution α we define as s.DONE the follow-
ing set: s.DONE =
{
i ∈ J|∃p ∈ P and j ∈ {1, . . . ,n} : s.donep( j) = i
}
.
Lemma 5.6. In an execution α ∈ execs(KKβ ) for any β ≥ m if there exist pro-
cesses p,q, jobs i1, i2 ∈ J and states s˜1 < s˜2 such that process p collided with pro-
cess q in job i1 at state s˜1 and in job i2 at state s˜2 according to Definition 5.2,
then there exist transitions
(
s1,compNextp,s
′
1
)
7→ s˜1,
(
s2,compNextp,s
′
2
)
7→ s˜2 and(
t1,compNextq, t
′
1
)
,
(
t2,compNextq, t
′
2
)
where s
′
1.NEXTp = t
′
1.NEXTq = i1, s
′
2.NEXTp =
t
′
2.NEXTq = i2, s
′
1.STATUSp = s
′
2.STATUSp = t
′
1.STATUSq = t
′
2.STATUSq = set next such
that:
s1 < s2 and t1 < t2 .
Proof. From Definition 5.2 we have that there exist transitions
(
s1,compNextp,s
′
1
)
,(
s2,compNextp,s
′
2
)
with s
′
1.NEXTp = i1, s
′
2.NEXTp = i2, s
′
1.STATUSp = s
′
2.STATUSp =
set next, and there exists no action pi1 = compNextp for which s1 < pi1 < s˜1 or s2 < pi1 <
s˜2. From the latter and the fact that s˜1 < s˜2, it must be the case that s1 < s˜1 < s2 < s˜2.
Furthermore from Definition 5.2 we have that there exist transitions
(
t1,compNextq, t
′
1
)
,(
t2,compNextq, t
′
2
)
with t
′
1.NEXTq = i1, t
′
2.NEXTq = i2, t
′
1.STATUSq = t
′
2.STATUSq =
set next, such that t
′
1 < s˜1 and t
′
2 < s˜2. We can pick those transitions in α in such a
way that there exists no other transition between t
′
1 and s˜1 that sets NEXTq to i1 and sim-
ilarly there exists no other transition between t
′
2 and s˜2 that sets NEXTq to i2. We need to
prove now that t1 < t2. We will prove this by contradiction.
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Let t2 < t1. Since t
′
1 < s˜1, we have that t2 < t1 < t
′
1 < s˜1 < s2 < s˜2. Since from
Definition 5.2 either s˜1.nextq = i1 or there exists j ∈ {1, . . . ,n} such that s˜1.doneq, j = i1, it
must be the case that s˜2.STATUSp = gather done, s˜2.Qp = q and there exists j′ ∈{1, . . . ,n}
such that s˜2.doneq, j′ = i2. Essentially, it must be that case that process q performed job i2
after transition
(
t2,compNextq, t
′
2
)
. This means that there exists transition
(
t3,doneq, t
′
3
)
and j′ ∈ {1, . . . ,n} such that t ′3.doneq, j′ = i2 and t2 < t
′
3 < t1 < t
′
1 < s˜1 < s2 < s˜2.
If s˜1.STATUSp = gather try then from algorithm KKβ we have that s˜1.DONE ⊆
s2.DONEp, since actions gatherTryp are followed by actions gatherDonep before any
action setNextp takes place. As a result i2 ∈ s2.DONEp, which is a contradiction since(
s2,compNextp,s
′
2
)
/∈ trans(KKβ ) if i2 ∈ s2.DONEp and s′2.NEXTp = i2, s
′
2.STATUSp =
set next.
If s˜1.STATUSp = gather done then from algorithm KKβ we have that s˜1.Qp = q and
there exists j ∈ {1, . . . ,n} such that s˜1.POSp (q) = j and s˜1.doneq, j = i1. Since t2 < t ′3 <
t1 < t
′
1 < s˜1 < s2 < s˜2 it must be the case that j
′ < j and as a result i2 ∈ s˜1.DONEp.
Clearly s˜1.DONEp ⊆ s2.DONEp, which is a contradiction since
(
s2,compNextp,s
′
2
)
/∈
trans(KKβ ) if i2 ∈ s2.DONEp and s′2.NEXTp = i2, s
′
2.STATUSp = set next.
Next we show that if two consecutive collisions take place between processes p,q,
and p detects the one collision and q the other, the processes p,q attempted to perform the
jobs associated with the collisions in the same order and the order in which the processes
detect the collisions according to Definition 5.2 is the same as the order the processes p,q
attempted to perform the jobs.
Lemma 5.7. In an execution α ∈ execs(KKβ ) for any β ≥m if there exist processes p,q,
jobs i1, i2 ∈ J and states s˜1 < s˜2 such that process p collided with process q in job i1 at
state s˜1 and process q collided with process p in job i2 at state s˜2 according to Definition
5.2, then there exist transitions
(
s1,compNextp,s
′
1
)
7→ s˜1,
(
t2,compNextq, t
′
2
)
7→ s˜2 and
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(
s2,compNextp,s
′
2
)
,
(
t1,compNextq, t
′
1
)
, where s
′
1.NEXTp = t
′
1.NEXTq = i1, s
′
2.NEXTp =
t
′
2.NEXTq = i2, s
′
1.STATUSp = s
′
2.STATUSp = t
′
1.STATUSq = t
′
2.STATUSq = set next such
that:
s1 < s2 and t1 < t2 .
Proof. From Definition 5.2 we have that there exist transitions
(
s1,compNextp,s
′
1
)
,(
s2,compNextp,s
′
2
)
with s
′
1.NEXTp = i1, s
′
2.NEXTp = i2, s
′
1.STATUSp = s
′
2.STATUSp =
set next, and there exists no action pi1 = compNextp for which s1 < pi1 < s˜1. Fur-
thermore from Definition 5.2 we have that there exist transitions
(
t1,compNextq, t
′
1
)
,(
t2,compNextq, t
′
2
)
with t
′
1.NEXTq = i1, t
′
2.NEXTq = i2, t
′
1.STATUSq = t
′
2.STATUSq =
set next, and there exists no action pi2 = compNextq for which t2 < pi2 < s˜2. From the
later and the fact that s˜1 < s˜2, it must be the case that t1 < t2 < s˜2. We can pick the tran-
sitions that are enabled by states t1 and s2 in α in such a way that there exists no other
transition between t
′
1 and s˜1 that sets NEXTq to i1 and similarly there exists no other tran-
sition between s
′
2 and s˜2 that sets NEXTp to i2. We need to prove now that s1 < s2. We
will prove this by contradiction.
Let s2 < s1. From algorithm KKβ and Definition 5.2 there exist transitions(
s3,setNextp,s
′
3
)
, and
(
t3,setNextq, t
′
3
)
, where s
′
3.nextp = i2, t
′
3.nextq = i1 and s2 < s
′
3 <
s1, t1 < t
′
3 < t2. There are 2 cases, either s
′
3 < t
′
3 or t
′
3 < s
′
3.
Case 1 s′3 < t
′
3: We have that s
′
3 < t
′
3 < t2 and
(
t2,compNextq, t
′
2
)
, where t
′
2.NEXTq = i2
and t
′
2.STATUSq = set next which means that i2 /∈ t2.TRYq ∪ t2.DONEq. This is a con-
tradiction since the t2.TRYq and t2.DONEq are computed by actions gatherTryq and
gatherDoneq that are preceded by state s
′
3. Either i2 ∈ t2.TRYq or a new action setNextp
took place before the gatherTryq actions. In the latter case, if there is a transition(
s4,donep,s
′
4
)
, where s4.nextp = i2, before the action setNextp, it must be the case that
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i2 ∈ t2.DONEq. If there exists no such transition we have again a contradiction since we
cannot have a collision in job i2 at state s˜2 as defined in Definition 5.2.
Case 2 t ′3 < s
′
3: We have that t
′
3 < s
′
3 < s1 and
(
s1,compNextp,s
′
1
)
, where s
′
1.NEXTp =
i1 and s
′
1.STATUSp = set next which means that i1 /∈ s1.TRYp ∪ s1.DONEp. This is a
contradiction since the s1.TRYp and s1.DONEp sets are computed by gatherTryp and
gatherDonep actions that are preceded by state t
′
3. Either i1 ∈ s1.TRYp or a new action
setNextq took place before the gatherTryp actions. In the latter case, if there is a transition(
t4,doneq, t
′
4
)
, where t4.nextq = i1, before the action setNextq, it must be the case that
i1 ∈ s1.DONEp. If there exists no such transition we have again a contradiction since we
cannot have a collision in job i1 at state s˜1 as defined in Definition 5.2.
Next we show that if 2 processes p,q ∈ P collide three times, their DONE sets at the
third collision will contain at least m · (q− p) more jobs than they did at the first collision.
This will allow us to find an upper bound on the collisions a process may participate in.
It is possible that both processes become aware of a collision or only one of them does
while the other one successfully completes the job.
Lemma 5.8. If β ≥ 3m2 and in an execution α ∈ execs(KKβ ) there exist processes p 6= q,
jobs i1, i2, i3 ∈ J and states s˜1 < s˜2 < s˜3 such that process p,q collide in job i1 at state s˜1,
in job i2 at state s˜2 and in job i3 at state s˜3 according to Definition 5.3, then there exist
states s1 < s3 and t1 < t3 such that:
s1.DONEp∪ t1.DONEq ⊆ s3.DONEp∩ t3.DONEq
∣∣s3.DONEp∪ t3.DONEq∣∣− ∣∣s1.DONEp∪ t1.DONEq∣∣≥ m · |q− p|
Proof. From Definitions 5.2, 5.3 we have that there exist transitions
(
s1,compNextp,s
′
1
)
,
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(
s2,compNextp,s
′
2
)
,
(
s3,compNextp,s
′
3
)
and
(
t1,compNextq, t
′
1
)
,
(
t2,compNextq, t
′
2
)
,(
t3,compNextq, t
′
3
)
, where s
′
1.NEXTp = t
′
1.NEXTq = i1, s
′
2.NEXTp = t
′
2.NEXTq = i2,
s
′
3.NEXTp = t
′
3.NEXTq = i3, s
′
1.STATUSp = s
′
2.STATUSp = s
′
3.STATUSp = t
′
1.STATUSq =
t
′
2.STATUSq = t
′
3.STATUSq = set next and s1 < s˜1, t1 < s˜1, s2 < s˜2, t2 < s˜2, and s3 < s˜3,
t3 < s˜3. We pick from α the transitions
(
s1,compNextp,s
′
1
)
,
(
t1,compNextq, t
′
1
)
, in such
a way that there exists no other compNextp , compNextq between states s1, s˜1 respec-
tively t1, s˜1 that sets NEXTp respectively NEXTq to i1. We can pick in a similar manner
the transitions for jobs i2, i3. From Lemmas 5.6, 5.7 and Definitions 5.2, 5.3 we have that
s1 < s2 < s3 and t1 < t2 < t3. We will first prove that:
s1.DONEp∪ t1.DONEq ⊆ s3.DONEp∩ t3.DONEq
From algorithm KKβ we have that there exists in α transitions
(
s4,setNextp,s
′
4
)
,(
t4,setNextq, t
′
4
)
with s
′
4.nextp = i2, t
′
4.nextq = i2 and there exist no action pi1 =
compNextp, such that s
′
2 < pi1 < s4, and no action pi2 = compNextq , such that t
′
2 < pi2 < t4.
We need to prove that t1 < s4 and s1 < t4.
We start by proving that t1 < s4. In order to get a contradiction we assume that s4 <
t1. From algorithm KKβ we have that there exists in α transition
(
t5,gatherTryq, t
′
5
)
,
with t5.Qq = p, and there exists no action pi2 = compNextq, such that t
′
5 < pi2 < t2. We
have that s4 < t1 < t
′
5 < t2 and i2 /∈ t2.TRYq ∪ t2.DONEq. If t5.nextp = i2 we have a
contradiction since i2 ∈ s2.TRYq. If t5.nextq 6= i2 there exists an action pi3 = setNextp in α ,
such that s4 < pi3 < t5. If this pi3 = setNextp is preceded by transition
(
s5,donep,s
′
5
)
with
s5.NEXTp = i2, we have a contradiction since i2 ∈ t5.DONE and t2.DONEq is computed
by gatherDoneq actions that are preceded by state t5, which results in i2 ∈ t2.DONEq.
If there exists no such transition we have again a contradiction since we cannot have a
collision in job i2 at state s˜2 as defined in Definition 5.2.
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The case s1 < t4 is symmetric and can be proved with similar arguments.
From the discussion above we have that t1 < s4, thus t1.DONEq ⊆ s4.DONE. More-
over s3.DONEp is computed by gatherDonep actions that are preceded by state s4, from
which we have that t1.DONEq ⊆ s3.DONEp. Since s1 < s3 it holds that s1.DONEp ⊆
s3.DONEp, thus we have that s1.DONEp∪ t1.DONEq ⊆ s3.DONEp. From s1 < t4, with
similar arguments as before, we can prove that s1.DONEp ∪ t1.DONEq ⊆ t3.DONEq,
which gives us that:
s1.DONEp∪ t1.DONEq ⊆ s3.DONEp∩ t3.DONEq
Now it only remains to prove that:
∣∣s3.DONEp∪ t3.DONEq∣∣− ∣∣s1.DONEp∪ t1.DONEq∣∣> m · |q− p|
If p < q from Lemma 5.5 we have that
∣∣s3.DONEp∩ t3.DONEq∣∣ > (q − p)m or∣∣s3.DONEp∩ t3.DONEq∣∣ > (q− p)m . Since s1.DONEp ∪ t1.DONEq ⊆ s3.DONEp ∩
t3.DONEq, we have that:
∣∣s3.DONEp∪ t3.DONEq∣∣− ∣∣s1.DONEp∪ t1.DONEq∣∣> (q− p) ·m
If q < p with similar arguments we have that:
∣∣s3.DONEp∪ t3.DONEq∣∣− ∣∣s1.DONEp∪ t1.DONEq∣∣> (p−q) ·m
Combining the above we have:
∣∣s3.DONEp∪ t3.DONEq∣∣− ∣∣s1.DONEp∪ t1.DONEq∣∣> m · |q− p|
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Next we prove that a process p cannot collide with a process q more than 2
⌈
n
m·|q−p|
⌉
times in any execution.
Lemma 5.9. If β ≥ 3m2 there exists no execution α ∈ execs(KKβ ) at which process p
collided with process q in more than 2
⌈
n
m|q−p|
⌉
states according to Definition 5.2.
Proof. Let execution α ∈ execs(KKβ ) be an execution at which process p collided with
process q in at least 2
⌈
n
m|q−p|
⌉
+ 1 states. Let us examine the first 2
⌈
n
m|q−p|
⌉
+ 1 such
states. Let those states be s˜1 < s˜2 < .. . < s˜2
⌈
n
m|q−p|
⌉ < s˜
2
⌈
n
m|q−p|
⌉
+1
. From Lemma 5.6
we have that there exists states s1 < s2 < .. . < s2
⌈
n
m|q−p|
⌉ < s
2
⌈
n
m|q−p|
⌉
+1
that enable
the compNextp actions and states t1 < t2 < .. . < t2
⌈
n
m|q−p|
⌉ < t
2
⌈
n
m|q−p|
⌉
+1
that enable
the compNextq actions that lead to the collisions in states s˜1 < s˜2 < .. . < s˜2
⌈
n
m|q−p|
⌉ <
s˜
2
⌈
n
m|q−p|
⌉
+1
. Then from Lemma 5.8 we have that ∀i ∈
{
1, . . . ,
⌈
n
m|q−p|
⌉}
:
∣∣s2i+1.DONEp∪ t2i+1.DONEq∣∣− ∣∣s2i−1.DONEp∪ t2i−1.DONEq∣∣> m|q− p|
∣∣s2i+1.DONEp∪ t2i+1.DONEq∣∣− ∣∣s1.DONEp∪ t1.DONEq∣∣> im|q− p|
∣∣s2i+1.DONEp∪ t2i+1.DONEq∣∣> im|q− p| (5)
From eq. 5 we have that:
∣∣∣∣s2⌈ nm|q−p|⌉+1.DONEp∪ t2⌈ nm|q−p|⌉+1.DONEq
∣∣∣∣> m|q− p|⌈ nm|q− p|
⌉
≥ n (6)
Equation 6 leads to a contradiction since s
2
⌈
n
m|q−p|
⌉
+1
.DONEp∪ t2⌈ nm|q−p|⌉+1.DONEq ⊆ J
and |J|= n.
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Finally we are ready to prove the main theorem on the work complexity of algorithm
KKβ for β ≥ 3m2 .
Theorem 5.10. If β ≥ 3m2 algorithm KKβ has work complexity WKKβ =
O(nm logn logm).
Proof. We start with the observation that in any execution α of algorithm KKβ , if
there exists process p, job i, transition
(
s1,donep,s
′
1
)
and j ∈ {1, . . . ,n} such that
s1.POSp (p) = j, s1.NEXTp = i, for any process q 6= p there exists at most one transition(
t1,gatherDoneq, t
′
1
)
in α , with t1.Qq = p, t1.POSq (p) = j and t1 ≥ s1. Such transition
performs exactly one read operation from the shared memory, one insertion at the set
DONEq and one removal from the set FREEq, thus such a transition costs O(logn) work.
Clearly there exist at most m− 1 such transitions for each donep. From Lemma 5.1 for
all processes there can be at most n actions donep in any execution α of algorithm KKβ .
Each donep action performs one write operation in shared memory, one insertion at the
set DONEp and one removal from the set FREEp, thus such an action has cost O(logn)
work. Furthermore any donep is preceded by m− 1 gatherTryp read actions that read
the next array and each add at most one element to the set TRYp with cost O(logn) and
m− 1 gatherDonep read actions that do not add elements in the DONEp set. Note that
we have already counted the gatherDonep read actions that result in adding jobs at the
DONEp set. Finally any donep action is preceded by one compNextp action. This action
is dominated by the cost of the rank(FREEp,TRYp, i) function. If the sets FREEp, TRYp
are represented with some efficient tree structure like red-black tree or some variant of
B-tree [7, 22] that allows insertion, deletion and search of an element in O(logn), an in-
vocation of function rank(FREEp,TRYp, i) costs O(m logn) work. That gives us a total
of O(nm logn) work associated with the donep actions.
If a process p collided with a process q in job i at state s, we have an extra compNextp
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action, m− 1 extra gatherTryp read actions and insertions in the TRYp set and m− 1
gatherDonep read actions that do not add elements in the DONEp set. Thus each collision
costs O(m logn) work. Since β ≥ 3m2 from Lemma 5.9 for two distinct processes p,q we
have that in any execution α of algorithm KKβ there exist less than 2
⌈
n
m|q−p|
⌉
collisions.
For process p if we count all such collisions with any other process q we get:
∑
q∈P−{p}
2
⌈
n
m|q− p|
⌉
≤ 2(m−1)+ 2n
m ∑q∈P−{p}
1
|q− p| ≤
≤ 2(m−1)+ 4n
m
dm2 e
∑
i=1
1
i
≤ 2(m−1)+ 4n
m
logm (7)
If we count the total number of collisions for all the m processes we get that if β ≥ 3m2
in any execution of algorithm KKβ there can be at most 2m2+4n logm < 4(n+1) logm
collisions (since n > β ). Thus collisions cost O(nm logn logm) work. Finally any process
p that fails may add in the work complexity less than O(m logn)work from its compNextp
action and from reads (if the process fails without performing a donep action after its latest
compNextp action). So for the work complexity of algorithm KKβ if β ≥ 3m2 we have
that WKKβ = O(nm logn logm).
5.4 Open Problems
There is an open question concerning the work complexity of algorithm KKβ for β < 3m2.
We expect that such an analysis will be quite involved. A good result from the work
complexity of KKβ for β < 3m2, could lead in interesting new iterative solutions for both
the at-most-once problem and the write-all problem. A different direction would be to
perform a probabilistic work complexity analysis for β < 3m2 using similar techniques
as the ones applied in [15].
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There still exists an effectiveness gap between the shown effectiveness of n−2m+2 of
algorithm KKβ and the known effectiveness bound of n−m+1. It would be interesting
to see if this can be bridged for wait-free deterministic algorithms. If not, it would be
interesting to see deterministic algorithms that solve the problem when some progress
requirements are met.
Algorithm KKβ has a O(nm logn) space complexity for shared memory. By using
a linked list instead of a matrix in which processes announce the jobs they complete,
algorithm KKβ can be modified to have O(n logn) shared memory space complexity. The
correctness analysis of the modified algorithm will be quite involved, since now the cells
of the linked list can be potentially written by any process, and the correctness of the
implementation relies in the at-most-once property of job execution.
Algorithm KKβ can be readily modified, in order to provide a solution for a dynamic
setting or streaming setting, where jobs are not known a priory and may arrive indefinitely.
We conjecture that if infinite jobs arrive, then infinite jobs will be performed, and that a
process failure may block exactly 1 job for infinite steps, while all other jobs will be
eventually executed provided that more jobs arrive. It would be interesting to reduce the
space requirements in such a setting, in order to make the solution practical.
Finally, a different direction would be to examine whether algorithm KKβ can be mod-
ified in order to provide a k-adaptive deterministic solution for the at-most-once problem.
6 Iterative Algorithms Based on KKβ
In this section we present, analyze and prove correct two asynchronous deterministic al-
gorithms called IterativeKK(ε) and WA IterativeKK(ε). The first algorithm solves the
At-Most-Once problem, while the second solves the Write-All problem. The algorithms
are presented and analyzed using pseudocode. Both algorithms are iterative and use algo-
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rithm KKβ as a building block.
6.1 An Asymptotically Work Optimal Iterative Algorithm for the At-
Most-Once
We demonstrate how to solve the at-most-once problem with effectiveness n −
O(m2 logn logm) and work complexity O(n+m(3+ε) logn), for any constant ε > 0, such
that 1/ε is a positive integer, when m = O( 3
√
n), using algorithm KKβ with β = 3m2. Al-
gorithm IterativeKK(ε), presented in Fig. 5, performs iterative calls to a variation of al-
gorithm KKβ , called IterStepKK. IterativeKK(ε) has 3+1/ε distinct matrices done and
vectors next in shared memory, with different granularities. One done matrix, stores the
regular jobs performed, while the remaining 2+1/ε matrices store super-jobs. Super-jobs
are groups of consecutive jobs. From them, one stores super-jobs of size m logn logm,
while the remaining 1+ 1/ε matrices, store super-jobs of size m1−iε logn log1+i m for
i ∈ {1, . . . ,1/ε}. The 3+1/ε distinct vectors next are used in a similar way as the matri-
ces done.
The algorithm IterStepKK is different from KKβ in the following ways. First, all
instances of IterStepKK work for β = 3m2. Moreover, IterStepKK has a termination flag
in shared memory. This termination flag is initially 0 and is set to 1 by any process that
decides to terminate. In the execution of algorithm IterStepKK, a process p, that in an
action compNextp has |FREEp \TRYp| < 3m2 , sets the termination flag to 1, computes
new sets FREEp and TRYp, returns the set FREEp\TRYp and terminates. After a process
p checks if it is safe to perform a job, the process also checks the termination flag and
if the flag is 1, the process instead of performing the job, computes new sets FREEp and
TRYp, returns the set FREEp \TRYp and terminates. Finally, algorithm IterStepKK takes
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IterativeKK(ε) for process p:
00 sizep,1← 1
01 sizep,2← m logn logm
02 FREEp←map
(
J,sizep,1,sizep,2
)
03 FREEp← IterStepKK
(
FREEp,sizep,2
)
04 for(i← 1, i≤ 1/ε, i++)
05 sizep,1← sizep,2
06 sizep,2← m1−iε logn log1+i m
07 FREEp←map
(
FREEp,sizep,1,sizep,2
)
08 FREEp← IterStepKK
(
FREEp,sizep,2
)
09 endfor
10 sizep,1← sizep,2
11 sizep,2← 1
12 FREEp←map
(
FREEp,sizep,1,sizep,2
)
13 FREEp← IterStepKK
(
FREEp,sizep,2
)
Figure 5: Algorithm IterativeKK(ε): pseudocode
as inputs the variable size and a set SET1, such that |SET1| > 3m2, and returns the set
SET2 as output. SET1 contains super-jobs of size size. In IterStepKK, with an action
dop, j process p performs all the jobs of super-job j. A process p performs as many super-
jobs as it can and returns in SET2 the super-jobs it can verify that no process will perform.
In algorithm IterativeKK(ε) we use also the function SET2 =
map(SET1,size1,size2), that takes the set of super-jobs SET1, with super-jobs of
size size1 and maps it to a set of super-jobs SET2 with size size2. A job i is always
mapped to the same super-job of a specific size and there is no intersection between the
jobs in super-jobs of the same size.
6.1.1 Analysis of algorithm IterativeKK(ε)
We begin the analysis of algorithm IterativeKK(ε) by showing in Theorem 6.3 that
IterativeKK(ε) solves the at-most-once problem. This is done by first showing in
Lemma 6.1 that algorithm IterStepKK solves the at-most-once problem for the set of all
super-jobs of a specific size, and then by showing in Lemma 6.2 that there exist no per-
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formed super-jobs in any output set SET2. We complete the analysis with Theorem 6.4,
where we show that algorithm IterativeKK(ε) has effectiveness EIterativeKK(ε)(n,m, f ) =
n−O(m2 logn logm) and work complexity WIterativeKK(ε) = O(n+m3+ε logn).
Let the set of all super-jobs of a specific size d be SuperSetd . All invocations of
algorithm IterStepKK on sets SET1 ⊆ SuperSetd , use the matrix done and vector next
that correspond to the super-jobs of size d. Moreover each process p invokes algorithm
IterStepKK for a set SET1 ⊆ SuperSetd only once. We have the following lemma.
Lemma 6.1. Algorithm IterStepKK solves the at-most-once problem for the set
SuperSetd .
Proof. As described above, algorithm IterStepKK is different from KKβ in the following
ways:
• Process p, on algorithm IterStepKK, has an input set SET1 ⊆ SuperSetd of super-
jobs of size d to be performed and outputs a set SET2 ⊂ SuperSetd of super-jobs,
that have not been performed. Process p initially sets its set FREEp, equal to SET1
and proceeds as it would do when executing KKβ , with the difference that an action
dop,i results in performing all the jobs under super-job i. Entries in the matrix done
and vector next in shared memory correspond to the identifiers of super-jobs of set
SuperSetd . Again after its initialization, entries are only removed from set FREEp.
Note that the main difference caused by this modification, between algorithm
IterStepKK and algorithm KKβ , is that jobs are replaced by super-jobs, and that
the initial sets FREEp and FREEq of processes p,q could be set to different subsets
of set SuperSetd . This does not affect the correctness of the algorithm, since in any
state s of an execution α of algorithm KKβ , the sets FREEp and FREEq could be
different subsets of the set of all jobs J.
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• Algorithm IterStepKK has a termination flag in shared memory. The termination
flag is initially 0 and is set to 1 by any process that decides to terminate. As men-
tioned above, any process that discovers that |FREEp \TRYp| < 3m2 in an action
compNextp, sets the termination flag to 1, computes new sets FREEp and TRYp,
returns the set FREEp \TRYp and terminates. This modification only affects the
sequence of actions during the termination of a process p. Observe process p does
not perform any super-jobs in that termination sequence.
Additionally, after a process p checks if it is safe to perform a super-job, it also
checks the termination flag and if the flag is 1, the process instead of performing
the super-job, enters the termination sequence, computing new sets FREEp and
TRYp, returning the set FREEp \TRYp and terminating. A process p first checks
if it is safe to perform a super-job according to algorithm KKβ and then checks the
flag. Thus this modification only affects the effectiveness, but not the correctness
of the algorithm, since it could only result in a super-job that was safe to perform
not being performed.
• Finally all instances of IterStepKK work for β = 3m2. This does not affect correct-
ness, since Lemma 5.1 holds for any β .
It is easy to see that none of the modifications described above affect the key ar-
guments in the proof of Lemma 5.1. Thus with similar arguments as in the proof of
Lemma 5.1, we can show that there exists no execution of algorithm IterStepKK, where
two distinct actions pi = dop,i and pi ′ = doq,i take place for a super-job i ∈ SuperSetd and
processes p,q ∈ P (p could be equal to q).
Next we show that in the output sets of algorithm IterStepKK at a specific iteration
(calls for super-jobs of size d), no completed super-jobs are included. Combined with
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the previous lemma, this argument will help us establish that algorithm IterativeKK(ε)
solves that at-most-once problem.
Lemma 6.2. There exists no execution α of algorithm IterStepKK, such that there exists
action doq,i ∈ α for some process q and super-job i in the output set SET2 ⊂ SuperSetd
of some process p (p could be equal to process q).
Proof. As described above, a process p before terminating algorithm IterStepKK, either
sets the flag to 1 or observes that the flag is set to 1. The process p then computes new
sets FREEp and TRYp, returns the set FREEp \TRYp and terminates its execution of
algorithm IterStepKK for input set SET1 ⊆ SuperSetd and super-jobs of size d. Let state
s be the state at which process p terminates, we have that SET2 = s.FREEp \ s.TRYp.
If p = q and there exists action pi = dop,i in execution α of algorithm IterStepKK, for
super-jobs i ∈ SuperSetd , clearly pi < s, from which we have that i /∈ s.FREEp and thus
i /∈ SET2.
It is easy to see that if p 6= q and i∈ SET2 of process p, there exists no action pi = doq,i
in execution α . If i ∈ SET2 then i ∈ s.FREEp and i /∈ s.TRYp. Moreover process p ei-
ther set flag to 1 or observed that the flag was set, before computing sets s.FREEp and
s.TRYp. If there exists pi = doq,i ∈ α , for process q, it must be the case that after process
q performed the transition
(
t,compNextq, t
′) 7→ pi (see Definition 5.1 of immediate pre-
decessor), it read the flag and found it was equal to 0. This leads to a contradiction, since
it must be the case that either i ∈ s.TRYp or i /∈ s.FREEp.
We are ready now to show the correctness of algorithm IterativeKK(ε).
Theorem 6.3. Algorithm IterativeKK(ε) solves the at-most-once problem.
Proof. From Lemma 6.1 we have that any super-job of a specific size d is performed
at-most-once (if performed at all) in the execution of algorithm IterStepKK for the super-
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jobs in the set SuperSetd . Moreover, from Lemma 6.2 we have that super-jobs in the
output sets of an execution of algorithm IterStepKK for super-jobs of size d, have not
been performed. Function SET2 = map(SET1,size1,size2) maps the jobs in the super-
jobs of set SET1, to super-jobs in SET2. A job i is always mapped to the same super-job
of a specific size d and there is no intersection between the jobs of the super-jobs in set
SuperSetd . It is easy to see that there exists no execution of algorithm IterativeKK(ε),
where a job i is performed more than once.
We complete the analysis of algorithm IterativeKK(ε) with Theorem 6.4, which gives
upper bounds for the effectiveness and work complexity of the algorithm.
Theorem 6.4. Algorithm IterativeKK(ε) has WIterativeKK(ε) = O(n+m3+ε logn) work
complexity and effectiveness EIterativeKK(ε)(n,m, f ) = n−O(m2 logn logm).
Proof. In order to determine the effectiveness and work complexity of algorithm
IterativeKK(ε), we compute the jobs performed by and the work spent in each invo-
cation of IterStepKK. Moreover we compute the work that the invocations to the function
map() add.
The first invocation to function map() in line 02 can be completed by process p with
work O( nm logn logm logn), since process p needs to construct a tree with
n
m logn logm ele-
ments. This contributes for all processes O( nlogm) work. From Theorem 5.10 we have that
IterStepKK in 03 has total work O(n+ nm logn logmm logn logm) = O(n), where the first n
comes from do actions and the second term from the work complexity of Theorem 5.10.
Note that we count O(1) work for each normal job executed by a do action on a super-job.
That means that in the invocation of IterStepKK in line 03, do actions cost m logn logm
work. Moreover from Theorem 5.4 we have effectiveness nm logn logm − (3m2+m−2) on
the super-jobs of size m logn logm. From the super-jobs not completed, up to m−1 may
be contained in the TRYp sets upon termination in line 03. Since those super-jobs are not
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added (and thus are ignored) in the output FREEp set in line 03, up to (m−1)m logn logm
jobs may not be performed by IterativeKK(ε). The set FREEp returned by algorithm
IterStepKK in line 03 has no more than 3m2+m−2 super-jobs of size m logn logm.
In each repetition of the loop in lines 04−09, the map() function in line 07 constructs
a FREEp set with at most O(m2+ε/ logm) elements, which costs O(m2+ε) per process p
for a total of O(m3+ε) work for all processes. Moreover each invocation of IterStepKK
in line 08 costs O(3m3 logn logm+m3+ε logm) < O(m3+ε logn) work from Theorem
5.10, where the term 3m3 logn logm is an upper bound on the work needed for the do
actions on the super-jobs. From Theorem 5.4 we have that each output FREEp set in line
08 has at most 3m2 +m− 2 super-jobs. Moreover from each invocation of IterStepKK
in line 08 at most m− 1 super-jobs are lost in TRY sets. Those account for less than
(m−1)m logn logm jobs in each iteration, since the size of the super-jobs in the iterations
of the loop in lines 04−09 is strictly less than m logn logm.
When we leave the loop in lines 04− 09, we have a FREEp set with at most
3m2 + m− 2 super-jobs of size logn log1+1/ε m, which means that in line 12 func-
tion map() will return a set FREEp with less than (3m2 + m− 2)(logn log1+1/ε m)
elements that correspond to jobs and not super-jobs. This costs for all processes
a total of O(m3 logm log logn log logm) < O(m3+ε logn) work, since ε is a con-
stant. Finally we have that IterStepKK in line 13 has from Theorem 5.10 work
O(m3 log2 m log logn log logm) < O(m3+ε logn) and from Theorem 5.4 effectiveness
(3m2+m−2)(logn log1+1/ε m)− (3m2+m−2).
If we add up all the work, we have that WIterativeKK(ε) = O(n+m3+ε logn) since the
loop in lines 04−09 repeats 1+1/ε times and ε is a constant. Moreover for the effective-
ness, we have that less than or equal to (m−1)m logn logm jobs will be lost in the TRY
set at line 03. After that strictly less than (m−1)m logn logm jobs will be lost in the TRY
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sets of the iterations of the loop in lines 04−09 and fewer than 3m2+m−2 jobs will be
lost from the effectiveness of the last invocation of IterStepKK in line 13. Thus we have
that EIterativeKK(ε)(n,m, f ) = n−O(m2 logn logm).
For any m = O( 3+ε
√
n/ logn), algorithm IterativeKK(ε) is work optimal and asymp-
totically effectiveness optimal.
6.2 An Asymptotically Optimal Algorithm for the Write-All Prob-
lem
WA IterativeKK(ε) for process p:
00 sizep,1← 1
01 sizep,2← m logn logm
02 FREEp←map
(
J,sizep,1,sizep,2
)
03 FREEp←WA IterStepKK
(
FREEp,sizep,2
)
04 for(i← 1, i≤ 1/ε, i++)
05 sizep,1← sizep,2
06 sizep,2← m1−iε logn log1+i m
07 FREEp←map
(
FREEp,sizep,1,sizep,2
)
08 FREEp←WA IterStepKK
(
FREEp,sizep,2
)
09 endfor
10 sizep,1← sizep,2
11 sizep,2← 1
12 FREEp←map
(
FREEp,sizep,1,sizep,2
)
13 FREEp←WA IterStepKK
(
FREEp,sizep,2
)
14 for(i ∈ FREEp)
15 dop,i
16 endfor
Figure 6: Algorithm WA IterativeKK(ε): pseudocode
Based on IterativeKK(ε) we construct algorithm WA IterativeKK(ε)Fig. 6, that
solves the Write-All problem [25] with work complexity O(n+m(3+ε) logn), for any con-
stant ε > 0, such that 1/ε is a positive integer. From Kanellakis and Shvartsman [25]
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the Write-All problem for the shared memory model, consists of: “Using m processors
write 1’s to all locations of an array of size n.” The problem assumes that all cells of the
array are initialized to 0. Algorithm WA IterativeKK(ε) is different from IterativeKK(ε)
in two ways. It uses a modified version of IterStepKK, that instead of returning the
FREEp \TRYp set upon termination returns the set FREEp instead. Let us name this
modified version WA IterStepKK. Moreover in WA IterativeKK(ε) after line 13, pro-
cess p, instead of terminating, executes all jobs in the set FREEp. Note that since we are
interested in the Write-All problem, when process p performs a job i with action dop,i,
process p just writes 1, in the i−th position of the Write All array wa[1, . . . ,n] in shared
memory.
Theorem 6.5. Algorithm WA IterativeKK(ε) solves the Write-All problem with work
complexity WWA IterativeKK(ε) = O(n+m3+ε logn).
Proof. We prove this with similar arguments as in the proof of Theorem 6.4. From
Theorem 5.4 after each invocation of WA IterStepKK the output set FREEp has less
than 3m2 +m− 1 super-jobs. The difference is that now we do not leave jobs in the
TRYp sets, since we are not interested in maintaining the at-most-once property be-
tween successive invocations of algorithm WA IterStepKK. Since after each invoca-
tion of WA IterStepKK the output set FREEp has the same upper bound on super-jobs
as in IterativeKK(ε), with similar arguments as in the proof of Theorem 6.4, we have
that at line 13 the total work performed by all processes is O(n+m3+ε logn). Moreover
from Theorem 5.4 the output FREEp set in line p has less than 3m2 +m− 2 jobs. This
gives us for all processes a total work of O(m3) for the loop in lines 14− 16. After the
loop in lines 14− 16 all jobs have been performed, since we left no TRY sets behind,
thus algorithm WA IterativeKK(ε) solves the Write-All problem with work complexity
WWA IterativeKK(ε) = O(n+m3+ε logn).
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For any m = O( 3+ε
√
n/ logn), algorithm WA IterativeKK(ε) is work optimal.
6.3 Open Problems
It is possible to fine grain algorithm IterativeKK(ε) in order to get a tighter effectiveness
of n− (3m2+m−2) without impacting work complexity considerably. Proving correct-
ness for such a solution will be quite involved.
7 Randomized Strong At-Most-Once Algorithm RA
In this section we present and analyze an asynchronous randomized algorithm called RA
that solves the Strong At-Most-Once problem. The algorithm is presented using pseu-
docode. We use the adaptive adversary presented in Section 2. Moreover our memory
supports only atomic read/write registers. Since the Strong At-Most-Once problem has
consensus number 2, we use a randomized test-and-set object as a building block. In par-
ticular we use the RatRace algorithm from Alistarh et. al. [3]. For Strong At-Most-Once
solutions we are interested in the number of participating processes k and the effectiveness
of the algorithm is expressed with respect to the number of tasks n and the participating
processes that failed during the execution fk (clearly k > fk). We show that RA has ex-
pected work complexity O(n+ k2+ε logn) and effectiveness n− fk.
7.1 Algorithm RA
In Algorithm RA jobs are grouped in super-jobs. Each super-job contains logn at-most-
once jobs. Every job is associated with a shared memory element of matrix W . The matrix
W has size nlogn ·(logn+1). The row 0 of matrix W is associated with the nlogn super-jobs,
while the rows {1, . . . , logn} are associated with the n jobs. Super-job i consists of the
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logn jobs that are are associated with elements W [i][ j] for all j ∈ {1, . . . , logn}. Each ele-
ment of the matrix W supports a randomized wait-free atomic test-and-set operation. The
jobs test-and-set operations are used in order to guarantee at-most-once semantics, while
the super-jobs test-and-set operations are used to detect and resolve collisions between
processes.
Processes in Algorithm RA (see Fig. 7) create intervals of super-jobs. The main
idea is that every process p picks a random super-job i as a candidate starting point for its
interval. Process p calls all the test-and-set operations related with the jobs grouped under
i. For each test-and-set operation p wins, it performs the corresponding job. When done,
it calls the test-and-set operation of the super-job i. If the procedure described above takes
place in an execution α of algorithm RA, we say that process p has performed super-job
i, or that super-job i has been performed. This is independent of whether process p won
the test-and-set operation for super-job i. If there exists no process p that has performed
super-job i in execution α , we say that the super-job i is still available in execution α .
If process p wins the test-and-set operation for super-job i, it marks i as the starting
point of its working interval, then performs super-job i+1 and keeps moving, one super-
job at a time in a rightward direction, until it looses a super-job test-and-set operation. As
long as p wins test-and-set operation on the super-jobs it performs, it adds the super-jobs
to its current interval. If it fails this means that some other process has marked the specific
super-job as the beginning of its working interval. In this case, p stops working on the
interval and picks randomly a new super-job in order to start a new working interval.
The key idea behind this approach is that a process p keeps expanding a working
interval that started at some super-job i until it looses a test-and-set operation at some
super-job j ( j > i). This means that some other process q won that test-and-set for j and
thus q continues expanding the interval that started at i. This leads to the observation that
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if k processes are participating in an execution of the algorithm RA, there exist at most
k+1 intervals of performed super-jobs, from which, at any given point of the execution,
at most k are being expanded from the right end. As long as the available super-jobs are
significantly more than the k processes participating in an execution of the algorithm, from
the above discussion we can show (see Section 7.2) that processes that need a new random
starting point, will likely be positioned far enough of the beginning or the end of the
existing intervals of performed super-jobs. This results in substantial progress being done
before a process working on an interval loses a test-and-set operation and thus has to start
a new interval. The latter will allow us to show that if a process has an outdated estimation
of the available super-jobs, by colliding with large intervals of performed super-jobs, it
will be able to learn fast about super-jobs that have been completed.
Next we present the shared memory variables, internal variables and the steps a pro-
cess p has to take in algorithm RA in more detail:
Shared Variables. Algorithm RA uses matrix W of size nlogn x logn+1. The matrix
is stored in shared memory. Each element of the matrix is initially set to 0 and supports,
through function tas(), a randomized wait-free atomic test-and-set operation. The tas()
function, when invoked on element W [i][ j] of the matrix, tests if W [i][ j] is 0 and sets
W [i][ j] to 1. If element W [i][ j] is 0, function W [i][ j].tas() returns T RUE and we say that
the process p that called W [i][ j].tas() wins or succeeds in the test-and-set operation. If
element W [i][ j] is 1, function W [i][ j].tas() returns FALSE and we say that the process p
that called W [i][ j].tas() loses the test-and-set operation. There are various randomized
implementations for test-and-set on asynchronous shared memory. We use the RatRace
algorithm from Alistarh et. al. [3].
Each of the n elements of the rows {1, . . . , logn} of matrix W corresponds to one at-
most-once job. Moreover, each of the nlogn elements of row 0 of matrix W is associated
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RA for process p:
1. FREE←{0, . . . , nlogn −1}
2. size← nlogn
3. while(size > 0)
4. next← FREE.random()
5. for(i← 1, i≤ logn, i++)
6. if W[next][i].tas() then
7. j = next · logn+ i
8. do j,p
9. endif
10. endfor
11. f lag←W [next][0].tas()
12. if( f lag) then
13. head← next
14. tail← next
15. while( f lag)
16. W [next][0].setHead(head)
17. W [head][0].setTail(tail)
18. next++
19. if(next < nlogn )then
20. tail← next
21. for(i← 1, i≤ logn, i++)
22. if W[next][i].tas() then
23. j = next · logn+ i
24. do j,p
25. endif
26. endfor
27. f lag←W [next][0].tas()
28. else
29. f lag← FALSE
30. endif
31. endwhile
32. size← FREE.remove(head, tail)
33. else
34. head← next
35. tail← next
36. tmp←W [next][0].getHead()
37. if(tmp ! =⊥)&&(tmp < head) then
38. head← tmp
39. endif
40. tmp←W [head][0].getTail()
41. if(tmp ! =⊥)&&(tmp > tail) then
42. tail← tmp
43. endif
44. size← FREE.remove(head, tail)
45. endif
46. endwhile
Figure 7: Algorithm RA: pseudocode
with a super-job of logn jobs. In addition, each element of row 0 has two pointers: head
and tail. The pointers are initially set to ⊥. When their value is different from ⊥ they
point to elements of row 0. These elements correspond to the beginning and the end
(respectively) of an interval of super-jobs that some process p has been working on. A
process may access pointers head and tail through the getHead(), getHead(), setTail()
and getTail() functions. Note that in RA an element of row 0 of matrix W is only set to 1
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through an invocation of the test-and-set function associated with it. Moreover, if W [i][0]
is set to 1 for some i∈ {0, . . . , nlogn−1}, then for all j ∈ {1, . . . , logn} we have that W [i][ j]
is set to 1 through an invocation of the W [i][ j].tas() test-and-set function.
Internal Variables of process p. The variable FREE keeps the set of super-jobs that
process p has not verified as performed. The variable FREE is a tree structure that keeps
track of intervals of available super-jobs. Each interval of available jobs is stored in a
leaf node as two pointers (beginning and ending of the interval). Initially the FREE set
has only 1 leaf node that contains two pointers to 0 and nlogn − 1. Process p interacts
with FREE using 2 functions. The function random() returns an element from the FREE
set uniformly at random. Since the set FREE is stored in a tree structure, retrieval of a
random element can be done in O(l)where l the number of leaves of the tree. The function
remove(head, tail) removes from the set FREE the interval of elements beginning in head
and ending in tail, or the subset of elements of the interval {head, . . . , tail} that intersects
with the set FREE. The function returns as output the number of elements left in set
FREE.
The variable size stores the number of elements in the set FREE. It is initially set to
n
logn and it is only updated when the function remove() is called on variable FREE.
The variables head and tail hold the current working interval of super-jobs of process
p or the interval of super-jobs that process p has learned to have been performed.
The variable next holds the next super-job process p is performing.
The variable tmp holds values of pointers fetched from the shared memory through
the getHead() or getTail() functions.
The variable f lag normally holds the output of the latest test-and-set function called
on a location of the 0 row and is used for exiting the inner while loop.
Finally variable i is used as index in f or loops and j as index for at-most-once jobs,
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in the do action.
Description of algorithm RA for process p. Initially process p sets the FREE set
to contain all super-jobs and sets the size variable to nlogn which is the number of super-
jobs. As long as there are more super-jobs to perform (size > 0) process p executes the
following:
Process p picks a super-job to perform uniformly at random from set FREE (line 4).
For each job grouped under the selected super-job, p calls the job’s test-and-set operation
and performs the job if it wins the associated test-and-set operation. Independently of
whether the test-and-set operation was successful, p proceeds to the next job until all
the test-and-set operations associated with the jobs under the super-job have been called
( f or loop in lines 5−10). When all the test-and-set operations have been called, process
p calls the test-and-set operation associated with the selected super-job (line 11). The
procedure in lines 5−11 is the same as the procedure in lines 21−27. When process p
completes this procedure we say that process p performed super-job next.
If process p wins the test-and-set operation on the randomly selected super-job, pro-
cess p starts working on an interval of super-jobs. The interval starts at the randomly
selected super-job and moves to the right. Process p peforms one super-job at a time
(lines 21−27), moving rightwards. As long as process p wins the test-and-set operations
associated with the super-jobs, p keeps expanding the interval from the right side (while
loop in lines 15− 31). The interval ends when the first super-job test-and-set operation
fails. When this happens, process p removes the interval from the FREE set (line 32) and
as long as there are still super-jobs left in set FREE, picks a new random starting point
and repeats the process. Note also that process p keeps the shared memory updated with
the interval it is currently working at (or has just finished working), through the head and
tail pointers of the row 0 of the W matrix (lines 16,17).
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If the test-and-set operation on the randomly selected super-job fails, process p reads
the head pointer of the respective shared memory location (line 36) and if it contains a
valid value, it reads the tail pointer from the W [head][0] location of the shared memory
(line 40). Then it removes from the FREE set, the interval indicated by the head and
tail pointers, and picks a new super-job at random. Essentially process p detects that
it collided in the specific super-job with another process and attempts to increase the
knowledge it has about which jobs have been performed, by learning the interval of super-
jobs that have been completed, around the position of collision.
7.2 Analysis of Algorithm RA
We are going to prove that algorithm RA solves the strong at-most-once problem, by
proving that it solves the at-most-once problem (no job is executed more than once), it
has effectiveness n− fk and it is wait-free.
Then we will proceed with the work complexity analysis. We will prove that the
expected work complexity of the algorithm is O(n+ k2+ε logn), for any constant ε . We
will do that by proving that in order to perform the first n− k2 logn jobs, the expected
work of the algorithm is O(n). Then we will prove that RA will need O(k2+ε logn)
work to perform the next k2 logn− k1+ε logn jobs. Finally RA will need no more than
O(k2+ε logn) work for the remaining jobs.
In order to show that algorithm RA solves the strong at-most-once problem, we prove
that RA solves the at-most-once problem (no job is executed more than once), it has
strong optimal effectiveness and is wait-free. The first two parts are straight forward.
Based on the correctness properties of the test-and-set operations, it is easy to see that
a job cannot be performed more than once. Moreover, in order to prove strong optimal
effectiveness, we need to observe that in RA, a job will be performed unless some process
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p wins the test-and-set operation associated with it, and then crashes before it performs
the job. After this observation, we only need to show, that all test-and-set operations will
be invoked by some process before RA terminates, and that after winning a test-and-set
operation, a process will not call another test-and-set operation before it completes the job
associated with the test-and-set it has already won. We still need to prove the wait-free
property. The proof is based on the observation that every time the main loop is executed
by process p, at least on element will be removed from the local FREE set of p. The set
has finite elements and thus process p will have to terminate if it does not fail. Following
the strategy above we can prove the Theorem 7.4.
Lemma 7.1. There exists no execution α of algorithm RA, such that ∃i ∈ J and ∃p,q ∈ P
for which dop,i,doq,i ∈ α .
Proof. If such an execution α exists, it means that processes p,q must succeed in the call
of the same test-and-set operator. This is impossible from the properties of the test-and-
set operator. This holds even if p = q since p will invoke an dop,i operation only once
after succeeding in the respective test-and-set operator.
Lemma 7.2. There exists no infinite execution of algorithm RA.
Proof. Let us assume that there exists infinite execution α of algorithm RA. Since exe-
cution α is infinite, there exists at least one process p in α that has not crashed, has not
terminated and takes infinite steps in execution α . There exist 2 while loops in algorithm
RA. One in lines 4−47 and one in 16−32.
The second while loop cannot be infinite since as long as the condition in line 16 is
T RUE, in each iteration next is increased (line 19) and it will eventually become greater
than nlogn . This will make the i f statement in line 20 false, and as a result the condition in
line 16 will be set to FALSE.
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Thus the first while loop should be infinite. This means that the check in line 4 of the
algorithm will remain T RUE for process p and thus p will always have at least 1 element
inside its FREE set. In each iteration of the while loop (line 4−47), p picks at random a
new element from set FREE and removes at least this element from set FREE, either in
line 33 or line 45. This holds because if in line 12 the i f statement is true, then head is
set to the selected element and tail to something that is equal (line 14) or greater (line 21)
to the selected element. If in line 12 the i f statement is false, we have (lines 35−43) that
either the selected element or the selected element with some more elements is removed
from the set FREE.
In each iteration of the loop of lines 4− 47 at least 1 element is removed from set
FREE, FREE has a finite number of elements and no elements are added in set FREE
in algorithm RA. It must be the case that the FREE set will become empty after a finite
number of iterations and thus process p will have to terminate.
Lemma 7.3. Algorithm RA has effectiveness EA(n,m, f , fk) = n− fk
Proof. We are first going to show that if a process p terminates, then all the test-and-set
operations have been called by at least one process. Then we will show that no jobs are
lost to processes that do not participate in an execution. Moreover we will demonstrate
that a process that fails after taking steps in an execution can cost algorithm RA at most
one job, thus leading to a effectiveness of EA(n, ,m, f , fk) = n− fk.
If a process p terminates it means that the condition in the while loop of lines 4−47
is false and the FREE set is empty. Process p removes elements from the FREE set
in lines 33 and 45. When process p removes elements from head to tail in line 33,
we have that process p has called all the (tail− head + 1) · logn test-and-set operations
associated with the jobs of the (tail− head + 1) super-jobs that correspond to the head
to tail elements of the FREE set. Moreover process p has won all the (tail−head) test-
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and-set operations that are associated with the super-jobs from head to tail, unless the
end of the W array has been met, in which case (tail−head)+1 test-and-set operations
for super-jobs have been won. This means that all the test-and-set operations associated
with the jobs from head · logn+ 1 to tails · logn+ logn have been called by process p.
Moreover, the W [head].[0].tail variable in the shared memory has value tail− 1, unless
the end of the W array was met in which case it contains the value tail. Also for all
i ∈ {head, . . . , tail−1}, W [i].[0].head has value head. If the end of the W array was met,
then W [tail].[0].head also has value head.
When process p removes elements from head to tail in line 45, we have 2 cases.
Case 1: Both if statements in lines 38 and 42 returned false. This means that in line
45, only the element next is removed. From lines 6−10 we have that all the test-and-set
operations associated with the jobs of the super-job next have been called by p.
Case 2: At least one if statement in lines 38 and 42 returned true. Then there exists a
process q that has won the test-and-set operations for super-jobs head and tail. Moreover
for Fig. 7 we have that process q has called all the test-and-set operations associated with
the jobs from head · logn+1 to tails · logn+ logn.
From the discussion above we have that if a process p terminates, all the test-and-set
operations have been called by at least one process.
We continue with the observation that only a process that calls a test-and-set operation
may succeed in it. This means that processes that do not call a test-and-set operation can-
not win this test-and-set operation. Thus processes that do not participate in an execution,
cannot win test-and-set operations in it. Moreover from Fig. 7 we have that when a pro-
cess succeeds in a test-and-set operation that is associated with a job i (lines 6− 11 and
22−27) , then the process performs that job, before calling a new test-and-set operation.
This means that at any given state in an execution α , a process p may have won at most
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one more test-and-set operation (associated with jobs), than the jobs it has performed. If
the process fails at this point, the job associated with the specific test-and-set operation
will never be performed. Moreover as we discussed above a process p must have called
the specific test-and-set operation in order to win it, and thus must have taken at least one
step in execution α .
From Lemma 7.2 we have that there exist no infinite executions for algorithm RA.
This means that all fair executions are finite and thus all non-failed processes terminate in
a fair execution. From the discussion above, since all processes terminate in a fair execu-
tion, all the test-and-set operations associated with jobs are called by at least one process.
Processes that do not participate in the execution cannot win test-and-set operations and
each process that participates in an execution and crashes, may result in at most one job
being lost. All processes that do not crash and win a test-and-set operation, will eventu-
ally perform the job associated with it. Thus we have that the effectiveness of algorithm
RA is EA(n,m, f , fk) = n− fk.
Theorem 7.4. Algorithm RA is wait-free and solves the strong at-most-once problem with
optimal effectiveness n− fk.
Proof. Theorem 7.4 follows directly from Lemmas 7.1, 7.2 and 7.3.
In order to prove that the expected work complexity of the algorithm is O(n +
k2+ε logn), for any constant ε , we use the following strategy. We observe that at any
point of the execution, the set of available super-jobs is split in at most k+ 1 intervals.
Using this observation we can prove that when a process samples a new super-job i in
order to start a new interval, if i belongs in the set of available super-jobs, it belongs in
one of the k+1 intervals, and the expected distance of the super-job from the ends of the
intervals is large enough, to allow significant progress, before the process need to sample
again. Using the same strategy, we can also show that when a process stops working
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in an interval of super-jobs the expected size of the completed interval it leaves behind,
is significant. Based on the above, we prove that whenever the process samples an ele-
ment, it will either be able to perform significant work before it need to sample again,
or it will update its knowledge about performed super-jobs with significant information.
Using the above, we first show that for performing n− k2 super-jobs and learning that
those super− jobs have been performed, algorithm RA needs excepted work O(n). At
this point k2 super-jobs still need to be performed. Next we show that for any constant ε ,
in order to perform the next k2− k1+ε super-jobs RA needs excepted work O(k1+ε logn).
Finally for the last k1+ε super-jobs it needs again excepted work O(k1+ε logn). With the
above strategy, we get the expected work complexity in Theorem 7.12.
For a state s of an execution α of algorithm KKβ , we define as FREEs the set of super-
jobs whose associated test-and-set operations have not been invoked by any process. We
say that these super-jobs are available at state s. We denote by FREEs,p, the value of the
internal variable FREE of process p in state s.
Lemma 7.5. For all executions of algorithm RA where k processes participate, the avail-
able super-jobs are split into no more than k+1 intervals.
Proof. The k processes that participate in algorithm RA initially create at most k working
intervals of super-jobs and thus, there at most k+1 intervals of available super-jobs. Each
process p stops working on its current interval at some super-job i if it loses a super-job
test-and-set operation on i (i now denotes the end of the interval), or if i= nlogn−1 (the end
of array W ). We will show that in both cases, the number of working intervals does not
increase or equivalently the number of intervals of available super-jobs does not increase.
If process p loses a test-and-set operation at super-job i < nlogn−1, it must be the case
that some other process q has won the test-and-set operation at i and is working (or was
working) on an interval starting at position i. The two intervals are merged and although
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process p might create a new working interval, the number of working intervals does not
increase.
If process p reaches the end of array W, it must be the case that the interval of available
super-jobs at the end of W does not exist anymore and although process p has to create a
new working interval, the number of available super-jobs intervals does not increase.
From the two observations above, we have that at most k+ 1 intervals of available
super-jobs can exist for any state s in any execution α of algorithm RA.
At any state of an execution α of algorithm RA, we have that FREEs ⊆ FREEs,p.
This holds since FREEs is the set of the available super-jobs at state s, while is FREEs,p
the estimation that process p has on which super-jobs are still available. From Lemma
7.5, we have that FREEs is separated in at most k+ 1 intervals. Let these intervals be
S0, . . . ,Sk, such that for i ∈ {0, . . . ,k}, Si = [ai,bi] where ai,bi the first and last element of
Si, or Si = /0. Moreover, it holds that FREEs =
⋃k
i=0 Si and ∑ki=0 |Si| = |FREEs| since the
intervals Si are disjoint. Let di = |Si| for i ∈ {0, . . . ,k}.
If process p in line 4 of algorithm RA, gets next where next ∈ FREEs, then ∃i ∈
{0, . . . ,k} such that next ∈ Si. Let X be the random variable that represents the minimum
distance of next from the two endpoints of interval Si, namely X = min(next − ai,bi−
next). We are going to show that E[X ]≥ 12
( |FREEs|
k+1 −1
)
.
Lemma 7.6. If at state s of execution α process p samples an elements next from the set
FREEs, we have that E[X ]≥ 12
( |FREEs|
k+1 −1
)
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Proof. For the expected value of X we have:
E[X ] =
k
∑
i=0
(
di
|FREEs| ·
bi
∑
j=ai
(
min( j−ai,bi− j)
di
))
(8)
=
1
|FREEs|
k
∑
i=0
di
∑
j=0
min( j,di) (9)
≥ 1|FREEs|
k
∑
i=0
2
di
2 −1
∑
j=0
j (10)
=
1
|FREEs|
k
∑
i=0
2
di
4
(
di
2
−1
)
(11)
≥ 1|FREEs|
k
∑
i=0
1
2
(
d2i
2
−di
)
(12)
We have that |FREEs|= ∑ki=0 di, so it holds that
k
∑
i=0
d2i ≥
k
∑
i=0
( |FREEs|
k+1
)2
So from 12 we have:
E[X ]≥ 1|FREEs|
k
∑
i=0
1
2
(( |FREEs|
k+1
)2
−di
)
⇒ E[X ]≥ 1
2
( |FREEs|
k+1
−1
)
Next we are going to show that if |FREEs| ≥ k2, then when a process p starts working
in an interval of super-jobs, we expect it to be able to perform Ω(k) super-jobs, before it
loses a super-job test-and-set operation to some other process.
Lemma 7.7. If for all states s of execution α , |FREEs| ≥ k2, then if a process p loses a
super-job test-and-set operation by executing line 27 in execution α , then the expected
size of p’s working interval is greater than 0.33(k−1).
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Proof. Since process p passed line 12 in the algorithm RA, in the state s when p executed
line 04, process p sampled an element i ∈ FREEs set. From Lemma 7.6, we have that
i belongs in an interval of available super-jobs and that the expected distance of i from
the endpoints of the interval is greater than 12
( |FREEs|
k+1 −1
)
≥ 12
(
k2
k+1 −1
)
. The later is
greater than 0.33(k−1) for any k > 1. Since in line 11 process p invokes the test-and-set
operation for super-job i, any process that succeeds in sampling an available super-job
in execution α , after p executed line 11, again from Lemma 7.6 will have an expected
distance from i greater than 0.33(k−1).
From the observations aboves, it follows that if p loses a test-and-set operation on
super-job j, while working on the interval that begins in i, the expected distance between
i and j is 0.33(k−1).
Let states s,s′ be the states of two consecutive executions of line 4 by process p in exe-
cution α (s precedes s′ in α). We define the random variable Y as |FREEs,p|−|FREEs′,p|.
Observe that Y is the number of super-jobs a process p was able to remove from its FREE
set, as a result of randomly selecting next from the set FREEs,p in state s. There are three
cases for the sampled element next: a) next can be in set FREEs, of the available super-
jobs in state s (event B), b) it can be in an interval of performed super-jobs that some
process q has performed and has stopped expanding because it lost super-job test-and-set
operation by executing line 27 in execution α (event C), or c) it can be in an interval
of performed super-jobs, that some process q has performed, but process q has not lost
a super-job test-and-set operation by executing line 27 yet (event D). This means that
process q has either failed or is still expanding the interval. Observe that in event D the
adversary has complete control over the size of the (k− 1) intervals in state s. On the
other hand Lemma 7.6 applies for events B and C.
We examine first the expected value of Y given event D. There can be at most k− 1
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intervals where the k− 1 processes (all process but p) are currently working, or failed.
Let the size of those intervals be di for i ∈ [1,k− 1], we have E[Y |D] = d = 1k−1 ∑k−1i=1 di
and E[Y ] = |FREEs||FREEs,p|E[Y |B]+
|FREEs p|−|FREEs|−(k−1)d
|FREEs,p| E[Y |C]+
(k−1)d
|FREEs,p|E[Y |D]
Lemma 7.8. E[Y ] =Ω(k), if for all states s of an execution α |FREEs| ≥ k2.
Proof. We have that:
E[Y ] =
|FREEs|
|FREEs,p|E[Y |B]+
|FREEs,p|− |FREEs|− (k−1)d
|FREEs p| E[Y |C]+
(k−1)d
|FREEs,p|E[Y |D]
We have that E[Y |B] ≥ 0.33(k− 1) and E[Y |C] ≥ 0.33(k− 1) from Lemmas 7.6 and
7.7, since for any state s of execution α |FREEs| ≥ k2.
Thus we get:
E[Y ]≥ |FREEs||FREEs,p|0.33(k−1)+
|FREEs,p|− |FREEs|− (k−1)d
|FREEs,p| 0.33(k−1)+
(k−1)d
|FREEs,p|d
If d ≥ k−1 we have that E[Y ] =Ω(k). If (k−1)> d, since |FREEs| ≥ k2 we have:
E[Y ] ≥ k
2
k2+(k−1)d 0.33(k−1)+
(k−1)d
k2+(k−1)d d
= (k−1) 0.33k
2+d2
k2+(k−1)d
= (k−1) 0.33+
d2
k2
1+ (k−1)dk2
Since k > d there exists constant c such that
0.33+ d
2
k2
1+ (k−1)d
k2
< c, from which we get that
E[Y ] =Ω(k).
Lemma 7.9. In order to perform n− k2 super-jobs, RA needs expected work O(n).
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Proof. From Lemma 7.8, we have that the expected number of times a process p executes
line 4 of algorithm RA is O( nk logn). If a process p loses the test-and-set in position next
(line 11), we have O(logn) work for the f or loop in lines 5−10. Additionally, we have
O(1) work for lines 34−43 and O(logn) for the removal of interval [head, tail] from set
FREE in line 44.
This holds because the set FREE is a tree structure with intervals of available super-
jobs as leafs, as a result there can be no more than nlogn leafs in tree FREE. Moreover there
exists one process q that has won all the test-and-set operations on the interval [head, tail]
and super-jobs in [head, tail] have been performed by process q as the result of a single
execution of line 4. So either process p has all the super-jobs of interval [head, tail] in
its FREE set, or there exists super-job i in interval [head, tail], such that all super-jobs in
the interval [i+1, tail] are in the FREE set of process p and the super-jobs in the interval
[head, i] are not in the FREE set. This can happen if process p sampled an element in the
interval [head, i], while process q was performing the interval [head, tail], but it had only
updated the related information in array W for the super-jobs from head to i.
In the first case, there exists one leaf node in FREE that contains interval [i, j] of
available super-jobs, such that i≤ head and j≥ tail. If i= head and j = tail, the removal
of interval [head, tail] from FREE will result in the removal of the leaf node. If i < head
and j > tail the removal of interval [head, tail] from FREE will result in the creation of a
new leaf node. Finally, if i = head and j > tail or i < head and j = tail the removal of
interval [head, tail] from FREE will result in the update of one end of the current node.
Each of those operations has work O(logn), since the tree has less than nlogn leafs.
In the second case, there exists one leaf node in FREE that contains interval [i, j] of
available super-jobs, such that i > head and j ≥ tail. Moreover the super-jobs in the
interval [head, i) are not in FREE. If j = tail the removal of interval [head, tail] from
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FREE will result in the removal of the leaf node. If j > tail the removal of interval
[head, tail] from FREE will result in the update of the left end of the leaf node so that it
now contains [tail + 1, j]. Again each of those operations has work O(logn), since the
tree has less than nlogn leafs.
If a process p wins the test-and-set in position next (line 11), we have O(logn) work
for the f or loop in lines 5−10. Additionally every super-job performed in lines 19−27
adds O(logn) work plus O(1) work for updating the shared memory lines 16,17. Finally
with similar arguments as before we can show that the removal of interval [head, tail]
from the set FREE in line 32, costs O(logn).
From the above discussion, for each of the k processes, we have O(nk ) work when the
processes lose the test-and-set operation in line 11. Moreover, when processes win line 11
we have for all processes a total of O(n) work for performing the n− k2 super-jobs. The
above add up to O(n) work. We have not discussed the cost of the randomized test-and-
set operations that we are using. As mentioned above we use the RatRace algorithm from
Dan Alistarh et. al. [3], in order to implement the randomized test-and-set operations.
The algorithm is wait-free and k-adaptive and has expected work O(k logk), where k the
jobs participating in the a specific test-and-set. It is easy to see that the expected number
of processes participating in any specific test-and-set operation is O(1), thus the expected
work from each test-and-set operation in O(1). Thus the work of RA for performing
n− k2 super-jobs is O(n).
Next we will analyze the work needed by algorithm RA in order to perform the re-
maining k2 super-jobs. Start by generalizing Lemma 7.8.
Lemma 7.10. If for all states s of an execution α |FREEs| ≥ k2−iε , we have that E[Y ] =
Ω(k1−iε) for some small constant ε .
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Proof. We have that:
E[Y ] =
|FREEs|
|FREEs,p|E[Y |B]+
|FREEs,p|− |FREEs|− (k−1)d
|FREEs p| E[Y |C]+
(k−1)d
|FREEs,p|E[Y |D]
We have that E[Y |B] ≥ 0.33(k1−iε − 1) and E[Y |C] ≥ 0.33(k1−iε − 1) from Lemmas
7.6, since for any state s of execution α |FREEs| ≥ k2−iε .
Thus we get:
E[Y ]≥ |FREEs||FREEs,p|0.33(k
1−iε −1)+ |FREEs,p|− |FREEs|− (k−1)d|FREEs,p| 0.33(k
1−iε −1)+ (k−1)d|FREEs,p|d
If d ≥ k1−iε − 1 we have that E[Y ] = Ω(k1−iε). If (k1−iε − 1) > d, since |FREEs| ≥
k2−iε we have:
E[Y ] ≥ k
2−iε
k2−iε +(k−1)d 0.33(k
1−iε −1)+ (k−1)d
k2−iε +(k−1)d d
= (k1−iε −1)
0.33k2−iε + (k−1)d
2
k1−iε−1
k2−iε +(k−1)d
= (k1−iε −1)
0.33+ (k−1)d
2
k2−iε (k1−iε−1)
1+ (k−1)dk2−iε
Since k1−iε−1 > d there exists constant c such that
0.33+ (k−1)d
2
k2−iε (k1−iε−1)
1+ (k−1)d
k2−iε
< c, from which
we get that E[Y ] =Ω(k1−iε).
Next we analyze the work needed by algorithm RA in order to perform k2− k1+ε
super-jobs for some small constant ε , given that initially there exists k2 available super-
jobs. We show this by induction using Lemma 7.10.
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Lemma 7.11. Algorithm RA needs expected work O(k2+ε logn) in order to perform k2−
k1+ε super-jobs, for some small constant ε , given that only k2 super-jobs are available
and processes know that only the specific k2 super-jobs are available.
Proof. (proof for Lemma 7.11)
Base Case: From Lemma 7.10, for i = 1 we have that the expected number of times
a process p executes line 4 of algorithm RA, till k2 − k2−ε super-jobs are performed
and process p updates its FREE set to remove these super-jobs is O(k1+ε). This holds
because E[Y ] = Ω(k1−ε) and initially all process FREE sets have k2 super-jobs. With
similar arguments as in Lemma 7.9 we have that algorithm RA needs work O(k2+ε logn).
Iterative Step: We are going to find the work algorithm RA needs for some i in order
to perform k2−iε − k2−(i+1)ε super-jobs given that only k2−iε super-jobs are available and
processes start knowing that only the specific k2−iε super-jobs are available. From Lemma
7.10, we have that the expected number of times a process p executes line 4 of algorithm
RA, till k2−iε − k2−(i+1)ε super-jobs are performed and process p updates its FREE set to
remove these super-jobs is O(k1+ε). This holds because E[Y ] =Ω(k1−(i+1)ε) and initially
all process FREE sets have k2−iε super-jobs. With similar arguments as in Lemma 7.9 we
have that algorithm RA needs work O(k2+ε logn).
We need 1ε −2 steps till 2−(i+1)ε = 1+ε . This is a constant and thus the total work
needed is O(k2+ε logn).
Theorem 7.12. Algorithm RA has expected work complexity O(n+ k2+ε logn) for any
small constant ε .
Proof. From Lemmas 7.9 and 7.11 we have that in order to perform n− k1+ε super-jobs
and for the processes to learn that those super-jobshave been performed, RA needs work
O(n+ k2+ε logn). If there are Ω(k) available super-jobs, we expect that any test-end-
end operation will have O(1) processes calling it. If there are O(k) available super-jobs,
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the we expect that test-end-end operations will contribute no more that a multiplicative
O(logk) factor in the algorithm. From the above discussion we have the performing the
remaining k1+ε super-jobs will contribute O(k2+ε logn+ k2 logn logk) = O(k2+ε logn)
expected work. Thus we have that for any small constant ε algorithm RA has expected
work complexity O(n+ k2+ε logn).
7.3 Open Problems
One question that arises from Theorem 3.7, is what kind of deterministic solutions can we
expect for the strong at-most-once problem. Clearly such solutions cannot be wait free. It
is interesting to study what progress requirements are reasonable for such solutions. Par-
tial synchrony or failure detectors could be possible ways to circumvent the impossibility
result.
It would be interesting to study a lower bound on work for randomized algorithms,
as well as a lower bound on work for k-adaptive algorithms both in the context of the at-
most-once problem, as well as the write-all. The lower bound of Ω(n+ p logn) from [43]
is a good indication, but how does this change for k-adaptive algorithms? Can solutions
of Ω(n+ k logn) be achieved?
8 Randomized Adaptive Write-All Algorithm ARTA
In this section we present and analyze an asynchronous randomized algorithm called
ARTA that solves the Write-All problem. The algorithm is presented using pseudocode.
We use the adaptive adversary presented in Section 2. Our memory supports atomic
read/write registers and atomic test-and-set operations. We show that ARTA has high
probability work complexity O(n+ k2 log3 k).
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8.1 Algorithm ARTA
In algorithm ARTA (Figures 8, 9, 10) each task is associated with a shared memory loca-
tion of vector W . The vector W has n elements. Each element of W supports a wait-free
atomic test-and-set operation and two pointers named head and tail that point to positions
of vector W . The pointers are initialized to the value “⊥”. The test-and-set operations are
used in order to detect and resolve collisions between processes. The pointers are used in
order to mark intervals of completed tasks. This is important since processes learn about
the completion of tasks in terms of these intervals.
ARTA for process p:
1. FREE← [0,n−1]
2. DONE← /0
3. size← n
4. while(size > 0)
5. [FREE,DONE,size]← progress(FREE,DONE,size)
6. [FREE,DONE,size]← defrag(FREE,DONE,size)
7. endwhille
Figure 8: Algorithm ARTA: driver script
Below we will give an overview of algorithm ARTA, highlighting the key ideas and
their impact on work complexity. Processes in algorithm ARTA operate in two “steps”,
a progress step (Fig. 9) and a defragmentation step (Fig. 10). During the progress step, a
process creates an interval of completed tasks or discovers an interval of completed tasks
another process created. During the defragmentation step, a process revisits an interval
of completed tasks it knows, and examines whether it can be expanded and merged with
other intervals it knows. This can happen if all the tasks between the two intervals have
been performed.
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In the progress step, the main idea is that every process p picks a random task i that
the process believes is available, as a candidate starting point for its interval. If process
p wins the test-and-set operation for task i, it marks i as the starting point of its working
interval, and moves to the next task in a rightward direction, one task at a time, until
it loses a test-and-set operation. As long as p wins test-and-set operations, it adds the
tasks to its current interval. If it fails this means that some other process has marked the
specific task as the beginning of its working interval. In this case, p stops working on the
interval. If process p loses the first test-and-set operation (for task i), it learns the interval
of completed tasks in which task i belongs by reading the respective pointers. In this way,
process p learns about progress that some other process did.
The key idea behind this approach is that a process p keeps expanding a working
interval that started at some task i until it loses a test-and-set operation at some task j on
the right of task i. This means that some other process q won that test-and-set for j and
thus q continues expanding the interval that started at i. This leads to the observation that
if k processes are participating in an execution of the algorithm ARTA, there exist at most
k intervals of performed tasks, from which, at any given point of the execution, at most k
are being expanded from the right end.
The observation that there are at most k expanding intervals, helps us form probabilis-
tic arguments on the fragmentation of the memory and how much progress can be done
before a process loses a test-and-set operation. Clearly the k intervals of performed tasks,
are composed from smaller intervals that have been preformed by distinct processes. A
process spends constant time in order to learn each of these smaller intervals. By showing
that the number of these smaller intervals is bounded by O( nk logk +k log
2 k), we will show
that the cost for learning in our algorithms is kept low.
Intuitively, as long as the available tasks are significantly more than the k processes
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participating in an execution of the algorithm, processes that need a new random starting
point, will likely be positioned far enough from the endpoints of the existing intervals of
performed tasks. This results in substantial progress being done before a process working
on an interval loses a test-and-set operation and thus has to start a new interval. The latter
implies that if a process has an outdated estimation of the available tasks, by colliding
with large intervals of performed tasks, it will be able to learn fast about tasks that have
been completed.
The processes learn about performed tasks in two ways. In the progress step, if a
process loses the first test-and-set operation it learns about the interval of performed tasks
that includes the task i which it tried to use as a starting point. A process can also learn
about performed tasks during the defragmentation step. During that step, a process takes
an interval of performed tasks and tries to expand it from the left side, by checking if
other processes have completed tasks at the left of the interval. The process repeats this
procedure until no more performed tasks remain at the left of the interval. This leftward
expansion could lead in the merging in one bigger interval of multiple intervals of per-
formed tasks the process knew about, thus reducing the fragmentation of the process’
knowledge. This is of paramount importance for the work complexity of the algorithm,
since we want to keep the knowledge of performed task fragmented in no more that O(k)
intervals, in order to perform operations with O(logk) work in the internal memory of the
process.
Next we present the shared memory variables, internal variables and the steps a pro-
cess p has to take in algorithm ARTA in more detail:
Shared Variables. Algorithm ARTA uses vector W of size n. The vector is stored
in shared memory. Each element of the vector is initially set to 0 and supports, through
function tas(), a wait-free test-and-set operation. The tas() function, when invoked on
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function progress(FREE,DONE,size) for process p:
1. [next]← FREE.randomElement()
2. dop,next
3. win←W [next].tas()
4. head← next
5. tail← next
6. if(win) then
7. while(win)
8. W [tail].setHead(head)
9. W [next].setTail(tail)
10. next = (next+1) mod n
11. head← next
12. dop,next
13. win←W [next].tas()
14. endwhile
15. else
16. tmp←W [next].getTail()
17. if(tmp ! =⊥) then
18. tail← tmp
19. endif
20. tmp←W [tail].getHead()
21. if(tmp ! =⊥) then
22. head← tmp
23. endif
24. endif
25. size← FREE.remove(tail,head)
26. DONE.add(tail,head)
27. return [FREE,DONE,size]
Figure 9: Algorithm ARTA: function progress()
element W [i] of the matrix, tests if W [i] is 0 and sets W [i] to 1. If element W [i] is 0,
function W [i].tas() returns TRUE and we say that the process p that called W [i].tas()
wins or succeeds in the test-and-set operation. If element W [i] is 1, function W [i].tas()
returns FALSE and we say that the process p that called W [i].tas() loses the test-and-set
operation.
Each of the n elements of vector W corresponds to one task. The tasks are mapped to
the vector elements through their indexes (element W [i] corresponds to task i). In addition,
each element of W has two pointers: head and tail. The pointers are initially set to ⊥.
When their value is different from ⊥ they point to elements of vector W . These elements
correspond to the end and the beginning (respectively) of an interval of tasks that some
process p has been working on. A process may access pointers head and tail through the
setHead(), getHead(), setTail() and getTail() functions. Note that in ARTA an element
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of vector W is only set to 1 through an invocation of the test-and-set function associated
with it.
function defrag(FREE,DONE,size) for process p:
1. [left,right]← DONE.randomInterval()
2. while(W [(left−1) mod n])
3. next← (left−1) mod n
4. head← next
5. tail← next
6. tmp←W [next].getTail()
7. if(tmp ! =⊥) then
8. tail← tmp
9. endif
10. tmp←W [tail].getHead()
11. if(tmp ! =⊥) then
12. head← tmp
13. endif
14. size← FREE.remove(tail,head)
15. [left,right]← DONE.add(tail,head)
16. endwhile
17. return [FREE,DONE,size]
Figure 10: Algorithm ARTA: function defrag()
Internal Variables of process p. The variable FREE keeps the set of task intervals
that process p believes are available. The variable DONE keeps the set of task intervals
that process p has verified as being performed. The variables FREE and DONE are tree
structures that keep track of intervals of tasks. Each interval of tasks is stored in a leaf
node as two pointers (beginning and ending of the interval). Initially the FREE set has
only 1 leaf node that contains two pointers to 0 and n, while the DONE tree is empty.
Process p interacts with FREE using 2 functions. The function randomElement() returns
an element from the FREE set uniformly at random. Since the set FREE is stored in a tree
structure, retrieval of a random element can be done in O(log l) where l is the number
of leaves of the tree. The function remove(tail,head) removes from the set FREE the
interval of elements beginning in tail and ending in head, or the subset of elements of
the interval {tail, . . . ,head} that intersects with the set FREE. The function returns as
output the number of elements left in set FREE. Process p interacts with DONE using
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2 functions. The function randomInterval() returns an interval from the DONE set uni-
formly at random. Specifically if DONE is composed from l intervals, each represented
as a leaf node in the tree structure DONE set is stored at, function randomInterval()
returns one of the leafs, picked with probability 1l . The function add(tail,head) adds
in the set DONE the interval of elements beginning in tail and ending in head, or the
subset of elements of the interval {tail, . . . ,head} that do not belong in the set DONE.
The function returns as output the interval [le f t,right], which identifies the interval in
the set DONE that now contains the interval {tail, . . . ,head}. We will show in 8.13
that the FREE and DONE sets have O(k) leafs with high probability. This means that
each call of the functions randomElement(), randomInterval(), remove(tail,head) and
add(tail,head) will require O(logk) work with high probability. This happens because
the functions remove(tail,head) and add(tail,head) interfere with at most two leaf nodes
of the FREE and DONE set respectively.
The variable size stores the number of elements in the set FREE. It is initially set to n
and it is only updated when the function remove() is called on variable FREE.
The variables head and tail hold the endpoints of the current working interval of tasks
of process p or the endpoints of an interval of tasks that process p has learned that it has
been performed by some other process.
The variables le f t and right hold the endpoints of the performed interval of tasks, that
process p is trying to expand, by learning that more intervals of tasks have been completed
to its left.
The variable next holds the next task process p is performing, or a point in an interval
the process p is attempting to learn whether it has been completed.
The variable tmp holds values of pointers fetched from the shared memory through
the getHead() or getTail() functions.
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The variable win normally holds the output of the latest test-and-set function called
on a location of vector W and is used for exiting the inner while loop.
Description of algorithm ARTA for process p. Initially process p sets the FREE
set to contain all tasks and sets the size variable to n which is the total number of tasks.
As long as there are more tasks to perform (size > 0) process p executes first function
progress(FREE,DONE,size) and then function defrag(FREE,DONE,size):
In function progress(), process p picks a task to perform uniformly at random from the
FREE set, using the randomElement() function. Process p first performs the task through
the dop,i action and then calls the test-and-set operation associated with task i. If process
p wins the test-and-set operation, it starts working on an interval of tasks. The interval
starts at the randomly selected task i and moves to the right. Process p performs one
task at a time, moving rightwards and then checks the associated test-and-set operation.
As long as process p wins the test-and-set operations associated with the tasks, p keeps
expanding the interval from the right side.The interval ends when the first test-and-set
operation fails. When this happens, process p removes the interval from the FREE set,
adds the interval to the DONE set and returns the sets FREE, DONE and the size of the
FREE set. Note also that process p keeps the shared memory updated with the interval it
is currently working at (or has just finished working), through the head and tail pointers
of the W vector.
If the test-and-set operation on the randomly selected task fails, process p reads the
tail pointer of the respective shared memory location and if it contains a valid value, it
reads the head pointer from the W [tail] location of the shared memory. Then it removes
from the FREE set, the interval indicated by the head and tail pointers, adds the interval to
the DONE set and returns the sets FREE, DONE and the size of the FREE set. Essentially
process p detects that it collided in the specific task with another process and attempts to
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increase the knowledge it has about jobs that have already been performed, by learning
the interval of tasks that have been completed around the position of collision. Function
progress() can result in the addition of at most one new leaf in the tree structures for the
FREE and DONE sets.
In function defrag(), process p picks an interval from the set DONE. This is done
through the use of the function randomInterval(). The interval is denoted by the le f t and
right pointers that indicate the boundaries of the interval. Process p repeatedly checks
if there are completed tasks to the left of the interval, and if there are, it gathers the
information pertaining to the interval that contains these tasks, and expands the interval
to the left. This may result in merging intervals in the DONE set if all the tasks between
the intervals have been performed. Specifically process p checks if the task le f t−1 has
been performed, by reading the value in the W [le f t−1] element of vector W . If the task
has been performed, process p reads the tail pointer of the respective shared memory
location and then the head pointer from the W [tail] location of the shared memory. Then
it removes the interval indicated by the tail and head pointers from the FREE set and adds
it to the DONE set. The later returns a new set of le f t and right pointers that indicate the
boundaries of the interval, that includes the interval that was just added to the DONE set.
This process is repeated, till the task le f t−1 has not been performed, or it is not marked
as performed, at which point function defrag() returns the sets FREE, DONE and the size
of the FREE set. Because tasks are performed in intervals that start at some point and are
expanded in a rightwards direction, if the task at the left of any interval in the DONE set
is performed, this task belongs in a new interval of completed tasks, that cannot expand
any more. Also, the tasks corresponding to the left element of any interval in the DONE
set, indicate the beginning of an interval of performed tasks.
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8.2 Preliminaries
In this section we present the probabilistic arguments that we will later use in order to
analyze the work complexity of algorithm ARTA. Let us assume that we have n ordered
elements, partitioned in at most k groups. Groups are named gi for i ∈ {1, . . . ,k} with the
i-th group containing di elements; then ∑ki=1 di = n. Each element belongs to exactly one
group. Elements are ordered and this order is maintained within the groups. We index
the elements in group g j with group indexes indg j where indg j ∈ {1, . . . ,d j}, according to
their order. Moreover, the global ordering is maintained across groups. Specifically for
all i, j with i < j, any element in group gi precedes any element in group g j. We sample
m = O(k logk) elements uniformly at random with replacement (each element is sampled
with probability 1/n in each coin flip).
We define as a repartitioning, an assignment of the n elements to a new set of groups
performed in the following way: given the initial groups gi and the m = O(k logk) ele-
ments sampled uniformly at random with replacement, we select up to k unique elements
from the set of m sampled elements together with the up to k starting elements of the
original groups (that is all the elements from the groups which have group index 1).
Based on this selection of elements, we form the set of new groups g′1,g
′
2, . . . as follows.
Consider gi an existing group. If no element is selected from gi, then all elements in the
group gi are eliminated. If we select µ ≥ 1 elements with group indexes j1 < j2 < .. . < jµ
within gi, we define µ new groups formed from the initial group gi. The group starting
at j1 contains the elements with j1 ≤ indgi < j2, the group starting at j2 contains the
elements with j2 ≤ indgi < j3 etc. The last group starts at jµ and contains the elements
with jµ ≤ indgi ≤ di (remember that group gi has di elements). If j1 > 1, then the elements
with 1≤ indgi < j1 are also eliminated.
We index the elements in the new groups g′j in a similar way as before using group indexes
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indg′j ∈ {1, . . . ,d′j}, where d′j = |g′j|. Note that each element in a new group g′i can be
mapped to exactly one element in the old groups.
Finally, if an element with indg′j = i from a new group g
′
j was among the m coin flips but
it was not among those selected for the formation of the new groups, we say that elements
in g′j with index indg′j ≥ i are eliminated by the specific coin flip. In a similar way, we say
that the elements in g′j with index indg′j < i, as well as all the elements in groups g
′
w with
w 6= j survive that particular coin flip. An element survives the repartitioning if it was not
been eliminated in any of the ways mentioned above, i.e., either (i) eliminated by some
coin flip, or (ii) because the group it belonged was entirely eliminated in the repartitioning,
or finally (iii) it belonged in the initial segment of a group that was repartitioned.
We will next show that if n ordered elements are partitioned into k groups maintaining
order, for any small constant c and constant a, there exists constant C, such that with
probability 1−k−a for Ck logk coin flips there exists no repartitioning into up to k groups,
such that more than c ·n elements survive.
We start with a lemma that will prepare us for the main theorem of this section.
Lemma 8.1. For any constants c,C, consider n ordered elements from which we sample
C ·k · logk elements uniformly at random with replacement. For a fixed element with index
i among the n elements, the probability that we sample no element from the interval of
elements with indexes
{
i, i+1, . . . , i+ c·nk −1
}
is less than or equal to k−c·C.
Proof. The probability that an element from the interval Si =
{
i, i+1, . . . , i+ c·nk −1
}
is
sampled in a particular coin flip is:
Pr [element from Si is selected] =
c·n
k
n =
c
k
So the probability that no element from Si is selected after C · k · logk coin flips is:
Pr [no element from Si is selected after C · k · logk coin flips] =
(
1− ck
)C·k·logk ≤
e−c·C·logk ≤ k−c·C.
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We remark that the above result of the theorem is essentially tight: If we sample
only C · k elements for some C then it holds that the probability of choosing no element
in Si will be (n− cn/k)C·k/nC·k = (1− c/k)C·k = ((1− c/k)k)C which approximates the
constant e−c·C > 0 for large values of k.
We are now ready to state the main theorem of this section.
Theorem 8.2. If n ordered elements are partitioned into k or less groups maintaining
order, for any small constant c and constant a, there exists constant C, such that with
probability 1− k−a after C · k · logk coin flips there exists no repartitioning into up to k
groups, such than more that c ·n elements survive.
Proof. Let S be the set of all the starting points of the initial groups and all the distinct
elements in the C · k logk coin flips. Each element in S can be uniquely defined by the
tuple [ j, i], where g j the group at which the element belongs and i= indg j the group index
of the element. Clearly |S| ≤ k+C · k logk. The probability that for an element [ j, i] ∈ S,
d j ≥ i+ c·nk −1 and no element is sampled from the interval of elements in group g j that
starts at i and ends at i+ c·nk −1 is by Lemma 8.1 less that or equal to k−c·C.
We define A to be the event that there exists element [ j, i]∈ S, such that d j ≥ i+ c·nk −1
and no element is sampled from the interval of elements in group g j that starts at i and
ends at i+ c·nk −1. By applying the union bound we have the following:
Pr [A]≤ (C · k logk+ k) · k−c·C ≤ k−(c·C−2)
for sufficient large k. Observe now that for any choice of C ≥ a+2c we have that:
Pr [A]≤ k−a
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We want to find a repartitioning such that more than c · n elements survive. In order to
do the repartitioning we will have to select up to k elements from the set S. From the
above inequality, with probability greater than 1−k−a there exists no element in [ j, i] ∈ S
such that if selected as a starting point for a group g′w, in the repartitioning more than c·nk
elements will survive in the group g′w. Thus, with probability greater than 1− k−a there
exists no repartitioning such that more than c ·n elements survive.
8.3 Analysis of Algorithm ARTA
We will start with the correctness analysis of algorithm ARTA and then proceed to the
high probability work complexity. Remember that for correctness in the Write-All prob-
lem we need to prove that all non-failed processes terminate, that when the first non-failed
process terminates all tasks have been performed and that any process that terminates
knows that all tasks have been performed according to Definition 2.9.
8.3.1 Correctness
For the correctness analysis we will start with a lemma that states that if a task has been
added to the DONE set of a process p, this task has been performed by some process.
Then it will be easy to show that algorithm ARTA correctly solves the Write-All problem.
Lemma 8.3. In any execution α of algorithm ARTA, if at state s for some process p and
some task i, i ∈ DONE for the DONE set of process p, then there exists action doq,i that
precedes state s in α , for some process q (p and q can be the same process).
Proof. For any process p the DONE set is initially empty. Elements are added to the
DONE set either during the execution of line 26 of function progress() or during the
execution of line 15 of function defrag().
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We first examine the case where i has been added to the DONE set during the
execution of line 15 of function defrag(). This means that there exists in α call to
DONE.add(tail,head) by process p that precedes state s, such that tail ≤ i ≤ head. We
have two cases depending on whether tail = head or not.
Case 1: tail = head. This means that i = tail = head. Moreover the check on the while
statement in line 2 for the while loop that resulted in the call of DONE.add(tail,head),
was done on W [i] and returned true. From the above we have that some process q must
have performed a successful W [i].tas() either in line 3 or line 13 of function progress().
This is preceded by doq,i either in line 2 or line 12 respectively. This doq,i precedes
execution of line 15 of function defrag() and thus precedes state s.
Case 2: tail 6= head. This means that the if statement in line 11 returned true.
In order to see why this happens, let’s observe that if both if statements returned
false, from lines 4 and 5 of function defrag(), we have that tail = head. Moreover, if
the if statement in line 11 returned false, it must be the case that the if statement in line
7 returned false as well. This happens because, the head and tail pointers in a shared
memory location, are only set in lines 8 and 9 in function progress(). Since we first set
the head pointer in the tail of the interval and then the tail pointer in the head of the
interval, if the head pointer in the tail of an interval is still ⊥, it must be the case that the
tail pointer in the head of the interval is also ⊥.
From the discussion above we have that the if statement in line 11 returns true. Since
only in the tail of an interval the head pointer has a value different than ⊥, it must be
the case that the W [tail] in line 10, is the tail of a working interval. The value returned
by W [tail].getHead() in line 10, can only be set in line 8 of function progress() by some
process q. Process q must have won all the test end set operations in the interval defined
by tail and head, either in line 3 for tail or in line 13 of the test and set in (tail,head]. An
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invocation of a test and set operation in position j ∈ [tail,head], is preceded by a doq, j
operation. These do operations precede the execution of line 8 of function progress() by
process q, that set the W [tail] to the value returned by the execution of W [tail].getHead()
in line 10 of function defrag(). So there exists action doq,i that precedes state s.
Next we examine the case where i has been added to the DONE set during the exe-
cution of line 26 of function progress(). If the if statement in line 6 returned true, it is
easy to see that there exists action dop,i, that precedes the execution of line 26 of function
progress(), so action dop,i precedes state s.
If the if statement in line 6 returned false, then with similar arguments as for the case
of line 15 of function defrag(), we have that for some process q, there exists action doq,i
that precedes state s.
We can now proceed to the main theorem of this subsection.
Theorem 8.4. Algorithm ARTA solves the Write-All problem.
Proof. We will start by showing that any participating process p that does not crash in an
execution α , eventually terminates.
It is easy to see that in every call of function progress() by process p at least one
element is removed from the FREE set and at least one element is added in the DONE set.
Moreover any element that is removed from the FREE set, is added to the DONE set. The
FREE set has initially n elements. Since there are finite elements in the FREE set and at
least one element is removed in each call of function progress(), if process p participates
in algorithm ARTA and does not crash, there exists state s in α , such that for all states in
s′ ∈ α that are preceded by s, the FREE set for process p is empty. The first time after
state s that line 4 will be executed in the driver script for process p, process p will get out
of the while loop and terminate. When this happens, the FREE set for process p will be
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empty and the DONE set will contain all the tasks, specifically DONE = [0,n−1]. From
Lemma 8.3, we have that since for some process p, DONE= [0,n−1], all tasks have been
preformed by some process.
Moreover, since a process q terminates only if it gets out of the loop in lines 4 − 7
of the driver script, we have that the FREE set for process q is empty and as a result
the DONE set is equal to [0,n− 1]. So all tasks have been performed by some process
and process q knows that all tasks have been performed. Thus algorithm ARTA correctly
solves the Write-All problem.
8.3.2 High Probability Work Complexity
Next we proceed with the work complexity analysis of algorithm ARTA. For the purposes
of the analysis we split the execution of the algorithm in phases and seasons. We have
two seasons, each split into multiple phases. The definition of seasons is based on how
many tasks are available at the beginning of the phases of the season. In the first season
we have more than O(k2 log2 k) available tasks, in the second season we have less than
or equal to O(k2 log2 k) available tasks. A phase is an execution fragment α ′i (execution
for the very first phase) that starts at state si and ends at state s′i. We say that in phase
α ′i with starting state si there are |si.FREE| available tasks, where si.FREE is the set of
tasks at state si for which no test-and-set operation has terminated returning TRUE in
the execution that ends with state si. Given a state s, we define a current coin flip for
state s, as the invocation of a test-and-set operation in line 3 of function progress() that is
preceded by state s, if the test-and-set operation corresponds to a task that belongs in the
set of available tasks s.FREE. Similarly, in phase α ′i we define a current coin flip, as a
current coin flip for state si in the execution fragment α ′i . Note that the execution of line 1
of function progress() (the actual coin flip) could have taken place before state sti, but we
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are using as a linearization point the test-and-set operation, since it is an atomic operation
that affects the shared memory. We say that a current coin flip of a phase α ′i is completed
in the same phase if the execution of line 3 of function progress() returned FALSE or if
it returned TRUE but a latter execution of line 13 of function progress() returned FALSE
as a result of the test-and-set operation, in some action of the execution fragment α ′i .
A phase both in season 1 and in season 2 is comprised by C ·k logk consecutive current
coin flips, for a properly selected constant C (the constant depends on the definition of
high probability 1−k−a and is selected as a function of constant a). Specifically, line 3 in
the algorithm involves the execution of an atomic operation that interacts with the shared
memory. Such operations are linearizable. The end of a phase s′i is the resulting state
after the last (C · k logk-th) current coin flip. The same state defines the beginning of the
next phase. The first phase in the algorithm starts with the starting state of the algorithm,
while the last phase ends with the ending state of the algorithm (the last phase may have
less than C · k logk current coin flips). Clearly between two consecutive phases there can
exist no more than k current but not completed coin flips (since there are k participating
processes in the algorithm).
Season 1 starts at the beginning of the algorithm if n > k2 log2 k, otherwise the algo-
rithm starts directly at season 2. Season 2 starts at the first phase for which there are less
or equal to k2 log2 k available tasks.
For the analysis we are going to use the following approach. First we will show
that in season 1 between consecutive phases the available tasks are reduced by at least
O(k2 log2 k) tasks with high probability. Then we will show that in season 2 the available
tasks are halved between consecutive phases. This will give us an upper bound on the
number of current coin flips. We will argue that tasks are fragmented into intervals by the
current coin flips and thus we will get an upper bound on the number of intervals that can
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be created in an execution. Next we will show that in a specific phase, coin flips that are
not current, only learn about intervals that have been created in previous phases. This will
allow us to bound the number of such coin flips (based on the number of intervals). We
will then show that intervals that are discovered during the invocation of function defrag()
are only discovered once, which will also give us an upper bound on the work needed in
order to learn about completed tasks, during invocations of function defrag(). Finally we
will show that the sets FREE and DONE that a process p keeps in its internal memory are
with high probability fragmented in no more than O(k) intervals, which will give us an
upper bound on the work needed to access those sets, which will allow us to complete the
work complexity analysis.
We will start with a lemma that bounds the number of intervals, tasks are separated
into, in the shared memory. This will help us with the rest of the analysis.
Lemma 8.5. For all executions of algorithm ARTA where k processes participate, the
available tasks are split into no more than k intervals.
Proof. The k processes that participate in algorithm ARTA initially create at most k work-
ing intervals of tasks and thus, there are at most k intervals of available tasks (note that we
consider that tasks wrap around, that is the n-th task continues with the first task). Each
process p stops working on its current interval at some task i if it loses the test-and-set
operation on i (i now denotes the end of the interval).We will show that the number of
working intervals does not increase or equivalently the number of intervals of available
tasks does not increase.
If process p loses a test-and-set operation at task i, it must be the case that some other
process q has won the test-and-set operation at i and is working (or was working) on an
interval starting at position i. The two intervals are merged and although process p might
create a new working interval, the number of working intervals does not increase. Thus
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we have that at most k intervals of available tasks can exist for any state s in any execution
α of algorithm ARTA.
Next we will show that during a phase in season 1 more than O(k2 log2 k) tasks are
being performed with high probability. This will allow us to bound the number of intervals
that can be formed during season 1.
Lemma 8.6. For a state s, if |s.FREE| > k2 log2 k, for any constant a and c there ex-
ists constant C, such that for any state s′ after C · k logk current coin flips, |s.FREE| −
|s′.FREE| ≥ ck2 log2 k with probability greater that 1− k−a.
Proof. Let s be the resulting state after the last (C · k logk-th) current coin flip. The sets
of available tasks s.FREE and s.FREE at states s and s (resp.) are each split into at most
k intervals from Lemma 8.5. The at most k intervals of tasks can be seen as groups of
ordered elements. Essentially set s.FREE is a subset of an up to k group repartitioning
of set s.FREE and |s.FREE| is less than the number of elements that survive the reparti-
tioning. The ideal strategy for the adversary (in terms of minimizing the number of tasks
performed by the C ·k logk current coin flips) would be to make s.FREE, the repartitioning
that maximizes the number of elements that survive. We will use Theorem 8.2 in order to
bound the number of elements in s.FREE.
In a current coin flip at task i by a process p, p either wins the test-and-set operation
at line 3 of function progress() or not. In the first case, the interval at which the task i
belonged is now split in two new intervals. One ending at task i− 1 and one starting at
task i. If this split is maintained at state s′, it is equivalent with selecting i as the beginning
of a group in the repartitioning.
In the second case, there exists process q 6= p that has performed task i. This can
happen in two ways. Either process q was positioned at the beginning of the interval
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task i belonged and has performed all tasks in the interval up to task i, or process q has
performed a coin flip inside that interval task i belongs, in a task with index in the interval
less than or equal to the index of i (splitting the interval in two) and then performed all
tasks between the task it started at and task i.
From the discussion above, set s.FREE is a subset of a repartitioning of set s.FREE,
since it consists of the intervals of available elements at state s. Specifically, an interval of
available tasks in s cannot contain any task for which there has been a current coin flip in
α ′. So each such interval is a subset of a group for some repartitioning of s.FREE given
the C · k logk current coin flips. There are up to k such intervals, thus s.FREE is a subset
of some repartitioning of s.FREE, for the C · k logk current coin flips.
We want to prove that , |s.FREE|− |s.FREE| ≥ ck2 log2 k with probability greater that
1− k−a.
So we want to show that:
|s.FREE|− |s.FREE| ≥ ck2 log2 k
|s.FREE| ≤ |s.FREE|− k2 log2 k ≤ (1− c)k2 log2 k
As we discussed above s.FREE is a subset of some repartitioning of s.FREE, for the
C · k logk current coin flips. Thus from Theorem 8.2 we have that for any constants a and
c′, if we choose C > a+1c′ , we have that:
|s.FREE| ≤ c′|s.FREE| ≤ c′k2 log2 k
with probability greater than or equal to 1− k−a.
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Thus for C > a+11−c we have that:
|s.FREE| ≤ (1− c)k2 log2 k
with probability greater than or equal to 1− k−a.
From the previous lemma, using C > a+11−c in the definition of a phase we have for
season 1 the following lemma.
Lemma 8.7. For any phase αi in season 1 we have that |si.FREE|−|s′i.FREE| ≥ ck2 log2 k
with probability greater than 1− k−a.
Proof. For any phase αi in season 1 we have that |si.FREE| > k2 log2 k. In phase αi we
have C · k logk current coin flips, where C > a+11−c so for the last state s′i of phase αi from
Lemma 8.6 we have that |si.FREE|− |s′i.FREE| ≥ ck2 log2 k with probability greater that
1− k−a.
Next we will show that during a phase in season 2 the available tasks are being halved
with high probability. This will allow us to bound the number of intervals that can be
formed during season 2.
Lemma 8.8. For a state s, if |s.FREE| ≤ k2 log2 k, for any constant a and c there exists
constant C, such that for any state s′ after C · k logk current coin flips, |s′.FREE| ≤ c ·
|s.FREE| with probability greater that 1− k−a.
Proof. Let s be the resulting state after the last (C · k logk-th) current coin flip. The sets
of available tasks s.FREE and s.FREE at states s and s (resp.) are each split into at most
k intervals from Lemma 8.5. The at most k intervals of tasks can be seen as groups of
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ordered elements. With similar arguments as in Lemma 8.6 we have that s.FREE is a
subset of some repartitioning of s.FREE, for the C · k logk current coin flips. Thus from
Theorem 8.2 we have that for any constants a and c, if we choose C > a+1c , it holds that:
|s.FREE| ≤ c · |s.FREE|
with probability greater than or equal to 1− k−a.
For any state s′ > s, it holds that |s′.FREE| ≤ |s.FREE| ≤ c · |s.FREE|, since the set
available task never increases in the execution of algorithm ARTA.
From the previous lemma, using C > a+1c in the definition of a phase we have for
season 2 the following lemma.
Lemma 8.9. For any phase αi in season 2 we have that |s′i.FREE| ≥ c · |si.FREE| with
probability greater than 1− k−a.
Proof. For any phase αi in season 2 we have that |si.FREE| ≤ k2 log2 k. In phase αi we
have C · k logk current coin flips, where C > a+1c so for the last state s′i of phase αi from
Lemma 8.8 we have that |s′i.FREE| ≤ c|si.FREE| with probability greater that 1− k−a.
If we choose C > 2(a+ 1), Lemmas 8.7 and 8.9 hold for c = 12 . Now we are going
to bound the total number of intervals that can be created in the execution of algorithm
ARTA. This will also allow us to bound the total number of coin flips that can take place
in any execution of ARTA by all participating processes k.
Lemma 8.10. There exists constant δ such that season 1 has no more than (1+δ ) 2n
k2 log2 k
phases with probability greater than 1− k−a.
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Proof. For any phase α ′i in season 1 we have that |si.FREE| > k2 log2 k. Moreover from
Lemma 8.7 for C > 2(a+ 1) and c = 12 we have that |si.FREE|− |s′i.FREE| ≥ 12k2 log2 k
with probability greater than 1− k−a. Also from the definition of a phase, it holds that
s′i = si+1 for consecutive phases α ′i and α ′i+1. Finally at the first phase α
′
0 of season 1 it
holds that |s0.FREE|= n, since s0 is the starting state of algorithms ARTA.
We say that a phase EX ′i in season 1 is successful if |si.FREE| − |s′i.FREE| ≥
1
2k
2 log2 k. Since in each successful phase in season 1 the available tasks are reduced
by 12k
2 log2 k, there can be no more than 2n
k2 log2 k
successful phases in season 1, since if we
had 2n
k2 log2 k
successful phases in season 1 there will be no more available tasks left, which
implies that we should have entered season 2.
If season 1 has more than (1+δ ) 2n
k2 log2 k
phases, it must be the case that at the first
(1+δ ) 2n
k2 log2 k
phases, strictly less than 2n
k2 log2 k
were successful. As we discussed a phase
in season 1 is successful with probability at least 1−k−a and is not successful with proba-
bility less than k−a. Let A be the event that more than δ 2n
k2 log2 k
phases were not successful
in the first (1+δ ) 2n
k2 log2 k
phases of season 1. Let N = 2n
k2 log2 k
. We have for the probability
of event A:
Pr[A] =
(1+δ )N
∑
i=δN+1
(
(1+δ )N
i
)
k−a·i
(
1− k−a)(1+δ )N−i
Pr[A]≤
(1+δ )N
∑
i=δN+1
(
(1+δ )Ne
i
)i
k−a·i
(
1− k−a)(1+δ )N−i
Since i > δN we have:
Pr[A]≤
(1+δ )N
∑
i=δN+1
(
(1+δ )e
δ
)i
k−a·i
(
1− k−a)(1+δ )N−i
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Pr[A]≤
(1+δ )N
∑
i=δN+1
(
(1+δ )e
δk
)i
k−a
(
1− k−a)(1+δ )N−i
Since δ constant and k the number of participating processes, there exists δ such that
(1+δ )e
δk < 1. We have that if k ≥ 9 and δ > 12 , (1+δ )eδk < 1. Moreover, since δN < i ≤
(1+δ )N, we have that (1− k−a)(1+δ )N−i < 1. So we have:
Pr[A]≤
(1+δ )N
∑
i=δN+1
(
(1+δ )e
δk
)i
k−a ≤
(1+δ )N
∑
i=δN+1
(
(1+δ )e
δk
)δN
k−a ≤ N
(
(1+δ )e
δk
)δN
k−a
There exists constant β such that for n> βk2 log2 k, δ > 1 and large enough k (the number
of participating processes), we have that N
(
(1+δ )e
δk
)δN
< 1. So we have that:
Pr[A]≤ k−a
From the above, we get that season 1 has no more than 4n
k2 log2 k
phases with probability
greater than 1− k−a.
Lemma 8.11. There exists constant δ such that season 2 has no more than 3(1+δ ) logk
phases with probability greater than 1− k−a.
Proof. For any phase α ′i in season 2 we have that |si.FREE| < k2 log2 k. Moreover from
Lemma 8.9 for C > 2(a+1) and c = 12 we have that |s′i.FREE| ≤ 12 |si.FREE| with prob-
ability greater than 1− k−a. Also from the definition of a phase, it holds that s′i = si+1
for consecutive phases α ′i and α ′i+1. Finally at the first phase α
′
j of season 2 it holds that
|s j.FREE|< k2 log2 k.
With similar arguments as in the proof of Lemma 8.11, we say that a phase α ′i in
season 2 is successful if |s′i.FREE| ≤ 12 |si.FREE|. Since in each successful phase in season
2 the available tasks are halved, there can be no more than 3logk successful phases in
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season 2, since after log
(
k2 log2 k
)
< 3logk successful phases there are no more available
tasks left.
If season 2 has more than 3(1+δ ) logk phases, it must be the case that at the first
3(1+δ ) logk phases, strictly less than 3logk were successful. As we discussed a phase
in season 2 is successful with probability at least 1−k−a and is not successful with proba-
bility less than k−a. Let A be the event that more than 3δ logk phases were not successful
in the first 3(1+δ ) logk phases of season 2. We have for the probability of event A:
Pr[A] =
3(1+δ ) logk
∑
i=3δ logk+1
(
3(1+δ ) logk
i
)
k−a·i
(
1− k−a)3(1+δ ) logk−i
Pr[A]≤
3(1+δ ) logk
∑
i=3δ logk+1
(
3(1+δ ) logke
i
)i
k−a·i
(
1− k−a)3(1+δ ) logk−i
Since i > 3δ logk we have:
Pr[A]≤
3(1+δ ) logk
∑
i=3δ logk+1
(
(1+δ )e
δ
)i
k−a·i
(
1− k−a)3(1+δ ) logk−i
Pr[A]≤
3(1+δ ) logk
∑
i=3δ logk+1
(
(1+δ )e
δk
)i
k−a
(
1− k−a)3(1+δ ) logk−i
Since δ constant and k the number of participating processes, there exists δ such that
(1+δ )e
δk < 1. So if k ≥ 9 and δ > 12 , (1+δ )eδk < 1. Moreover, since 3δ logk < i ≤
3(1+δ ) logk, we have that (1− k−a)3(1+δ ) logk−i < 1. So we have:
Pr[A]≤
3(1+δ ) logk
∑
i=3δ logk+1
(
(1+δ )e
δk
)i
k−a ≤
3(1+δ ) logk
∑
i=3δ logk+1
(
(1+δ )e
δk
)3δ logk
k−a
Pr[A]≤ 3logk
(
(1+δ )e
δk
)3δ logk
k−a
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For δ > 0.6 and k > 9 we have that 3 logk
(
(1+δ )e
δk
)3δ logk
< 1. Thus we have:
Pr[A]≤ k−a
From the above, we get that season 2 has no more than 5logk phases with probability
greater than 1− k−a.
Now we can bound the number of coin flips (calls to the function progress) that can
be performed by the k participating processes in algorithm ARTA.
Lemma 8.12. In any execution of algorithm ARTA there exist no more than 4(C+2)nlogk +
5(C+2)k2 log2 k calls to the function progress() with very high probability.
Proof. Each call of function progress() results in exactly one coin flip. The way we
have defined a phase in an execution α , a coin flip can either be current or not. Each
phase has exactly Ck logk current coin flips, apart from the last phase of season 2 which
may have less current coin flips, so that each current coin flip, happens in exactly one
phase of the execution. In season 1 we have less than 4n
k2 log2 k
phases with probability
1− k−a, from Lemma 8.10 . Moreover in season 2 we have less than 5logk phases
again with probability 1− k−a, from Lemma 8.11. From the definition of season 2 and
from Theorem 8.4, in the last state of the last phase of season 2 all non-failed processes
have terminated. From the above we have that any execution α of ARTA has less than
4n
k2 log2 k
+5logk phases with probability greater than (1− k−a)2 > 1−2k−a.
In each phase α ′i we have Ck logk current coin flips (or less). Each current coin flip
may result in the creation of a new active working interval. Moreover, there are up to k
active working intervals at the initial state si that have been created at previous phases.
For the purposes of the analysis, we consider that these intervals have been completed,
and that the process that was working on them, now works on a new interval, that starts
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at the first available task (in state si) at the right of the interval. Although the intervals
are one in practice (that is a process that learns about a completed task of the new or the
old working interval, as a result of a coin flip in a state t > si, will learn about the tasks
that have been completed up to state t in both intervals), we now treat the intervals as two
different intervals. One that is completed (it expands no more to its right) and one that
is an active working interval, that expands to its right side. That means that a process, in
order to learn the completion of all tasks of the interval needs now to learn about one task
of the old interval and one of the new interval (as a result of two different coin flips). For
the old interval it will learn about all the tasks of the interval which is not expanding any
more. On the other hand for the new interval it will learn about the tasks that have been
performed so far in the new interval, but not about the tasks performed in the old interval.
As a result of this convention, during a phase α ′i , current coin flips could return available
tasks, completed tasks that belong in active intervals or completed tasks that belong in
completed intervals that have been created and completed in phase α ′i . On the other hand,
coin flips that are not current can return only tasks that belong in completed intervals that
have been created during a previous phase α j, with j < i.
From the above we have that at the end of the execution, the set of completed tasks
is fragmented in less than
(
4n
k2 log2 k
+5logk
)
(Ck logk+ k) = 4(C+1)nk logk + 5(C+ 1)k log
2 k
intervals, with probability greater than 1−2k−a. As we discussed above, during a phase
α ′i a coin flip, performed by a process p, that is not current returns a task that belongs
in a completed interval that has been created during a previous phase α j, with j < i, by
some process q 6= p. As a result of the non current coin flip, process p learns about all
the tasks that have been performed by process q at the completed interval that includes
the returned task, and will not perform any coin flips that will return tasks in the specific
completed interval in subsequent states. So a participating process p can perform no more
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than 4(C+1)nk logk +5(C+1)k log
2 k non current coin flips. Since we have a total number of k
participating processes, in any execution α of ARTA, there are no more than 4(C+1)nlogk +
5(C+1)k2 log2 k non current coin flips. If we add the total number of current coin flips, in
the non current coin flips, we get the total number of calls to the function progress. So we
have that in any execution α of ARTA, there are no more than 4(C+2)nlogk +5(C+2)k
2 log2 k
calls to the function progress, with probability greater than 1−2k−a.
So far we have bounded the total number of calls to the function progress() (and as a
result to function defrag()). In order to complete the work complexity analysis, we need
to bound the work needed for each call. This cost is dominated by the work needed for
the calls of the operations on the FREE and DONE sets (that are stored internally by each
process). Each call needs work O(log |FREE|) = O(log |DONE|), assuming that the sets
are stored in some efficient tree data structure. We will show that the size of these two sets
is O(k) with high probability. The idea is that in ARTA, every call to function progress()
is followed by a call to function defrag(). The call to function progress() adds exactly
1 element to each of the sets (a new interval of completed tasks). The call to function
defrag(), probabilistically removes elements from the two sets. Each call to defrag(),
removes on expectation more than |FREE|2k elements. That means that as the size of the set
increases, more elements are removed on expectation in each call. For the purposes of our
analysis, we will only use the fact that the probability of removing at least two elements
in a call of function defrag() is considerably higher of the probability of removing less
than two elements, if the size of set FREE is large.
In order to understand what happens during an invocation of function defrag(), we
first examine the DONE set. The DONE set is composed of non-intersecting intervals of
completed tasks. So each element is defined by tail and head, the first and last task of the
interval. The intervals in DONE contain consecutive tasks that process p knows that some
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process has completed (remember that set DONE is in the local memory of process p).
From Lemma 8.5 we have that the available tasks (and as a result the completed tasks) are
split into no more than k intervals. So each interval of completed tasks in set DONE be-
longs in exactly one bigger interval of completed tasks and there are no more than k such
bigger intervals. Moreover the bigger intervals are again comprised of consecutive tasks
and they are not intersecting. So we could see the intervals in set DONE as ordered ele-
ments that are logically partitioned in upto k groups. This ordering is maintained within
the groups, and the global ordering is maintained across groups, in a way similar with
what we had in Section 8.2. This means that if we pick any two groups, all the elements
of one group either precede or are preceded by all the elements of the other group. Now
during an invocation of function defrag(), an element of the set DONE is picked uni-
formly at random at line 1 by the DONE.randomInterval() function. As mentioned above
this element represents an interval of completed tasks that belongs in a bigger interval of
completed tasks. At the while loop (lines 2 - 16) all the tasks that belong in that bigger
interval and are to the left of the interval picked by the DONE.randomInterval() function,
are discovered and merged with that interval. As a result, all elements (intervals of tasks)
of set DONE that belong in the same group (bigger interval) as the element (interval of
tasks) we picked and precede that element (contain completed tasks to the left of the tail
of the selected interval), are merged in to a new interval. As a result the cardinality of
set DONE is decreased by the number of elements in the group of the randomly selected
element, that precede this element. We say that the defrag() operation removed those el-
ements. If from a group we select the leftmost element, then the cardinality of set DONE
remains unchanged at the end of function defrag(). Since there are at most k such groups,
there are less than or equal to k such leftmost elements. If we pick the second from the
left element of a group, then the cardinality of set DONE is decreased by 1 at the end of
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function defrag(). Again there are less than or equal to k such elements. In any other
case, the cardinality of set DONE is decrease by 2 or more. Remember that each call of
function progress() results in the addition of at most 1 new element in set DONE. We are
ready now to bound the size of set DONE. Remember that the set is initially empty (has
no elements).
Lemma 8.13. In any execution α of algorithm ARTA for any process p and any state
s ∈ α , |s.DONEp| ≤ 20k with high probability.
Proof. Let’s examine the set DONE for a specific process p. As discussed above every
call to function progress() results in the addition of at most one new element in the DONE
set. This call is then followed by a call to function defrag(). A call to function defrag()
either reduces the number of elements in the DONE set, or leaves the same of elements
in the DONE set. So in order to have a state s ∈ α such that |s.DONEp| > 20k, there
must exist a state s′ ∈ α that precedes s in execution α such that |s′.DONEp| = 10k and
for all states t in the execution fragment α ′ that begins with state s′ and ends at state s,
|t.DONEp| ≥ 10k. Moreover in this execution fragment if there are i+1 calls to function
progress(), there must exist at least i calls to function defrag(). Let us assume that all the
i+ 1 calls to function progress(), result in the addition of a new element to set DONEp.
It must be the case that i≥ 10k.
From the discussion above the probability that the j− th call to function defrag()
removes one or no elements is 2k|DONEp| ≤
1
5 , since |DONEp| ≥ 10k. We name this event
X j. This event either removes one element from DONEp or removes no elements. For
simplicity we assume that as a result of event X j no element is removed. In all other cases
2 or more elements are removed. Again for simplicity we assume that exactly 2 elements
are removed in the event X¯ j. We are interested on the event X = ∑ij=1 X j. Since the
events X j are independent and Pr[X j]≤ 0.2, for the expectation of X we have E[X ]≤ 0.2i.
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In order for |s.DONEp| > 20k it must be the case that X ≥ 0.5i+ 10k, since this means
that less than 0.5i− 10k events X¯ j take place, which result in the removal of less that
i− 10k elements from set DONEp. Since i+ 1 elements have been added from function
progress(), we have that |s.DONEp|> 20k. From Chernoff bounds we have:
Pr[X ≥ E[X ]+λ ]≤ e− 2λ
2
i
From which for E[X ]≤ 0.2i and λ = 0.3i+10k we have:
Pr[X ≥ 0.5i+10k]≤ e− 2(0.3i+10k)
2
i ≤ e−0.18i
We call Yi the event X ≥ 0.5i+ 10k, so from the discussion above we have that
Pr[Yi] ≤ e−0.18i. In any execution α a process p can make no more than n calls to
function progress() from Theorem 8.4. For simplicity let |DONE| ≥ 10k for all states
of execution α . This increases the probability of existence of a state s ∈ α such that
|s.DONEp|> 20k. So during any execution α the probability that there exists state s ∈ α
such that |s.DONEp| > 20k is given by event Y = ⋃ni=10k Yi, since we need at least 10k
calls of function process in order to have the cardinality of set DONE increased by 10k.
For the probability of event Y we have:
Pr[Y ] =Pr[
n⋃
i=10k
Yi]≤
n
∑
i=10k
e−0.18i = e−1.8k
n−10k
∑
i=0
e−0.18i≤ e−1.8k
∞
∑
i=0
e−0.18i = e−1.8k
1
1− e−0.18
So we have that Pr[Y ]≤ 7e−1.8k.
We have k processes, so the probability that in any execution α of algorithm ARTA for
any process p and any state s ∈ α , |s.DONEp|> 20k is less than 7ke−1.8k ≤ 7e−1.8k+logk.
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Now we need to combine the main lemmas from above in order to bound work com-
plexity. More over we can bound space complexity with high probability using the lemma
above. Clearly the DONE and FREE sets that each process keeps in each internal memory
could be stored in the shared memory, if it is of interest to have O(1) local memory.
Theorem 8.14. Algorithm ARTA has high probability work complexity O(n+ k2 log3 k).
Proof. We have to count the work from calls to functions progress() and defrag(). We
start with function progress().
As discussed above, the DONE and FREE sets are stored in some efficient tree
data structure. So in function progress(), in lines 1 and 25, the calls to functions
FREE.randomElement() and FREE.remove(tail,head) cost work O(log |FREE|) while
the call to function DONE.add(tail,head) in line 26 costs work O(log |DONE|). From
Lemma 8.13 with probability greater than 1−e−k this work is O(logk). All the other lines
of function progress() cost O(1)work. The while loop in lines 7− 14 is executed once for
each task performed by the function progress. So from all the calls to function progress()
we have amortized work of O(n) from the while loop in lines 7 − 14. Moreover each call
to function progress() results in additional O(logk) work.
From Lemma 8.12 we have that in any execution of algorithm ARTA there exist no
more than 4(C+2)nlogk + 5(C + 2)k
2 log2 k calls to the function progress with probability
greater than 1−2k−a, for C > 2(a+1). So with probability greater than 1− (2k−a+e−k)
the total work from calls to function progress is O(n+ k2 log3 k).
For each call to the function progress() from a process p there exists at most
one call to function defrag(). In function defrag() we have calls to functions
DONE.randomInterval() and DONE.add(tail,head) in lines 1 and 15, and to function
FREE.remove(tail,head) in line 14. As discussed above these calls cost work O(logk).
All other lines of function defrag() cost work O(1). In each call of function defrag()
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line 1 is executed only once. Line 14 and 15 are inside the while loop in lines 2 − 16.
This loop is executed once for each interval of completed tasks discovered by function
defrag(). In defrag() we start from an interval of completed tasks that is known to pro-
cess p and inserted to its DONE set, and look one position to the left of its tail, in order
to discover a new interval of completed tasks. Since tasks are performed in a rightwards
direction and we discover intervals looking to the left of the tail of an interval, any interval
that we discover with defrag() cannot expand further, and thus is a completed interval.
Any such interval can be discovered only once by a process p. As discussed in the proof
of Lemma 8.12, from Lemmas 8.10 and 8.11 we have that the set of completed tasks is
fragmented in less than
(
4n
k2 log2 k
+5logk
)
(Ck logk+ k) = 4(C+1)nk logk +5(C+1)k log
2 k in-
tervals, with probability greater than 1−2k−a. Since the while loop in function defrag()
discovers intervals that cannot be expanded any more, and each execution of the loop
costs O(logk) work, the total work from all the executions of the loop by all processes
is O(n+ k2 log3 k). Moreover the work from the execution of line 1 of function defrag()
is also O(n+ k2 log3 k) since we have no more than 4(C+2)nlogk + 5(C+ 2)k
2 log2 k calls to
function defrag().
From the discussion above we get that algorithm ARTA has work complexity O(n+
k2 log3 k), with probability greater than 1− (2k−a+ e−k).
8.3.3 Space Complexity
We finally examine the space requirements of algorithm ARTA. From the discussion on
the shared variables, we have that share memory is split in a vector W with n elements.
Each elements has 1 bit that supports an atomic test-and-set operation and the head and
tail pointers. Shared and internal memory cells are of size O(logn). Moreover we assume
the atomic test-and-set operation is provided by the hardware and is not implemented a
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probabilistic object. Thus algorithm ARTA requires 3n shared memory space. In terms of
internal memory requirements, from Lemma 8.13 we have that both set FREE and DONE
for a process p in any state s have less than 20k elements with high probability. This gives
us the next Theorem:
Theorem 8.15. Algorithm ARTA requires O(n) share memory space. Moreover each
process uses O(k) internal memory space, with high probability.
Proof. As discussed above algorithm ARTA requires 3n shared memory space. Moreover
from Lemma 8.13 we have that both set FREE and DONE for a process p in any state s
have less than 20k elements with probability greater than 1−e−k. Since the sets are stored
in a binary tree data structure the space required by a process p in order to keep sets FREE
and DONE is O(k) with probability greater than 1− e−k.
9 Future Work
In this section we propose two specific directions for future work. The first one consists
of work in the message passing model. The second one, deals with solutions for the
at-most-once problem that focus on optimizing the memory usage of algorithms.
9.1 Message Passing Model
An important question arising in the context of the at-most-once problem, is how can the
work presented in the asynchronous shared memory model, be applied in message passing
systems. We propose the emulation of the shared-memory algorithms we designed, in
asynchronous message passing systems. Working on the message passing model will be
a continuation and extension of the work by Di Crescenzo and Kiayias [12], which was
also the main motivation for this thesis.
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Below we outline the methodology that can be used in order to emulate our shared-
memory algorithms in the asynchronous message passing model. Moreover, for some of
our algorithms, we conjecture the performance of such emulation. Using quorum systems
we can emulate atomic shared memory robustly in message passing systems as shown by
Attiya et al. [5]. In order to implement an atomic multi-reader/ multi-writer memory
service, we can use a simplified version of the work presented by Lynch and Shvarts-
man [38]. Based on the above and using similar techniques with the ones deployed by
Kowalski et al. [31], if the adversary is constrained to not disable the quorums used by
the atomic memory service, we can solve the at-most-once problem by emulating our
at-most-once algorithms, in a message passing system with bounded worst case message
latency d and bounded worst case processor response time to messages e, where d,e are
unknown to processors, maintaining the same performance (as the original aglorithms)
in terms of effectiveness. We can then analyze the work and message complexity of our
implementations in terms of d,e and K the size of the largest quorum configuration in the
shared memory service. We next discuss what we can expect from the emulation of the
various shared memory algorithms presented in this thesis.
• Algorithm AOm,n presented in Section 4 has the characteristic that it uses boolean
shared memory registers that can only switch from 0 to 1. This means that the
techniques applied in [31] in order to emulate the Write-All algorithms X [9]
and AWT [4] can be also applied for algorithm AOm,n. We conjecture that
with similar analysis, emulating AOm,n will give us the same effectiveness as in
shared memory, work of O(max{K,d,e}(n+m logm)) and message complexity of
O(K(n+m logm)). Moreover the correctness of the algorithm will be maintained
even for an unrestricted adversary.
It is interesting to observe here, that in the Write-All algorithms X [9] and AWT [4]
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emulated in [31], as well as in the algorithm AOm,n that we intend to emulate, the
multi-reader/ multi-writer memory cells change only once from 0 to 1, while sub-
sequent writes only attempt to write 1 to the already set memory cell. Clearly for
such write operations there is no need for two round writes. Moreover it might be
worth exploring whether there exist semi-fast, or fast implementations for multi-
reader/ multi-writer memory cells that support only a one-shot switch from 0 to
1, in the message passing model. If such constructions exist, then we can have a
tighter analysis for the algorithms emulated in [31], as well as for the emulation of
algorithm AOm,n. Asymptotically the result will remain the same, but the constants
would be reduced. A positive result on the existence of shared memory services
with such attributes, has also value outside the scope of the proposed thesis.
• The emulation of KKβ presented in Section 5 can also be performed using similar
techniques like the ones in [31]. It is interesting to note here that KKβ does not
need an atomic multi-reader/ multi-writer memory service, but can instead use an
atomic single-writer/ multi-reader memory service like the one presented by Geor-
giou et al. [16, 17]. Such a service provides fast writes and semi-fast reads, in con-
trast with the two round writes and reads required by a multi-reader/ multi-writer
implementation.
It is interesting to study whether the Write-All algorithm WA IterativeKK(ε) pre-
sented in Section 6 can be also implemented using atomic single-writer/ multi-
reader memory, thus extending the work in [31] by using a simpler memory service.
It will be interesting to analyze the performance of such an emulation and get a tight
bound on the number of two-round reads needed by the semi-fast implementation.
It is also possible to perform a probabilistic analysis in order to bound the number
of slow reads using similar techniques with the ones in [15].
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• Randomized algorithm RA presented in Section 7 can also be emulated in the
same way. We should also be able to emulate RA using an atomic single-writer/
multi-reader memory service. Algorithm RA limits multiple writer access to mem-
ory through the use of randomized test-and-set operations. The main challenge is
making sure that the randomized test-and-set primitives can be implemented using
single-writer/ multi-reader memory, which my also be of independent interest.
9.2 Space Complexity Bounds and Optimization
In the work presented in this dissertation, optimizing the use of shared memory was not
explicitly considered. As a result the algorithms we presented above do not optimize in
terms of space complexity. Moreover we are not aware of any work in the literature that
focuses on optimizing space complexity for the (strong) at-most-once problem.
This is an important question, since in order to emulate shared memory algorithms in
the message passing system using the methodology described in the previous subsection,
for each memory cell, an atomic shared memory service needs to be implemented by a set
of processes that act as a quorum. This demonstrates that reducing the space requirements
of at-most-once algorithms for the shared memory model, is worth pursuing. We would
like to explore what is the lower bound on space complexity for the strong at-most-once
problem, or for algorithms that solve the at-most-once problem with optimal effective-
ness, in terms of shared memory cells used by an algorithm. We conjecture a k logn space
complexity lower bound for the strong at-most-once problem, where k the processes par-
ticipating in an execution. Proving such a lower bound could be achieved by showing that
in a fail-stop synchronous shared memory, one cannot device algorithms for the strong at-
most-once problem, using less than k logn bits of shared memory. A different approach
in proving a lower bound for the space complexity of the strong at-most-once problem,
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would be to resort in the literature for consensus 2 objects and the space lower bounds
related to them. Moreover, giving a randomized algorithm that matches the k logn space
complexity bound would be an interesting direction that we will consider. Modifying
algorithm RA presented above could be a good starting point. A main challenge is imple-
menting randomized test-and-set operators with low space complexity (which may also
be of independent interest), or avoiding using such operators, in favor of some other, more
space efficient mechanism.
The question of space optimal solutions, under some strict performance guarantees
may also be of interest in the context of the Write-All problem. We conjecture a sim-
ilar lower bound on the space complexity of work optimal solutions for the Write-All
problem, and conjecture that a trade-off exists between the space complexity and work
complexity of Write-All solutions.
10 Summary of Open Problems
There exist various open problems left from this dissertation. We group them below by
the type of questions they address:
• Modeling
The asynchronous shared memory model is a high level abstraction that covers
most multiprocessor and multi-core architectures. Still there are many architecture
specific models that are general enough to have wide applicability and different
enough to benefit from different algorithmic approaches. Architecture aware ap-
proaches can lead in more efficient designs in terms of effectiveness, work or space
complexity. Exploring the (strong) at-most-once problem in hierarchical shared
memory may lead in surprising new results. Of particular interest should be Non-
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Uniform Memory Access multiprocessors. Moreover one can examine how cache
coherency protocols could affect the design of algorithms. Different consistency
models for cache coherency could benefit from different algorithmic strategies.
Another direction lies in examining simpler shared memory models. Examining
the at-most-once problem in synchronous shared memory with fail-stop crashes,
could provide useful intuition on the fundamental difficulties of the at-most-once
problem.
A questions lies on how failure detection oracles can influence the design of so-
lutions for the at-most-once problem. The upper bound on effectiveness for the
at-most-once problem (Corollary 3.3) will still hold, but would it become easier to
device tight solutions in terms of optimal effectiveness?
In terms of modeling, an obvious direction is towards message passing systems.
There is a wide range of challenges in such an endeavor. New definitions are
needed for the problem, as well as examination of what will be a meaningful mes-
sage passing model for the problem. How fragmentation can affect solutions and
whether it can be circumvented or not. Finally, since in order to simplify pro-
gramming, message passing systems resort in using middle-ware architectures that
implement asynchronous shared memory, it is interesting to explore asynchronous
shared memory models that support weaker primitives than the atomic read/write
registers we have used so far.
• Related Problems
The natural generalization of the at-most-once problem is the at-most-k notion,
where k is either a constant, or depends on m the number of processors. One then
needs to examine how the impossibility results and the lower bounds for the at-
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most-once problem transfer in the new setting. A strong notion of the at-most-k
would also be worth examining. A different direction would be the definition of a
weak at-most-once, or a weak at-most-k problem where the safety semantics can be
violated to some controlled extend. Such a problem may have applicability in real
systems, where jobs are at-most-once in nature, but one can afford some violation
of the semantic.
It is also interesting to explore under what model a solution to a do-all and at-
most-k problem can be achieved and how strong such a primitive is in terms of
its consensus number. From the impossibility results on the at-most-once, such a
problem is clearly not solvable if k failures are allowed. So a question arises on
whether there exist models, where this impossibility can be lifted.
Finally dynamic versions of the at-most-once problem can be examined, where
either the tasks are dispatched dynamically, or the processes arrive in a dynamic
way, or both. Such a setting imposes different challenges than the static model and
is closer to real applications.
• Impossibility Results and Lower Bounds
There is a need for an impossibility result on wait-free deterministic solutions that
use atomic read/write registers for the at-most-once problem, similar to the one for
the strong at-most-once. We need to explore what constrains on the effectiveness
of solutions could give us such an impossibility result. We conjecture that such a
result exists if you require optimal effectiveness. Can we get something stronger,
proving that even sub-optimal wait-free deterministic solutions cannot be achieved?
We are currently also missing lower bounds on the work of solutions with effective-
ness near n− f . Establishing first an impossibility result on wait-free deterministic
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solutions may help in asking the correct questions. For example, for what effective-
ness should one seek such a lower bound?
Finally as discussed above lower bounds on the space complexity of algorithms
with effectiveness near n− f need to be established.
• Collision Detection Algorithms
The multiprocess algorithm AOm,n presented in Section 4 scales well when it comes
to work complexity, but does not scale well in terms of effectiveness when the num-
ber of processes increases. The algorithm applies two techniques. The first one is
the collision avoidance strategy, and the second one is having jobs that can be per-
formed by only specific groups of processes. This jobs provide starting points for
processes when they join the execution of the algorithm. This means that algorithm
AOm,n cannot be a solution for the strong at-most-once problem. Could we modify
the algorithm, to make it a candidate solution for the strong at-most-once problem?
One approach would be to have some join service in the algorithm, that provides
starting points, for processes joining the execution.
It would also be interesting to devise algorithms that focus more on the second
technique applied by algorithm AOm,n. We believe that such algorithms could have
different characteristics than algorithm AOm,n. Specifically we believe that they
may scale better in terms of effectiveness when the number of processes increases.
• Algorithm KKβ
There is an open question concerning the work complexity of algorithm KKβ pre-
sented in Section 5 for β < 3m2. We expect that such an analysis will be quite
involved. A positive result for the work complexity of KKβ for β < 3m2, could
lead in interesting new iterative solutions for both the at-most-once problem and
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the write-all problem. A different direction would be to perform a probabilistic
work complexity analysis for β < 3m2 using similar techniques as the ones applied
in [15].
There still exists an effectiveness gap between the shown effectiveness of n−2m+2
of algorithm KKβ and the known effectiveness bound of n−m+ 1. It would be
interesting to study if this can be bridged for wait-free deterministic algorithms. If
not, it would be interesting to device deterministic algorithms that solve the problem
when some progress requirements are met.
Algorithm KKβ has a O(nm logn) space complexity for shared memory. By using a
linked list instead of a matrix in which processes announce the jobs they complete,
algorithm KKβ can be modified to have O(n logn) shared memory space complex-
ity. The correctness analysis of the modified algorithm will be quite involved, since
now the cells of the linked list can be potentially written by any process, and the
correctness of the implementation relies in the at-most-once property of job execu-
tion.
Algorithm KKβ can be readily modified, in order to provide a solution for a dy-
namic setting or streaming setting, where jobs are not known a priory and may
arrive indefinitely. We conjecture that if infinite jobs arrive, then infinite jobs will
be performed, and that a process failure may block exactly 1 job for infinite steps,
while all other jobs will be eventually executed provided that more jobs arrive. It
would be interesting to reduce the space requirements in such a setting, in order to
make the solution practical.
A different direction would be to examine whether algorithm KKβ can be modified
in order to provide a k-adaptive deterministic solution for the at-most-once problem.
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Finally, it is possible to fine grain algorithm IterativeKK(ε) presented in Section 6,
in order to get a tighter effectiveness of n− (3m2+m−2) without impacting work
complexity considerably. Proving correctness for such a solution will be quite in-
volved.
• Strong At-Most-Once Solutions
One question that arises from Theorem 3.7, is what kind of deterministic solutions
can we expect for the strong at-most-once problem. Clearly such solutions cannot
be wait free. It is interesting to study what progress requirements are reasonable
for such solutions. Partial synchrony or failure detectors could be possible ways to
circumvent the impossibility result.
It would be interesting to study a lower bound on work for randomized algorithms,
as well as a lower bound on work for k-adaptive algorithms both in the context of the
at-most-once problem, as well as the Write-All. The lower bound of Ω(n+ p logn)
from [43] is a good indication, but how does this change for k-adaptive algorithms?
Can solutions of Ω(n+ k logn) be achieved?
• Applications
One different direction would be to examine how real applications can be impacted
by the results of the current thesis. As mentioned above, in message passing ap-
plications, in order to simplify programming, shared memory middle-ware archi-
tectures are used. Such applications could be in the context of wireless sensor and
actuator networks, as part of pervasive computing, energy efficient buildings, smart
home, industrial automation and robotics. Software solutions for at-most-once se-
mantics can allow for simpler and cheaper actuators, while allowing for multiple
actuators to control the same tasks, increasing the reliability and flexibility of the
deployed systems.
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